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PREFACE
This document contains the results of a study to determine the
feasibility of remotely piloted, relatively stationary flight at very
high altitudes, using current technologies. The project was used to
fulfill part of the requirements for the Doctor of Engineering Degree
for Ernald B. Graves, an in absentia graduate student at the University
of Kansas.
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CHAPTER1
SUMMARY
This study has been conducted to determine the feasibility of a
remote]y:pi]oted, High-Altitude Aircraft Platform (HAAP) which would
perform year-around missions over the United States. Technologies
anticipated to be availablewithin the next 5 to 7 years were used in
analyzing solar-, microwave-, and nuclear-powered concepts_ Both blimps
and airplanes were considered for carrying a nominal lO0-pound payload
requiring I000 watts of continuous power. Societal attitudes toward a
HAAPand its propulsion systems were also considered.
Solar-powered HAAPconcepts are extremely large, and conventionally
shaped configurations cannot provide adequate surface for the required
solar cells because of the combined requirements of maintaining station
against high winter windspeeds and storing energy for use during the
long winter nights. The development of all technologies to advanced
levels projected herein could lead to a viable blimp design of manage-
able size. Near-term technology levels should result in a reasonable
sized blimp designed for lesser airspeeds. For HAAPapplications, solar
power appears to be more readily acceptable by society than the other
propulsion methods considered in this study.
Microwave-powered HAAPconcepts do not require nighttime energy
storage, and should result in relatively small vehicles that can perform
the year-around mission; however, these concepts are restricted to
operation near a ground station. Current societal attitudes could
result in controversy over the use of microwave-powered systems even
though the required ground station would only transmit power at levels
comparable to current satellite communications stations.
Nuclear-powered HAAPconcepts may be technically feasible; however,
current societal attitudes toward the use of nuclear power would appear
to prohibit the development of this concept.
CHAPTER2
INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary advances in science andtechnology transform dreams
into realities. The landing of a man on the Moon is one vivid example.
Another, and one whichhas become an integral part of our society, is
televi.sion.
,_ This reportaddressesthe use of currentand near-termscienceand
technologyto transformperhapsanother dream into reality,that of a
vehicleflying continuouslywithout refueling. Of specific interestis
a remotelypowered,remotelypilotedvehiclewhich flies continuously,
and at high altitudes,in performinga Varietyof missions. This class
of aircraft has been frequentlyreferredto as a High-AltitudeAircraft
Platform(HAAP),and includesboth blimp-typeand airplane-typeconcepts.
Three propulsionsystems are of interestfor a HAAP. One of pri-
mary interestis a solar-voltaicpower systemwhich uses direct energy
from the Sun. This propulsionconcepthas been highly publicizedover
the past year by the flightsof a solar-poweredairplane,"Solar
Challenger,!'developedby Dr. Paul MacCready (ref. l). However,the
requirementof high altitudeand continuous(24 hours each day) flight
for,a HAAP is a much greatertechnologicaldemand than that for
MacCready's"Challenger." Another propulsionsystemof primaryinterest
is a microwavesystem. This system entailsthe collectionand conver-
sion of microwaveenergy transmittedthroughthe air, to usable electric
._energy. Both of these systemsprovideexcitingchallengesfor the
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application of new technologies. Nuclear power, because of its rela-
tively long time periods between refueling, may also be a viable pro-
pulsion system for a HAAP.
2.1 BACKGROUND
The idea of developing an aircraft platform for a variety of pur-
poses has been proposed for years. Platforms suchas instrumented bal-
loons have long been used for obtaining atmospheric data. More recently,
however, increasing interest has focused on the need for a powered aerial
platform capable of maintaining station for long periods and at a rela-
tively high altitude.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has been
involved in assessing the feasibility of a High-Altitude Aircraft
Platform (HAAP). In 1977, NASAfunded two HAAPrelated studies. One
study (ref. 2) was performed by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) to
determine the technological feasibility of a HAAPconcept and to esti-
mate costs associated with the various HAAPconfigurations. The second
study (ref. 3) was performed concurrently by Battelle Columbus Labora-
tories (BLC). This study was to determine potential applications for
the HAAP, the payloads for each application, and to compare the cost of
the HAAPsystem for each application with the cost of Competing systems.
In addition to these studies, other HAAPrelated activities have also
been undertaken.
2.1.1 SRI HAAPFeasibility Study
In reference 2, Sinko concluded that the most practical and eco-
nomical propulsion method for a HAAPwas a microwave propulsion system.
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Consequently, essentially all of this study was devoted to microwave-
powered vehicle concepts. Sinko also concluded that the only other
practical alternative system would be chemical, i.e., hydrazine or jet
fuel, with aircraft rotation or refueling. Aircraft rotation or refuel-
ing was determined to be uneconomic. A nuclear-powered HAAPwas deemed
technically feasible but unlikely because of safety concerns. A solar-
powered HAAPwas considered technically prohibitive for a "reasonable"
size "airship." Specific concept comparisons were absent from this
study report. Figure 2.1 illustrates concepts favored by Sinko.
Concept 1- Blimp Concept 2-- Airplane
l i I I
I I Circling fli'ght
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I II I
I I I
I I I
I i II I
I t I
I I I
Ground microwave Ground microwave
transmitting antenna transmitting antenna
Figure 2.1 - Two proposed High-Altitude Aircraft Platform concepts.
Sinko estimated that the construction cost for either blimp or air-
plane concept would range between $0.2 to $0.4 million (ref. 2, page 49).
2.1.2 BCL HAAPApplications StudZ
This study (ref. 3) examined potential remote sensing and communi-
cations applications for a HAAPthat would fly in a circle above a
ground-based microwave power installation at an altitude of 70,000 feet.
Kuhner, et al. (ref. 3) concluded that for most remote sensing
applications, a HAAPwas more expensive and less flexible than aircraft
that currently perform those missions, but two classes of remote sensing
tasks were identified for which HAAP's are particularly suited. HAAP's
were determined to be competitive with aircraft where very frequent
coverage is required (more than once per day) and where wide-angle
sensors are applicable for large areas to be viewed. Remote sensing
missions specifically identified for HAAPwere:
(I) Forest fire detection
(2) Marine traffic surveillance
(3) Great Lakes ice mapping
The study also identified communications applications that were
well suited for HAAP's as being:
(I) Direct broadcast to home televisions
(2) Communications experiments
(3) Mobile communications
2.1.3 BCL HAAPUser Definition Study
Kuhner and McDowell at Battelle surveyed a group of scientists
(ref. 4), representative of selected scientific areas, on future scien-
tific requirements. The three broad discipline areas considered were
atmospheric science (chemistry, physics, and pollution monitoring),
remote sensing of the Earth's surface, and astrophysics (radiation
monitoring). This study concluded that the high-altitude platform has a
" . definite potential as an astronomical platform for infrared and
cosmic ray investigations and, to a lesser degree, as a tool for upper
atmospheric research and remote sensing ."
2.1.3 Other HAAP-Related Studies
In reference 5, ¥oungblood, et al., discuss HAAPmission scenarios
that could be performed by a solar- or microwave-powered airplane.
These scenarios included marine monitoring, such as the ocean disposal
of waste materials.
References 6 and 7 discuss solar-powered HAAPconcepts. Parry
(ref. 6) discusses the feasibility of a solar-powered blimp or airplane
performing missions at an altitude of I00,000 ft. Parry concludes that
the airplane, because it depends on dynamic lift to remain aloft, did
not appear feasible. According to Parry, existing wing structural
weight technology (1974) was the limiting factor. A blimp concept was
deemed feasible since it depended only on static lift to remain aloft,
requiring no power to maintain altitude at night. In reference 7,
Phillips discusses some of the practical aspects of a solar-powered HAAP
airplane design. Phillips concludes that existing solar cell technology
is adequate for operating a HAAP, but that existing rechargeable bat-
teries are too heavy. A flight plan consisting of climbing during the
day to store energy and gliding at night is not feasible because the
altitude lost during the night is excessive.
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A microwave-powered HAAPairplane concept is discussed by Heyson in
reference 8. Heyson discusses an airplane that cyclically climbs to an
altitude of about 75,000 ft while in the microwave power beam, and then
glides over I00 miles in a linear flight profile. Heyson concludes that
this concept, which takes advantage of the inherent forward speed of the
airplane, is feasible, but that substantial research and development
would be needed to insure success within a reasonable period of time. '
Morris (ref. 9) and Turriziani (ref. I0) each discuss the effects of
varying flight parameters on the feasibility of the Heyson (ref. 8)
concept.
In a microwave-powered system, the transmission efficiency decreases
rapidly as the microwave beam is pointed away from boresight; thus, there
is concern for minimizing the ground track of the aircraft. Sinko dis-
cusses minimum ground tracks for circling flight in reference II. Sinko
concludes that for wind velocities below 0.35 of the airspeed, the
minimum ground track is "D"-shaped (except in zero wind where the shape
is a circle). Whenwind speed is greater than 35 percent of the air-
speed, the minimum ground track is a figure-8 pattern. Whenthe wind
and airspeeds are equal, the aircraft can simply hover so that the
ground track degenerates to a point.
2.1.4.1 The Hufnagel Report
In March 1978, the Department of Defense requested that the Inter-
agency Committee on Search and Rescue examine emergency communications
requirements, assess the ability of existing communications systems
to meet the requirements, and if appropriate, develop a plan for an
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Emergency Response Communications System. The Committee was composed of
II federal agencies and, for this task, was chaired by Air Force
Major Ray Hufnagel. The Committee concluded that " under emergency
conditions, existing communication systems exhibit significant defi-
ciencies in coverage " The study (ref. 12) proposed a single geo-
synchronous communications satellite to provide coverage for the U.S.
and its territories. It was anticipated that such a system would serve
about 20,000 users. However, the Communications System ground rules were
that the federal government would pay for the research and development,
and the user would pay operational costs. This system cost was
considered " . extremely difficult . ." to assess, but thought to
be, perhaps, too costly for a state government to meet its individual
needs.
Nonreferencible documentations internal to NASAhave suggested that
a system of HAAP's Would he a lower cost alternative to the Emergency
Response Communications System discussed in the Hufnagel report (ref. 12).
These documents indicate that perhaps as few as 13 HAAP's could provide
coverage for the contiguous U.S.
2.1.5 Summaryof Proposed HAAPApplications
Table 2.1 summarizes the applications that have been proposed for
a HAAP.
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TABLE2.1 - SUMMARYOF PROPOSEDHAAPAPPLICATIONS
Military
Communications Relay
Ballistic Missile Early Warning
AircraftTracking
Weather Monitoring
Ocean Surveillance
Battlefield Tactical Intelligence
Nuclear Explosion Cloud Sampling
Scientific
Astronomical Observations
Atmospheric Research
Oceanographic Research
Civil
200 Mile Fishery Enforcement
Border Patrol Surveillance
Water Pollution Monitoring
Atmospheric Pollution Monitoring
Resource Management
UHFTV Broadcasts
National TV Distribution
Ice Surveying/Mapping of Waterways
Emergency Response Communications
Forest Fire
Flash Flood Alert
Severe Weather
National Disasters
Man-MadeDisasters
Search and Rescue
2.2 PROJECTPURPOSEANDOBJECTIVES
The foregoing discussion has identified and summarized some of the
studies which indicate a need for, or at least an interest in, a high-
altitude aircraft platform. Feasibility studies of various HAAPcon-
figuration concepts and propulsion systems have also been summarized.
I0
To date, no systematic evaluation of the various HAAPproposals have
been made. The purpose of this research project is to perform that
evaluation. Specific objectives of this research project were:
(I) To determine the technology readiness in areas which impact the
current and near-term feasibility of a HAAP.
(2) To perform a systematic technical evaluation of blimp and air-
planeconcepts using currentand near-term capabilities, with
emphasis on solar-voltaic and microwave propulsion systems.
(3) To identify the technologies that have the greatest impact on
the overall concept feasibility of a HAAP, and the possible
levels of future improvement.
(4) To identify societal influences which may constrain or enhance
HAAPperformance or development.
2.3 PROJECTAPPROACH
The approach used to accomplish the project research objectives is
as follows:
(I) Identify pertinent HAAP-related technologies and determine their
technology readiness.
(a) Conduct literature searches.
(b) Acquire, review, and assess pertinent documefits..
(c) Consult with recognized experts in specific areas.
II
(2) Develop tools for the analysis of HAAPconcept.
(a) Develop a computer code to analyze solar-voltaic and
microwave-powered blimps.
(b) Develop a computer code to analyze solar-voltaic and
microwave-powered airplanes.
(3) Evaluate concepts via parametric analyses.
(a) Determine the sensitivity of concept feasibility to
parametric variations.
(4) Identify environmental concerns toward HAAPtechnologies.
(a) Conduct literature searches.
(b) Acquire, review, and assess'pertinent documents.
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CHAPTER3
THE OPERATIONALENVIRONMENT
A major concern in providing for the systematic evaluation of a
High-Altitude Aircraft Platform (HAAP) is a definition of its opera-
tional environment. The civil argument for the justification of a HAAP
has been based on its utilization within the confines of the United
States (U.S.). Thus, in this study, the region considered for HAAP
operation is the 48 contiguous states of the U.S. In global coordinates,
the 48 contiguous states and its territorial waters approximately
encompass the region between 24 and 49 degrees north'latitude and
between 60 and 130 degrees west longitude (see Figure 3.1). (The
importance of global coordinates will become clear in Chapter 4.)
West longitude, degrees
140 120 100 80 60
40
_ •
a.)
g
= ..30
o
- 20
Figure 3.1- Location of U.S. in global coordinates.
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3.1 WINDS
Because the missions for HAAPrequire that the platform be able to
maintain station, the wind speeds that the platform will encounter
become a significant design constraint. The general shape of wind pro-
files across the United States resembles that shown in Figure 3.2 which
is given in reference 13 (page 8.91) as a design criterion for the launch
of aerospace vehicles. In this figure, the 99 percentile line, for
example, means that 99 percent of the time the wind speed is equal to,
or less, than that shown for the indicated altitude.
PercentiIe
300 -
. 95 99
4- 250
G,
!
o 200
x
150
or--
4->
_ loo
50
0 I00 200 300 400 500 600
Wind speed,ft/s
Figure 3.2 - Wind profiles for aerospace vehicle design.
The peak in wind speed near 50,O00-ft altitude as shown in the fig-
ure is the maximumspeed of the "jet stream" region that is familiar to
commercial aircraft pilots. It is apparent from Figure 3.2 that the
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magnitude of the wind speeds to which a HAAPwill be subjected is sensi-
tive to operational altitudes.
The published literature on HAAPproposes an operational altitude
of about "70,000 feet" (21 km). This altitude falls in a region of
minimum winds. Except for supersonic transports and military aircraft,
it is also well above any air traffic anticipated for the reasonably
near future.
Reference 14 is a survey of available wind-aloft data performed
especially for the design of a high-altitude platform.. The statistical
data shown in Table 3.1 (ref. 14, page II) represent years of climatic
measurements at altitudes from 53,000 to 82,000 ft, and are the most
thoroughly gathered data of this type readily available.
TABLE3.1 - HAAPWINDDESIGNCRITERIA
(53,000 to 82,000 ft altitude)
Station keeping probabi']ity
Design speed Season (percent of time)
52 ft/s Winter 60
30 knots Spring 90
Summer 98
Fall 90
68 ft/s Winter 75
40 knots Spring 95
Summer 99.6
Fall 95
84 ft/s Winter 85
50 knots Spring 98
Summer 99.6
Fall 98
127 ft/s Winter 95
75 knots Spring 99.5
Summer 99.7
Fall 99.5.
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tIf HAAPoperation is performed on a yearly basis (as contrasted to
a seasonal basis) as its missions indicate, and if it is to perform with
at least a 95-percent probability of maintaining station, a HAAPmust
have at least the capability of operating in maximumwinds of about
127 ft/s. The average winds in which the HAAPmust operate are modest.
The highest average seasonal wind speed in this altitude region, about
50 ft/s, occurs in the winter (ref. 14, page 14).
Although gust phenomena at extreme altitudes are not well under-
stood, some data based on flight measurements are avaflable. NASAhas
used both the U-2 and XB-70 aircraft to record high-altitude gust data.
The Air Force, in its High-Altitude Clear Air Turbulence •Program (HICAT),
also used a U-2 airplane to measure turbulence. Someresults of these
measurements are reported in references 15 to 17. Figure 3.3 (from
ref. 17, page 983) illustrates the variation in recorded turbulence
measurements.
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Figure 3.3 indicates a general lessening of turbulence at the
altitudes considered herein (60,000 to 70,000 ft); however, the data,
which are sparse, indicate an uncertainty of an order of magnitude in
the percentage of flight miles in turbulence.
It has often been assumed that the gust and turbulence environment
at HAAPaltitudes is benign and that the structural design requirements
may be relaxed in favor of lighter weight. This philosophy tends to
overlook a significant difference between conventional aircraft and HAAP
vehicles. A conventional aircraft flies for a very few hours upon _hich
it lands and can be inspected for damage. On the other hand, a HAAP
vehicle flies continuously for about a year (8760 hours). During this
period, there is no opportunity for inspection, repair, or overhaul. A
17
fatiguecrack, once started,continuesto propagatewith a significant
possibilityof catastrophicfailureduring the long flight. The struc-
tural design criteriafor a HAAP must accountfor these possibilities.
Inview of the imperfectknowledgeof the environmentand the lack of
experiencewith such long flight times, the initialchoice of HAAP
structuralcriteriamay have to be more severe than those which are
appliedto conventionalaircraft.
3.2 TEMPERATURES
The seasonalvariationin atmospherictemperaturewith altitude,as
well as the extremetemperaturesrecordedover EdwardsAir Force Base,
California(ref. 13, page I0.28),are shown in Figure 3.4. These curves
resemblethe averageglobal temperatureprofile (ref. 18), and are
thoughtto be representativeof temperaturesover the United States.
Note in Figure 3.4 that minimum temperaturesoccur near the 70,O00-ft
altituderegion proposedfor HAAP operation.
Using the Edwards'data as indicativeof the ambienttemperatures
for HAAP, that range is about from -58°F to -ll2°F, includingextreme
weatherconditions.
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Figure 3.4 - Temperature profile over Edwards Air Force Base, California.
3.3 ENVIRONMENTALPARAMETERSUMMARY
Reference 18 provides characteristic air properties such as
density and kinematic viscosity for the HAAPaltitude range. Table 3.2
is a summary of the HAAPoperational environment.
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TABLE 3.2 - SUMMARYOF HAAPENVIRONMENTALPARAMETERS
Altitudes, ft 53,000 to 82,000
Wind speeds, ft/s 42 to 130
Temperatures, OF -112 to -58
Densities x 103 , slugs/ft 3 0.321 to 0.008
Pressures, Ib/ft 2 216 to 53
Kinematic viscosities x 106, ft2/s 8 to 34
2O
CHAPTER4
SOLAR-VOLTAiCPOWERTECHNOLOGY
Solar-voltaic power technology is.concernedwith the direct con-
version of energy from the Sun to electrical energy.
4.1 GLOBALINTEREST
The published l_terature covering the various technological aspects
of solar power is massive. Ongoing efforts in solar-voltaic power
research and development are being conducted in France, West Germany,
Japan, Italy, Great Britain, and Canada '(ref. 19). Currently, the U.S.
has a large financial commitment to furthering solar power technology.
The National Photovoltaics Act authorized expenditure of $i.5 billion
over a lO-year periodfor photovoltaic research, development, and
demonstration. This Photovoltaic Systems Program, which had a $I00
million budget in 1979 and $130 million in 1980, is administrated by
the U.S. Department of Energy. The European effort is coordinated
through the Commission of the European Economic Community and plans to
spend about $50 million over a 4-year period on similar efforts. This
global effort is primarily aimed at terrestrial application; that is, as
an alternate energy source to petroleum based fuels. Theprimary focus
for this application is on reasonable efficiency and low system cost for
overall acceptability as an alternative to petroleum fuels. System
- weight is not a significant consideration.
Solar-voltaic power technology focused on space application is
being conducted primarily in the U.S. and Japan. Space application
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focuses on high efficiency, reliability, and long life. Solar power
system weight is of concern because it has major impact on launch weight
for the spacecraft. However, once the spacecraft is in orbit, the solar
power system weight imposes no penalty on the craft's operation,
although it can affect dynamics when large panels are unfolded.
A HAAPsolar power system is faced with stringent constraints. It
must not only have relatively high efficiency, but also low weight.
The energy obtained through the solar power system must be used, in
part, to keep the airplane, including the weight of the solar power
system aloft. For HAAP, the requirements are similar to those of space
technology rather than terrestrial application.
4.2 THE SUNAND ITS ENERGY
The Earth daily rotates about its own axis and annually orbits
about the Sun as shown in Figure 4.1 (ref. 20, page 41). The energy
Autumnal equinox
September 22
Winter solstice ,_..-__"_Dec mber21 _ Summersolstice
Sun
• .
Vernal equinox
March 21
. .o
Figure 4.1 - The Earth's orbit.
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that the Earth receives from the Sun varies slightly over the course of .
its yearly orbit. However, an average value for the Sun's energy flux
on the Earth has been determined by satellite experiments to be about
127 W/ft 2 (1368 W/m2). This value (within 1 percent) is well
• established (ref. 21).
The "top of the Earth's atmosphere" is often considered to be at
30-km (98,425-ft) altitude because, for theoretical purposes, absorption
and scattering of the Sun's energy in the Earth's atmosphere does not
occur at altitudes greater than 30 km. Figure 4.2 (from ref. 22,
page 44) shows the• annual theoretical daily distribution of energy
about the Northern Hemisphere at 30-km altitude. For the latitude
region of the U.S. (24o to 49o), the _solar insolation (energy)
is greatest in the months of June and July. Figure 4.2 shows that,
United_
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F_gure-4.2 Theoretical daily distribution of solar energy
on the Northern Hemisphere.
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during the year, incident daily solar energy at the "top of the
atmosphere" over the U.S. varies from about 9 to 45 Watt-Day/ft 2.
This solar energy, only part of which is visible, is distributed over
the wavelength spectrum shown in Figure 4.3 (ref. 22, page 5).
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Figure 4.3 - Wavelength distribution of solar energy.
If the area under the curve of Figure 4.3 is integrated over all
wavelengths, the calculated value will approximate that of the "solar
constant" (127 W/ft2). The distribution of solar energy in wavelength
regions is shown in Table 4.1.
TABLE4.1 - DISTRIBUTIONOF SOLARENERGYIN WAVELENGTHREGIONS
Region, _ Distribution,
percent
Ultraviolet (below 0.38) 7.0
Visible (0.38 to 0.75) 44.7
Infrared (above 0.75) 48.3
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4.3 THE SOLARCELL
The solar cell is a photovoltaic device which responds to electro-
magnetic radiation, generally in the visible wavelength region, and
directly converts a portion of this energy to usable d-c (direct-current)
electricity. References 23 to 33 provide a thorough background for
understanding solar cell technology. Ongoing research efforts include
the study of many materials, metallic and nonmetallic, as well as organic
and inorganic, to determine their photovoltaic properties and suitability
for use in solar cells.
Reference 29 is the single most comprehensive document on solar
cell characteristics behavior and subsequent design, and much of the
subsequent discussion is from that source. Currently, the two most
advanced types of solar cells are Si (silicon) and GaAs (gallium
arsenide). The principal advantages of Si cells are that silicon is a
more abundant material (which contributes to the cell being more eco-
nomical to manufacture) and it has less mass. GaAs cells are less
susceptible to radiation damagewhich gives them longer lifetime in a
space environment, and in that environment they are more efficient in
converting solar-to-electrical energy. The maximumtheoretical effi-
ciencies are about 0.22 for the Si cell and about 0.27 for the GaAs
(ref. 33, page II). Table 4.2 illustrates some differences in typical
Si and GaAs solar cells with identical volumetric size and surface
area.
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TABLE4.2 - COMPARISONOF TYPICAL SOLARCELLS
Solar cell
Characteristics
Silicon Gallium arsenide
Size, in. x in. x in. 0.79 × 0.79 × 0.010 0.79 × 0.79 × 0.010
Mass, slugs x 105 1.93 3.49
Efficiency (at 77°F; 298°K) 0.148 0.157
Note the temperature associated with the rated conversion efficiency
in Table 4.2. Temperature has a significant effect on cell efficiency.
The efficiency of Si cells typically changes by -O.O05/°K and GaAs by
-0.024/°K from the values at the reference temperature shown in the
table (from ref. 33, page 23).
Figures 4.4 (ref. 30, page 11.3-4) and 4.5 (ref. I, page 4) are
indicative of the relative response characteristics for solar cells when
exposed to simulated space sunlight at 77°F (298°K).
t--
Typical solar cell
mu100_>_80 rl__'_fp°wer responSejspacel1 sunllight!
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Figure 4.4 - Typical solar cell response characteristics.
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The curves in Figure 4.4 show the distribution of solar energy at
the "top of the atmosphere" (space sunlight), the simulation of that
solar energy in the laboratory (filtered xenon simulation), and the bell-
shaped curve which is the response of the solar cell to the simulated
solar spectrum. The solar cell response curve indicates maximumcell
power conversion efficiency occurs for incident power having a specific
wavelength, in this example, about 0.85 _ (2.8 x 10-6 ft). A relative
decrease in cell conversion efficiency occurs for incident power at wave-
lengths either longer or shorter than this optimum wavelength.
f Open circuitvoltagej---Maximum power •
range(knee)
Volts
IF Short-circuit current
h
Amps
Figure 4.5 - Typical solar cell power output characteristics.
Although solar cells can be produced in a number of sizes and
shapes, they are typically 0_79 x 0.79 in. (2 x 2 cm) or 0.79 x 1.58 in.
(2 x 4 cm) with thicknesses from about 0.004 to 0.012 in. Figure 4.5
k illustrates the electrical characteristics typical of 0.79 x 0.79 in.
(2 x 2 cm) solar cells when exposed to the reference solar radiation
(126 W/ft 2) at 77°F (298°K). Electrical characteristics vary with
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thickness and material type, but are typically operated at about 0.5 volt
and about 0.15 amps for a 0.79 x 0.79 in. cell. Maximumpower occurs at
the knee of the curve.
4.3.1 Arrays
In space application, solar cells are encapsuled by a cover for
environmental protection, especially from charged particles which degrade
cell performance. Space radiation is of less concern in the HAAPopera-
tional environment, but a thin cover would be used to protect the cells
from environmental effects such as moisture. Figure 4.6 (ref. 29,
page 6.2-15) illustrates 9 cells electrically interconnected to form a
sub-array. Typically, the cells are connected in both series and
parallel electrical networks to obtain a desired system voltage and
current. In turn, the sub-arrays are also electrically interconnected.
The network can be wired so that in the case of a cell failure, only a
few cells in the corresponding series network become inoperative.
_Cover glass
Adhesive
__ Solar cell
_.__.___Kapton
__i!ii!! °nnect
Figure 4.6 -lllustration of a solar cell array.
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The wiring technique which was used on the 16,000 cell Solar Challenger
airplane allowed a cell to fail without significantly affecting the
other cells in the electrical network (ref. I, page 8).
Historically, solar cell arrayshave been used in space application
since 1958 when an array provided power (about 1 watt) on board the U.S.
satellite Vangard I (ref. 29, pages I.I-I to 1.1-4). The individual
solar cells were about 0.79 x 0.20 in. with a rated (at 82°F) conversion
efficiency of I0 percent. Since that time, most spacecraft have used
solar cell arrays as the primary power source. Power systems on space-
craft have, at times, used well over I00,000 individual solar cells in
their design.
o,
4.4 TECHNOLOGYSTATUS
Solar-voltaic energy is a proven technology which has been demon-
strated for about 25 years while undergoing continuous evolution.
Figure 4.7 illustrates trends in solar cell efficiencies obtained from
a variety of sources. The figure indicates the time lag associated with
transferring laboratory results to production line status and includes
both Si and GaAs cells. The trend curves of Figure 4.7 have been
adjusted to the current standard of 1353 W/m2, and incTude the effect
of a number of changes in the standards under which solar cell effi-
ciency has been measured over the years. In 1971, a redefinition of the
solar constant from 130 W/ft 2 (1396 W/m2) to 126 W/ft 2 (1353 W/m2)
resulted in an apparent increase in cell efficiency of about 3 percent.
(The current reference value for the solar constant used in solar cell
technology is 1353 W/m2 although the actual value is now believed to
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be 1368 W/m2.) A general decrease in reference test temperature from
82°F to 77°F resulted in an apparent 2-percent increase in cell effi-
ciency (ref. 29, page 3.12-I). Cells have become thinner in an effort
to reduce spacecraft propulsion system mass, and this change also
reduces efficiency.
Current solar cell production line technology is represented in
Table 4.3, and reflects recent discussion with representatives of the
solar cell manufacturers (see Appendix B.I).
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TABLE4.3 - CURRENTSTATUSOF SOLARCELLTECHNOLOGY
Cell type Si Si Si GaAs
Cell size, in. × in. 0.79 x 0.79 0.79 × 0.79 0.79 x 0.79 0.79 x 0.79
Cell thickness, in. 0.004 0.008 0.010 0.010
Efficiency (77°F) 0.140 0.146 0.148 0.157
Mass x 105, slugs 0.97 1.60 1.93 3.49
Weight × 103 , Ib 0.31 0.51 0.62 1.12
Specific power, W/Ib 244.4 154.9 129.2 75.9
The higher specific power system, silicon, is advantageous to HAAP
application.
Table 4.4 characterizes a silicon solar cell array system specifi-
cally designed for HAAPapplication using current and near-term tech-
nologies. The values shown for efficiency have been temperature
adjusted to a HAAPrepresentative operating temperature.
TABLE4.4 - TECHNOLOGYSTATUSOF SOLAR-VOLTAICPOWERFORHAAPDESIGN
Current Near-term (2-4 years)
Cell type Silicon Silicon
Cell size, 0.79 x 0.79 x 0.004 1.57 x 2.36 x 0.004
in. x in. × in.
Rated efficiency, 0.140 0.145
(at 77°F; 298°K)
Operating efficiency 0.155 0.160
(at-76°F; 213°K)
Array weight, Ib/ft 2 0.09 0.08
Specific power, W/Ib 197.5 227.2
W/ft 2 17.5 18.9
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The values shown for near-termtechnologywill be used indeter-
mining the feasibilityof solar-poweredHAAP concepts. In addition,to
accountfor atmosphericeffectssuch as absorption,scattering,etc.,
and more significantly,the misalignmentof the solar cells with the
Sun's rays (includingflight orientationand latitude)which prevents
capturingthe maximum availableenergy,a value of Ill W/ft2 (1200 W/m2)
will be assumedherein to representthe average incidentsolar energy.
The performanceof a solar cell array specificallydesigned for
HAAP will be considerablydifferentfrom that of the Solar Challenger
airplane. The "Challenger"used rejectedspace quality solar cells
obtainedfrom the U.S. Air Force throughNASA. Values providedby
Aerovironment,Inc. (seeAppendix B.l), builderof the Solar Challenger,
specifyan array weight of about 0.20 Ib/ft2 and an averagearray
operatingefficiency,on a clear day, of about 0.125. It is important
to note that the efficiencyfor the Solar Challengeris based on a dif-
ferent energy spectrum (one that includesatmosphericeffects)than that
for HAAP (see Fig. 4.3). The referencesolar energy appropriatefor the
Solar Challenger is approximately 93 W/ft 2 (I000 W/m2).
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CHAPTER5
MICROWAVEPOWERTECHNOLOGY
The microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (see Table 5.1)
has been used for long-distance communications, navigation, and radar for
decades. The lower microwave frequencies (longer wavelengths, i.e.,
about 106 _) are being used daily and worldwide for radio and television
transmission. In all of these applications, usable a-c or d-c power is
converted to "radio" (microwave) frequencies and transmitted over "free-
space." The technology of converting usable power to microwaves and the
transmission of these microwaves over free-space has become a mature
technology which has been readily accepted by society at _he power
levels typically used in communications.
5.1 TECHNOLOGYBACKGROUND
Although the daily transmission of low power microwave radiation is
customary in our society, a technology which is in its infancy and which
is vital to the concept of a microwave-powered high-altitude platform
(HAAP), is collecting transmitted microwave energy and converting it
back into usable energy. Reference 34 by Brown is an excellent summary
of work on the collection and rectification of transmitted microwave
energy for military applications.
In recent years, emphasis on space applications of microwave power
transmission and conversion in the U.S. has stemmed from a societal need.
In 1973, the United States was confronted with an embargo by the oil
exporting nations. Subsequently, in an effort to become "energy
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TABLE 5.1 - SPECTRUMOF ELECTROMAGNETICRADIATION
Frequency, Hz Type of radiation Wavelength,
1022 Cosmic rays 10-8
1020 Gammarays 10-6
1018 X-rays 10-4
I016 Ultraviolet 10-2`
Visible light
1014 i0 °Infrared
1012 Submillimeter waves 102
i010 Microwaves (radar) 104UHF
108 Television and FM Radio VHF 106Short Wave HF
106 AMradio MF 108LF _
104 Maritime communications VLF I0 I0
independent," the U.S. government embarked on an effort to determine the
feasibility of using large satellites to collect solar energy, convert
that energy to microwave energy, transmit the microwave energy over
free-space, and, finally, to collect and convert that to electrical
power suitable for nationwide distribution. The system proposed for
obtaining this objective is called the Solar Power Satellite (SPS).
References 35 and 36 discuss many efforts, both ongoing and complete,
which relate to the Solar Power Satellite concept, and which, in part,
address microwave'power systems. A conceptual sketch of an SPS
system is presented in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 - Concept of a solar-powered satellite.
Although SPS does promote advances in microwave power transmission
and reception technology, there is one fundamental difference between
SPS efforts and those needed for a High-Altitude Aircraft Platform
(HAAP). Efforts in SPSare focused on lightweight transmitting antenna
which must be transported into Earth orbit. The receiving antenna for
the system will be located on the Earth (land). Weight for this antenna
to collect and rectify the microwave energy poses little concern. SPS
emphasis is on conversion efficiency and low cost. An operational HAAP
must be concerned about the weights of the various systems which must be
carried on board. Emphasis for a HAAPbecomes that of a low-weight
rectifying antenna (rectenna) system. Figure 5.2 illustrates the con-
cept of a microwave-powered HAAP. In the example, a HAAPairplane per-
forms as a communications relay station while in circling flight.
35
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Figure 5.2 - Concept of a microwave-powered HAAPairplane system.
5.2 MICROWAVEPOWERTRANSMISSION,RECEPTION,AND CONVERSION
The process of microwave power transmission, reception, and con- ..............
version is illustrated in Figure 5.3 (from ref. 38) with the laboratory
measured efficiencies associated with each process. The complete labora-
tory experiment is reported by Dickinson and Brown in reference 39. This
experiment is particularly important in that the capability of collecting
and rectifying microwave power to usable d-c power was quantified.
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Figure 5.3 - Overall and subsystem efficiencies of a
microwave power transmission system.
The process in Figure 5.3 which converts d-c power to microwave
power is part of a mature technology. Radio and television stations per-
form this type of conversion daily. This type of power conversion is
\
also performed in homemicrowave ovens. A device which performs this
power conversion in the microwave oven (ref. 40, page 2.19) - a
magnetron - is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4 - Microwave oven magnetron.
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The efficiency associated with microwave power transmission as dis-
cussed by Gaubau in reference 37 is shown in Figure 5.5. There are two
important assumptions associated with the efficiency relationship in
this figure which need mentioning. First, the transmitting device, which
may be composed of many individual converters such as the magnetron shown
in Figure 5.4 is assumed to be performing as a single transmitter.
Second, the geometric shape (i.e., circle) of the transmitting surface
is thesame as that of the receiving surface. It should be noted that,
theoretically, the wavelength of the microwaves could be made suffi-
ciently short that the transmission losses are negligible. At in
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where At = area of transmitting antenna
Ar = area of receiving antenna
= the wavelength of the radiation
= the distance between the two antennas
Figure 5.5 - Relationship for microwave transmission efficiency.
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Figure 5.5 would correspond to the surface area of the microwave power
transmitting antenna shown in Figure 5.3. Ar would correspond to the
surface area of the incident rectenna housed in the airplane. D is the
actual linear distance between the two rectenna (between At and Ar).
Whenthe airplane is directly over the transmission station as shown in
Figure 5.2, D equals 70,000 ft. (The economics associated with the
efficiency of a microwave power transmission system is discussed in
Chapter 14 (pages 194-195).)
5.3 THE RECTENNA
The process of receiving and converting microwaves to d-c power as
depicted in Figure 5.3 is performed with a collecting and rectifying
device called a rectenna. The energy is collected by simple dipole
antennas. Conversion to d-c power is achieved by adding a solid-state
electrical circuit using rectifying diodes at each dipole. A compre-
hensive literature search indicates only W. C. Brown and his development
team (Raytheon Company) to be actively engaged in the technical develop-
ment of a rectenna to be used specifically by a HAAP.
In 1963, microwave power (about I00 watts) was successfully col-
lected and rectified to operate a d-c motor (ref. 41, page 5). This
experiment led to a demonstration for using microwave power in 1964
when a small tethered helicopter was powered by microwaves. In this
demonstration (ref. 42), the 5-1b helicopter hovered 50 ft above the
transmitting antenna. Usable d-c motor power was about 200 watts. In
1976, a microwave power transmission field demonstration was performed
at the Goldstone Facility in the Mojave Desert (ref. 43). In this
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experiment, microwave power was transmitted over a distance of about
T_
1 mile with an average power density at the rectenna of about 121W/ft 2.
The average efficiency of the rectenna system was about 0.815, which
validated the laboratory measurement of 0.82 (see Fig. 5.3). Figure 5.6
(ref. 43, page 18) illustrates the 5-in.-thick rectenna array system
used at Goldstone. Figure 5.7 (ref. 41, page 18) shows an individual
dipole and the associated rectifying circuit as used in the array. The
rectenna dipole (Fig. 5.7) was made of aluminum. The circuit shown
included a solid-state diode rectifier which was made of gallium
arsenide and attached to the aluminum transmission line (gold coated at
the joints) to enhance thermal conductivity. The rectenna element, as
shown, weighed about 0.009 lb.
Figure 5.6 - Rectenna array used in microwave power
transmission field demonstration.
4O
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Dipole antenna output filterDiode
rectifier Inductance
Figure 5.7 - Rectenna used in Goldstone experiment.
A thin-film rectenna specifically designed for a High-Altitude
Aircraft Platform (HAAP) blimp is illustrated in Figure 5.8, and is
described by Brown in reference 44. This rectenna is photoetched copper
Diode
Mylar
ectenna dipole
Figure 5.8 -Thin film rectenna proposed for HAAP.
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on l-mil thick Mylar. The diode heat sink uses a layer of platinum and
one of gold at the copper junction point to prevent thermal damage, and
performs electrically like the Goldstone diode circuit. The thin-film
rectenna was designed to perform at ambient atmospheric pressure and
temperature characteristic of the HAAPoperational altitude (70,000 ft).
Laboratory design tests were performed at an incident power density of
16 W/ft 2. The 0.03 Ib/ft 2 thin-film rectenna had an average conversion
efficiency of 0.75.
An important note for rectenna array design is that the diodes are
self-fused. If a diode should fail, only that single rectenna element
becomes inoperative. This rectenna characteristic was demonstrated at
Goldstone. It should also be noted that the maximumrectenna conversion
efficiency is 0.50 unless it has a reflecting plane behind it (ref. 44,
page 3.27). The reflecting planes used in the previously referenced
rectenna experiments have been thin aluminum deposits. A metallic film
about 0.08 mil thick is sufficient (ref. 44, page 3-27). In addition,
experiments have indicated that a rectenna packing density of about
19 rectenna/ft 2 is about optimum. All of the rectenna development work
has been conducted at microwave transmission frequencies of approxi- °"
mately 2.45 gigahertz (O.40-ft wavelength).
5.4 TECHNOLOGYSTATUS
The overall technology status of microwave power transmission and
reception is reflected in reference 35. However, this assessment spe-
cifically addresses a Solar Power Satellite (SPS), which has require-
ments different from a High-Altitude Aircraft Platform (HAAP).
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A rectenna designed for HAAPapplication (low atmospheric density)
is currently in the laboratory development stage. Mr. W. C. Brown
(Raytheon Company) is conducting this development effort. The current
version of the thin-film rectenna is copper imbedded in a Kapton film,
instead of the Mylar film described in reference 44. Kapton's material
properties are not as degradable in the HAAPenvironment, and it can
withstand higher temperatures than Mylar. Currently, limitations on
incident power density are based onacceptable diode temperatures.
Table 5.2 summarizes the current laboratory status for the thin-
film HAAPrectenna.
TABLE 5.2 - TECHNOLOGYSTATUSIN MICROWAVEPOWER
CONVERSIONFORHAAPDESIGN
Thin film l-mil thick Kapton
Rectenna weight, Ib/ft 2 0.03
Maximumincident power:
No convection, W/ft 2 16
With convection, W/ft 2 37
Conversion efficiency 0.80
Although some of the values shown in Table 5.2 appear in the
literature, some that do not were personally provided by Mr. Brown and
represent his latest laboratory results. The values shown for the
rectenna weight do not include the reflecting plane. For HAAPblimp
design, a lightweight honeycomb structure has been considered for
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housing the reflector. Figure 5.9 illustrates how this structure might
look. The weight associated with the additional structure is estimated
to be about 0.05 Ib/ft 2 which would give a total HAAPblimp rectenna
system weight of about 0.08 Ib/ft 2.
_Dipoles " •Thin
film_ .7 Aluminum
- reflector
Insulated _ _" honeycomb
supports
Figure 5.9 - A possible rectenna and reflecting plane structure.
For HAAPairplane application, the rectenna-reflector structure
might appear the same as for a blimp; however, the "insulated support"
shown in the figure could be a part of the airframe structure.. An
engineering estimate for a HAAPairplane reflecting plane composed of
aluminum film bonded to I/2-mil thick Kapton is 0.011b/ft 2, which gives
a total HAAPairplane rectenna system weight of about 0.04 Ib/ft 2.
In this study, the rectenna is assumed to be in contact with a
surface covering on the bottom of the HAAPblimp or airplane that does
not reflect microwaves, thus permitting the rectenna to receive total
incident power. It is also assumed that convection of heat at the
rectenna is achieved through the rectenna surface covering. Table 5.3
shows the values used for microwave power technology in this study.
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TABLE 5.3 - DESIGNPARAMETERSFORA
MICROWAVE-POWEREDHAAP
Concept Blimp Airplane
Maximumincident power, W/ft 2 37 37
Rectenna system weight, Ib/ft 2 0.08 0.04
Conversion efficiency 0.80 0.80
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CHAPTER6
ALTERNATEPOWERTECHNOLOGIES
Because solar-voltaic and microwave propulsion systems have been
,most frequently mentioned in the literature as applicable for a HAAP,
emphasis has been placed on solar-voltaic and microwave power tech-
nologies in this study. Alternate propulsion system technologies have
also been studied to determine the status of their suitability for
powering a HAAP.
6.1 LASERPOWERTECHNOLOGY
The laser (Light Amplification by Simulated Emission of Radiation)
is an oscillator-type device that can produce a single electromagnetic
frequency at high intensities. These frequencies are in the optical
region and, when viewed by man, resemble a concentrated beam of light.
Since its invention in 1960, the laser has found a number of applica-
tions in society. These applications include performing as a tool in
medical surgery, and reading the prices of products purchased at the
supermarket.
Lasers used in medical surgery are solid state lasers that emit
about 50 watts of power (ref. 45). These solid state systems are low
power devices, and do not appear capable of providing sufficient power
for HAAPapplications; therefore the remainder of this discussion will
be confined to gaseous laser systems.
A survey of CO2 (gas) lasers used for industrial applications was
performed by Locke (ref. 46). Survey results showed that these laser
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systems varied in output power from about 2 to 15 kilowatts. A gas
laser system designed and built by the NASALewis Research Center of
even higher power output (70,000 watts) is discussed in reference 47.
The lasers discussed in references 46 and 47 use carbon dioxide (C02) as
the medium for achieving the laser power, and correspondingly, are
referred to as CO2 lasers. Figure 6.1 (from ref. 47) is presented to
illustrate schematically the CO2 laser system of reference 47.
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Figure o.i - Schematic illustration of an NASA
developed high power laser.
Although CO2 laser systems are more highly developed, systems which
use other gases such as carbon monoxide (CO) also exist. Bain (ref. 48)
discusses these types of lasers and their current technology status.
Rudko (ref. 49) discusses recent develmpments to extend the wavelength
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region in which lasers operate. Table 6.1 shows some types of gaseous
lasers and their characteristic operating wavelengths.
TABLE6.1 - SOMELASERWAVELENGTHCHARACTERISTICS
Laser type Wavelength,
Carbon dioxide (C02) 10.6
Carbon monoxide (CO) 5.3
Hydrogen bromide (HBr) 4.2
Hydrogen fluoride (HF) 2.8
Xenon (Xe) 2.0
Argon (Ar) 1.3
The power associated with laser applications vary considerably.
In medical surgery 50 watts is about a typical power level. Industrial
applications use as much as 15,000 watts. In reference 50, Hertzberg,
et al., discuss a laser-powered air transportation system reouiring
40 megawatts of laser power per airplane using technology which would
not be availabl_ until after the year 2000. Much of the high power
(megawatts) laser development activity is not available in the literature
because of security classification. An indication of recentdevelopments
has been made known through newspaper and television accounts of the
U.S. military having demonstrated the capability of destroying flying
aircraft by laser beams.
Although Bain (ref. 48, page 30) states that high power lasers
(greater than I00,000 watts) operate reliably for only a few minutes,
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laser reliability is not the only concern in a propulsion system.
Equally important is the capability of converting laser energy to a
usable energy, whether it is to propel a transport aircraft (ref. 50)
or to propel a HAAP. The current technology for converting laser energy
to electrical energy is discussed by Bain (ref. 48) and by Lee in
reference 51.
Lee (ref. 51) discusses the historical evolution of research
efforts in laser energy conversion as well as predictions for the future.
He discusses energy conversion schemes such as the photovoltaic conver-
sion of laser energy with solar cells. These cells would be optimized
for wavelength compatibility with the laser beam. He also discusses
heat engines which, in principle, absorb laser energy through a working
medium such as helium. A thermodynamic process is used to convert the
thermal energy to mechanical or electrical energy. Material properties
limit the engine temperatures to less than 3100°F, and thus the effi-
ciencies at which these engines could operate.
Both references 48 and 51 are excellent papers on laser power tech-
nology, especially the energy conversion aspect. These papers indicate
no practical near-term conversion system for laser energy. Matching the
wavelengths of the emitted laser energy and the wavelength to which the
conversion device or fluid medium responds is crucial to the development
of practical laser propulsion systems. Developed photovoltaic cells, for
example, respond to wavelengths less than 1.3 _, a value lower than the
wavelengths of developed lasers, as can be seen in Table 6.1.
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Because the present study is focused on near-term technologies
(2 to 7 years), and laser power technology appears insufficiently
developed for practical use within that period, it will not be con-
sidered further in this study.
6.2 NUCLEARPOWERTECHNOLOGY
Inrecent years, nuclear power has become an increasingly contro-
versial societal issue; however, nuclear devices have been and continue
to be contemplated for space application. In reference 32, Szego dis-
cusses space power systems and their state of the art in the early
1960's. The SNAPprogram (Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power) is
thoroughly discussed. In this program, both nuclear reactor and radio-
isotope power systems were launched into orbit. The successfully
launched SNAPIOA was the only nuclear reactor orbited; however, there
have been many radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTG's) orbited.
Although these nuclear devices have been used for powering satellite
payloads, the same power source could be used to power a propeller-
driven high-altitude aircraft platform.
The nuclear reactor system uses a nuclear fission process to gen-
erate heat which is transferred to a working fluid in a thermodynamic
process such as a Rankine or Brayton cycle. The thermal energy can be
converted to electrical energy by means of a generator or a thermo-
electric converter. In a radioisotope thermoelectric generator system,
the heat source is the radioisotope. The heat energy is thermoelectri-
cally converted to electrical energy by means of a differential tempera-
ture process which is, in essence, a thermocouple. The specific
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characteristics of the nuclear reactor development in the SNAPprogram
are provided by Cockeram in reference 52. Figure 6.2 provides a physi-
cal illustration of the SNAPIOA thermal nuclear reactor assembly.
Table 6.2 describes the system.
Figure 6.2 - SNAPIOA reactor shield assembly concept.
In reference 53, Schulman discusses radioisotope thermoelectric
generators (RTG's) developed in the SNAPprogram. The SNAP19 RTG,
which was flown on the Nimbus B satellite in 1967, is shown in Figure 6.3
(from ref. 53, page 89). SNAP19 characteristics, some of which were
obtained from reference 54, are presented in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 - SNAP19 radioisotope thermoelectric generator concept.
TABLE 6.2 - SNAPIOA THERMALNUCLEARREACTORCHARACTERISTICS
Thermal power, W .......... : ....... 35,000
Electrical power, W ................. 500
Power conversion efficiency ............. 0.014
Reactor outlet temperature, OF ........... I000
Reactor diameter, ft ................ 1.41
Reactor weight, Ib ................. 270
System unshielded weight, Ib ............ 650
Total system weight, Ib ............... 960
2
TABLE6.3 - SNAP19 RADIOISOTOPETHERMOELECTRIC
GENERATOR(RTG) CHARACTERISTICS
Thermal power, W ................... 645
Electrical power, W .................. 30
_ Power conversion efficiency .............. 0.047
Peak temperature, OF ................. 980
RTGdiameter, ft .................. 1.31
RTGheight, ft ................... o. 0.92
RTGweight, Ib ........... ........ 30
The SNAPprogram was terminated about 1973, and with it the develop-
ment of space nuclear reactor systems ceased (ref. 55). The revival of
U.S. nuclear reactor technology for space application is being conducted
by Los Alamos National Laboratory in the SPAR(Space Power Advanced
Reactor) program. Discussions with Mr. David Buden, the SPARprogram
manager and an expert in nuclear technology, indicate that it would take
about as much time, but not as much money, to recoup the technology
status that existed in the SNAPprogram as to complete the SPARprogram
efforts. References 55 and 56 discuss the SPARprogram and system
design. The system is being designed to produce up to I00,000 watts of
thermoelectrical power with an operational life of 7 years. A technology
demonstration is scheduled for the 1984-85 time period. Table 6.4 pro-
vides some SPARsystem design parameters.
r
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TABLE6.4 - SPARNUCLEARREACTORSYSTEMDESIGNPARAMETERS
Thermal power, kW II0 550 III0
Electrical power, kW I0 50 I00
Conversion efficiency 0.09 0.09 0.09
Reactor temperature, OF 2060 2060 2060
Reactor diameter, ft 1.71 1.71 1.71
Reactor height, ft 1.64 1.64 1.64
Reactor weight, Ib 881 881 881
Shield weight, Ib 562 760 837
System weight, Ib 1785 2765 3911
The current status and development efforts on radioisotope thermo-
electric generators (RTG's) are discussed in reference 57. According to
Mullin, et al. (ref. 57), who are responsible for NASA's space power
program_ current RTG systems, including shielding, have a specific power
ef about 2.2 W/Ib with a thermal power-to-electrical power conversion
efficiency of about 0.06. NASA's lO-year program effort is to double
RTGperformance. Personal conversations with Mullin revealed that all
_TG's to date have operated at less than 600 watts of electrical output.
Table 6.5 summarizes RTGtechnology status and development plans.
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TABLE6.5 - RADIOISOTOPETHERMOELECTRICGENERATOR
TECHNOLOGYSUMMARY
Current Near-term Far-term(5 years) (I0 years)
Electrical power, W <I000 <1500 <2000
Conversion efficiency 0.06 0.09 0.12
Specific power, W/Ib 2.22 3.34 4.45
Shielding requirements for space nuclear systems are discussed by
Szego (ref. 32, page 644). Shield weight is a stronger function of
mission than unit power. Of course, a detailed shielding analysis is
performed for each mission over a range of operating powers. In lieu of
this, Szego indicates manned applications generally require 15 to
20 times the shielding required for unmannedmissionsL Shielding is
based on a space Utilization safety requirement of " . no undue risk
to the public or the environment . " (ref. 56, page 15). Shielding
w_ights associated with RTG's and shown for the SPARsystem (Table 6.4)
are for the unmanned environment. Crashworthiness, which would be a
prim_ concern for HAAPoperations, has not been a safety design factor.
A suitable data base for the design of a crashworthy nuclear reactor
system has not been developed. The launching of the SNAPI0 reactor
system was conducted with the system inert; the system was activated
only after orbit was achieved. RTGsafety requirements are essentially
thesame as for the reactor; and, in reference 58 (page 18-23), Streb
specifically discusses RTG safety philosophy.
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The shielding weight required to provide a crashworthy nuclear-
powered HAAPcan significantly affect the system specific power.
Because of this weight uncertainty, nuclear propulsion for HAAPcon-
cepts will be studied parametrically by varying the system weight.
6.3 SOLAR-THERMALPOWERTECHNOLOGY
Solar-thermal energy systems are concerned with focusing reflected
or collected solar energy onto a pipe containing a working fluid such
as cesium, for example. The energy imparted to the fluid is used in a
thermodynamic process such as a Rankine or Brayton cycle. The thermo-
dynamic cycle operates a converter system which converts the thermal
energy to electrical energy. Figure 6.4 schematically illustrates the
solar-thermal energy system designed for a propeller-driven High-Altitude
Platform (HAAP).
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storage power
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Figure 6.4 - Schematic propulsion diagram for a solar-powered HAAP. .
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r
it should be noted that the solar cell array in a solar-voltaic
i_system is replaced by a solar-thermal system composed of a reflector
(concentrator), a thermodynamic subsYStem (heat pipe, heat engine, and
radiator), and generator.
Two types of solar collectors or concentrators are shown in
Figure 6.5 (ref. 30). These concentrators focus the Sun's energy onto
a pipe which contains the working fluid.
Incoming solar energy
!
Heat Heat
pipe pipe
Parabolictrough Linear Fresnellens
Figure 6.5 - Two types of solar concentrators(ref. 30).
In reference19 (page ll9), Javetskidiscussesinnovativeeffortsto
increasethe efficiencyof these concentratorsto collectthe incident
solar energy and to transferthe heat energy. One effort involvesusing
a specialdye to form a sheet on the surfaceof the concentratorwhich
traps the energywithin the surfacecoating. The energy eventually
- "bounces" down the sheet to heat a pipe at its edge. The efficiency of
concentrators to transmit energy vary with such design features as sur-
face material and shape or type of concentrator. The optimal efficiency
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in transferringsolar energy incidentat theconcentrator surfaceto the
fluid in the heat pipe is about 0.6 (refs.59, page 6, and 60, page 16).
The efficiencyvalue of 0.6 includesIossesassociatedwith concentrator
reflectivity,heatpipe shadowing,focusing,and heat pipe absorptivity.
Althoughthis value is based on terrestrialsolar energy, it is thought
to be representativeof a space solar energy system. Reference22 dis-
cusses,in detail, the entire solar-thermalenergy process.
A heat pipe can be used to transportthe thermalenergy received
from the concentratorto the electricalconversionequipment. A heat
pipe is a tube with a workingfluid that is vaporizedin the heated end
and is condensedback to a liquid at the heat extractionend. A wick in
the tube wall returnsthe liquid by capillaryaction to the concentrator.
Figure 6.6 illustratesa heat pipe cross section.
Heat pipe z/_
Porous- _'/'A [ _-_.\
_-- ___ Vapor
Liquid _ passage
Dassage
Figure 6.6 - Illustration of a heat pipe cross section.
Reference 61, the proceedings of a workshop on energy conversion,
discusses the performance of thermodynamic systems in converting thermal
energy to electrical energy. Reference 61 concludes that current and
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near-termmaterialstechnologylimitsthis energy conversionprocessto
an efficiencyof about 0.21.
Table 6.6 summarizessomesystem characteristicspertinentfor
HAAP design.
TABLE 6.6 - SOME SOLAR-THERMALPROPULSIONSYSTEM
CHARACTERISTICSFOR HAAP DESIGN
Concentrator/fluidsystem efficiency 0.60
Thermodynamicsystemenergy conversionefficiency 0.21
Overall systemenergy conversionefficiency 0.13
Althoughvalues for systemweight were not readilyavailable,inspection
(see Fig. 6.4) indicatesthe solar-thermalsystem should be considerably
heavierand more complexthan the solar-voltaicsystem. From the view-
point Of total energy collected,the concentratoris four times more
efficientthan solar cells; however,the overallefficiencyis less than
that of the solar-voltaicsystemafter the heat has been convertedto a
usable energyform. The overall impacton design is that the solar-
thermalsystem requiresmore collectorarea than the solar-voltaic
system for a given power requirement. Consequently,solar-voltaic
systemsare the Currentlypreferredpropulsionmethodswhen using solar7
energy,and solar-thermalpropulsionsystemswill not be given further
considerationin this study.
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CHAPTER7
SELECTEDFLIGHT SYSTEMSTECHNOLOGIES
7.1 ENERGYSTORAGESYSTEMS
The energy storage system in a High-Altitude Aircraft Platform
(HAAP) is required to provide the energy required to power the aircraft
and operate the payload whenever the primary source energy is not avail-
able. In the case of a solar-powered HAAP, the stored energy would be
needed at night when direct energy from the Sun is not available. In
the case of microwave- and nuclear-powered systems, the stored energy
could provide operational power during emergency conditions when it
might become necessary to shut off the primary source power. Three
energy storage systems which are discussed in the literature, batteries,
fuel cells, and flywheels, will now be assessed.
7.1.1 Batteries
The conventional battery isa device which contains all of its
chemical reactants, and therefore all of its energy, in an electrolytic
cell; that is, the chemical system is built into the cell at the time of
manufacture. References 62 and 63, both proceedings of battery work-
shops, discuss current research and development efforts in battery tech-
nology. Ongoing developmental efforts are concerned with many chemical
combinations such as Ag-H2 (silver-hydrogen) and with several Li
(lithium) compounds. These technology efforts focus on both primary
(non-rechargeable) and secondary (rechargeable) batteries.
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In addition to battery specific energy (maximum stored energy per
unit weight'), and overall battery efficiency (ratio of energy that the
battery can deliver-to-the energy delivered to the battery), the depth
of discharge is of major importance in the performance of a rechargeable
battery. The depth-of-discharge is a direct measure of the amount of
stored energy that can be withdrawn from the rechargeable battery without
decreasing the overall efficiency. A depth-of-discharge of 0.4 and an
overall efficiency of 0.8, for example, imply that 40 percent of the
stored energy can undergo repetitive charge-discharge cycles while main-
taining an overall efficiency of 80 percent. Should more than 40 percent
of the stored energy undergo the cycles, the overall efficiency will
decrease. It should be noted that for a specific battery type (i.e.,
nickel-cadmium battery), battery life in terms of the number of charge-
discharge cycles tends to be inversely proportional to the depth-of-
discharge.
Because of the long duration mission requirement for a HAAP, the
energy storage system must be rechargeable. Both Ni-Cd (nickel-cadmium)
and Ni-H 2 (nickel-hydrogen) are advanced rechargeable or secondary
battery systems. Nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) has demonstrated its perfor-
mance capability as a secondary battery during two decades of utiliza-
tion on spacecraft. The Ni-Cd battery is the standard for comparison in
rechargeable energy systems. Detailed Ni-Cd battery performance char-
acteristics are discussed by Thierfelder in reference 64 and reflects
current technology. Wolter, et al. (ref. 65, page 69) indicate that
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Ni-Cd batteries provide about 1 kW-h/ft 3. Figure 7.1 illustrates a
Ni-Cd battery assembly.
Figure 7.1 - A nickel-cadmium battery assembly.
Nickel-hydrogen (Ni-H 2) batteries have been under development by
the U.S. Air Force as a rechargeable battery system for about I0 years.
In 1977, the U.S. Navy launched the Navigation Technology Satellite-2
(NTS-2) which used a rechargeable Ni-H 2 battery system. The performance
of the batteries as well as a description of the system are reported in
reference 66 by Stockel, Dunlop, and Betz. The unit was a 14-cell,
630-watt-hour battery system with specific energy Of 15.4 W-h/lb. The
system performed at an overall efficiency of about 0.69 with a depth-of-
discharge of about 0.57. According to Fordyce (ref. 67, page 162),
Ni-H 2 currently requires about 1.5 to 2.0 times the volume of an equiva-
lent Ni-Cd battery. Figure 7.2 illustrates a Ni-H 2 battery system
arrangement. The cells are typically about 4.5 in. in diameter.
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Figure7.2 - Illustrationof a nickel-hydrogenbatteryassembly.
Considerableeffort has been made to not only characterizecurrent
and near-termbatterytechnologyfor HAAP applications,but also to
directlycompareNi-Cd and Ni-H2 batterysystems. Trout (ref. 68) pro-
vides a comprehensiveassessmentand performancecomparisonof Ni-Cd and
Ni-H2 batterysystemsas well as regenerative(rechargeable)fuel cells
for 1985 applications. NASA internalcorrespondenceon the subject,
which is not generallyavailable,has also been studied. In addition,
researchers,supervisors,and managerswithin NASA who work in the area
of batterytechnologyhave been personallyconsulted. Table 7.1 is a.
compositesummaryof rechargeablebatterytechnologyfor HAAP:
application.
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TABLE7.1 - RECHARGEABLEBATTERYTECHNOLOGYSTATUS
FORHAAPDESIGN
Ni-Cd Ni-H 2
Type
Current 19E5 Current 1985
Stored specific energy, W-h/Ib II.0 15.0 13.0 18.0
Depth-of-discharge (6000cycles) .60 .65 .80 .85
Usable specific energy, W-h/Ib 6.6 9.8 10.4 15.3
Overall efficiency .80 .80 .80 .85
The values shown do not_ in general, deviate significantly from
those appearing in the literature. The values are representative of a
20-amp-hour battery system capable of 6000 charge-discharge cycles. It
should be noted that this battery development is being driven by space
application requirements. The 6000 cycles is representative of about
1 year of operation on a low-earth-orbit satellite.
7.1.2 Fl_el Cells
Th_ fuel cell differs from a conventional battery in that its
electrolytic cell is supplied continuously with chemicals that are
stored outside the cell. The chemicals react in the cell simultaneously,
but one chemical reacts at the positive electrode and another chemical
at the negative electrode. Figure 7.3 illustrates simplistically, the
difference in operational principles between the conventional battery
cell and the fuel cell.
A fuel cell which uses hydrogen (H2) as the fuel and oxygen (02)
as the oxidizer was used as the primary source of electrical power on
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Figure 7.3 - Operational comparison of battery and fuel cell.
the Gemini and Apollo manned space programs. An H2-O2 fuel cell system
is currently being used on the Space Shuttle. Existing fuel cell systems
lack the capability for being regenerated (recharged); however, there are
ongoing efforts to develop a regenerative (rechargeable) fuel cell
system. This regenerative system would be designed for future space
missions and should also be suitable for a HAAP.
Currently, regenerative_,fuel cell system feasibility studies and
development efforts are being conducted by NASAthrough its Johnson
Space Center and Lewis Research Center. In reference 69, McBryar dis-
cusses the regenerative fu::_l cell program and results of an industry
(McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft Corporation) study comparing anticipated/
J
fuel cell performance with both Ni-Cd and Ni-H 2 battery systems. For
the mission studies, the regenerative fuel cell system weight was 25 to
50 percent lighter than the batteries. It was also determined that deep
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discharge (up to I00 percent) has'no adverse effect on regenerative fuel
cell performance'(ref. 69, page 86). Figure 7.4 is a schematic diagram
of a solar-voltaic powered regenerative fuel cell system.
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Figure 7.4 - Schematic diagram of a regenerative fuel cell system.
Other studies on regenerative fuel cells have also been performed.
Trout (ref. 67) discusses fuel cell' technology readiness anticipated
for the year 1985. Reference 70 Provides a detailed report on a study
of regenerativefuel cell design conducted by the General Electric
Company. These studies • (refs. 67 and 70) are for systems providing
power in the 35-kW to 250-kW range which may be somewhat higher than
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anticipatedfor a HAAP airplane. In reference71, both a 40-kW and a
lO-kW regenerativefuel cell systemdesign study preparedby B-K
•Dynamics,Inc., are discussed. Table 7.2 summarizessome of the
regenerativefuel .cellsystemcharacteristicspublishedin the
referencescited.
TABLE 7.2- SUMMARYOF SOME REGENERATIVEFUEL CELL SYSTEM STUDIES
p
General B-K Dynamics, Trout
Study ElectricCo. Inc.
(ref. 70) (ref. 71) (ref. 67)
Power output,._kW lO0 lO 40 35 !00 250
L
Specificpower,W/Ib 21.5 15.1 20.0 13.8 18.7 19.1
Specificreactantrate,
Ib/hr/kW .78 .78 .78 .78 .78 .78
System overall
efficiency .45. .60 .60 .50 .50 .50
Baselinetechnology
year 1979 1982 1982 1979 1979 1979
System readinessyear 1985 .... 1985 1985 1985
When determiningsystem specificenergy,accountmust be made for
the number of fuel cell discharginghours and the associatedreactant
weight. The specificreactantrate shown in the table is about II per-
cent H2 and 89 percent02. It should be noted that the system specific
energy increaseswith the number of discharginghours, since only the
size of the varioustanks in the system (whichcan vary in pressurefrom
30 to 200 psi dependingon system design)must increaseto accommodatea
longer dischargecycle. The currentstatus of regenerativefuel cell
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technologydevelopmentwas obtainedthroughpersonalconversationswith
Mr. Hoyt McBryar, projectmanager for regenerativecell developmentat
the NASA JohnsonSpace Center. Accordingto Mr. McBryar, both the fuel
cell mode and the regenerativemode of a laboratorycell system have
operated successfullyin an independentmode. Effortscurrentlyunder-
way to integratethese two componentsintoa system are being conducted
by the GeneralElectricCompany. A system technologydemonstrationtest
is scheduledfor 1986. After consultationwith Mr. McBryar, the charac-
teristicssummarizedin Table 7.3 are thoughtto be representativeof
1986-87fuel cell technologyfor HAAP application. The values shown are
engineeringestimatesbased on the informationsourcesmentioned,and are
of the power levels requiredfor all of the HAAP concepts consideredin
this study.
TABLE 7.3 - REGENERATIVEFUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY
STATUS FOR HAAP DESIGN
Specificpower, W/Ib 14.0
Specificreactantrate, Ib/hr/kW 0.78
System overallefficiency 0.50
Depth-of-discharge 0.90
7.1.3 Flywheels
The flywheel is a mechanicaldevicewhich stores kineticor inertial
energy. Its primarydevelopmentthrusts have been focusedon terrestrial
applicationssuch as in electricautomobilesand for solar-energyhomes.
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In reference72, Rabenhorstdiscusses,in part, a 70-passengerbus
developedin Switzerlandby the OerlikonCompanywhich operates solely
by flywheel energy storage. The range of the'busis limitedto one or
two bus stops before recharging. Accordingto reference73 (page 2),
the Oerlikon bus, which uses a pure flywheelsystem,deliversabout
3 W-h/Ib and rechargesabout every 0.25 mile.
In the United States the emphasison using flywheelsas an energy
storagedevice for ground transportationhas been in conjunctionwith
batterieson all electric propulsionsystems. In th_s capacity,the
flywheelprovidespower needed for rapid accelerationat low speeds,
thus decreasingthe requiredbatterysize. At higher vehiclespeeds,
the flywheelis rechargedby the battery,which is the primaryenergy
source. Reference74 (page 61) indicatesabout 15 to 20 times greater
range for the hybrid (flywheel/battery)system than for the pure fly-
wheel system.
Millner (ref. 75) discussesa flywheelenergy storagesystem suit-
able for solar power system in the house. The overallefficiency (ratio
of energyout-to-energyin) using 1985 technologyis expectedto be
about 0.73. Figure 7.5 is presentedto illustratethe basic Components
of a flywheelsystem. Flywheelrotors are housed in a vacuum to reduce
the drag associatedwith the rotationspeed. Rotationspeeds vary from
about 2,000 to over 35,000 rpm dependingon the system design. The
motor drives the transmissionto store the mechanicalenergy in the rotor_
system. The rotors,in turn, mechanicallyturn a generatorwhich
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Figure 7.5 - Basic components of a flywheel
energy storage system.
produces the electrical energy when needed. Electronic switching per-
mits a single unit to operate in both motor and generator modes.
Flywheel technology applicable for space and for possible HAAP
application is discussed in reference 76, which highlights some of the
flywheel technology efforts at the NASAGoddard Space Center. These
technology efforts attempt to use composite materials such as Kevlar
to _btain much higher rotor strength-to-weightratios than possible with
metals. In addition, the use of powerful rareearth magnets in magnetic
suspension systems (ref. 77) significantly reduces frictional losses in
the system. These two technological advances make the flywheel poten-
tially competitive in performance with conventional batteries. It
should be noted that the use of composite rotors in flywheels for energy
storage is an infant technology.
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Discussionswith Mr. Philip Studerof the NASA GoddardSpace
Center indicatea concern for system integritywhen using composites
or magnetic suspension. Composites such as Kevlar have "brokenup" at
high (greaterthan lO,O00)rotor rpm. Sincethe rotor tip operatesat
supersonicvelocitiesand momentumis quite high, suspensionsystem
failurecould be catastrophic. These concernsare verified,in part, by
flywheelexperimentsdiscussedin reference78. These experimentsare
part of a currenttechnologyprogram to advancecompositeflywheeltech-
nology. Nimmer,et al. (ref: 78), concludethat compositeflywheel
energy densitythat can be expectedis only about 80 percent,of the pre-
dicted values. The failurecriterion is based on fiber breakageat the
" centerof the rotor d_sc.
Discussionswith Mr. Claude Kecklerof the NASA Langley Research
Center have been most informativeon flywheelenergy storagedevices. A
1.5-kW-hflywheelwith a solid titaniumrotor (ref. 79) that was designed
and constructedby Rockwell Internationalis locatedat NASA Langley.
Unpublishedexperimentshave confirmedthe systemdesign. This system
uses roller bearingsuspensionand the rotor shape is designed for
constantstress.
Table 7.4 comparesthe titaniumflywheelsystem characteristics
(ref.79) with those anticipatedfor a space qualitycompositeflywheel
system. The value shown for efficiencyexcludesthe lossesassociated
with power conditioning(i.e.,losses externalto the flywheelassembly).
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An engineering estimate has been made for a composite flywheei system,
since the source reference (ref. 78) based its performance value on
rotor-alone weight.
TABLE7.4 - FLYWHEELENERGYSTORAGETECHNOLOGYFORHAAPDESIGN
Composite (Kevlar)
,.
Rotor type Titanium Advanced Advanced
Rotor system
rotor (estimate)
Rated power, kW 2.5 • - - 2.5
Stored energy, kW-h 1.5 - 1.0 1.0
Depth-of-discharge 0.75 - - 0.75
Usable energy, kW-h l.l - - 0.75
_,flciency 0.87 - - 0.90
Rotor speed, rpm 35,000 31,000 37,000 37,000
Rotor diameter,ft 0.75 1.5 1.5 1.5
System weight, Ib 170 - - 70
Usable specific energy, W-h/Ib 6.5 18 30 10.7
Technology readiness year Now Now 1982 1985
7.1.4 Summary
Table 7.1 shows that, on a basis of usable specific energy, the Ni-H 2
battery is more suitable than a Ni-Cd battery for HAAPvehicles using 1985
technology. Table 7.4 lists flywheel characteristics which show that the
battery is a more desirable energy storage candidate than the titanium
fl_vheel. The Ni-H 2 battery is preferable to the 1985-technology
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version of a composite flywheel. However, it appears that as composite
flywheel technology matures, it could surpass the battery as an energy
storage device.
Determining whether the battery is more or less desirable than the
=
regenerative fuel cell (Table 7.3) is not straightforward, since the
specific energy of the fuel cell increases with the number of hours the
cell must operate. The weight associated with the increase in operating
hours is small; only that for the additional reactants and slightly
larger storage tanks.
Table 7.5 summarizes usable specific energy, which is used as a
performance parameter for the various storage devices using 1985-86
technology.
TABLE7.5 - SUMMARYOF ENERGYSTORAGECAPABILITY
FORHAAPDESIGN
Regenerative Ni-H 2 Composite
fuel cell battery flywheel
Discharge time
Usable specific energy, W-h/Ib l-hr 12.5 15.3 10.7
1.2-hr 14.9
2-hr 24.7
4-hr 48.3
8-hr 92.7
12-hr 133.7
16-hr 171.6
Efficiency 0.50 0.85 0.90
As can be seen in Table 7.5, the battery is preferred over the fly-
wheel at all times, and over the fuel cell if energy storage is required
for 1.2 hours or less. The fuel cell becomes increasingly preferable
to the battery for hol_rs of operation greater than 1.2.
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7.2 ELECTRICMOTORS
An electric motor(s) would be usedto turn the propeller(s) of the
HAAP. The use of "rare earth" magnets in motors designed for aerospace
application is discussed in reference 80. These motors employ _'
electronic, instead of mechanical, commutation which eliminates the
associated electromagnetic interference. According to Klass (ref. 80),
when compared to conventional motors the rare earth magnet motors have
better response time, are more efficient, and have greater reliability.
The rare earth magnets, especially samarium cobalt, are being used on-
board aircraft in alternators, accelerometers, and electric motors.
The design of a samarium cobalt d-c motor is discussed by Sawyer
and Edge in reference 81. This specific motor was designed for the
electromechanical actuator on the Space Shuttle Orbiter elevon. The
motor develops about 12,900 W (17.1 hp) at 9,000 rpm, weighs 17.16 Ib,
is 0.94 ft long, and has an operating efficiency of about 0.95.
Figure 7.6 illustrates this complete motor assembly.
Figure 7.6 - Complete samarium-cobalt magnet
motor assembly.
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Additional experiments on rare earth magnet motor performance are
discussed by Maslowski (ref. 82). Tests were performed on samarium
cobalt and strontium ferrite motors at rotor speeds up to 26,000 rpm.
Both types of motors consistently performed at efficiencies greater
than 0.93, while delivering up to 26 kW (35 hp) of power. In some
instances, where the rpm was greater than 22,000 for maximumpower, a
cooling fan weighing about 6 Ib was used.
A gear or gearing system of some design would be used to connect
the motor with a propeller. According to Anderson and Loewenthal
(ref. 83, page 5) a well-designed gear will have an operating efficiency
of at least 0.98. Information on gear weight design for small (less
than 375 kW (500 hp)) gears was not readily available. References 84
and 85 provide a methodology for the detailed design of gear boxes,
including weight. Reference 85 indicates that operational reduction gear
efficiencies in excess of 0.99 are not uncommon. In lieu of a detailed
analysis for gear weight, a crude gear weight approximation method was
_sed.
Mr. Robert Boucher (Astroflight, Inc.) designed the motor and gear
box for the Solar Challenger, which is thought to be in the general
class of a propulsion requirement as a _AAP. Boucher's 27:1 reduction
gear weighed 1.5 Ibfor a maximummotor power of 4.1 kW (5.5 hp). The
linear approximation relationship shown (eq. (7.1)) is thought to be
valid in this power regime; that is
Gear Weight (Ib) = O.3x maximummotor horsepower (7.1)
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This crude method is within 0.3 Ib of Boucher'sgear design and within
15 percentof the detailed gear design for a 4500-hpmotor discussedin
reference85.
Table 7.6 summarizesthe motor and reductiongear characteristics
o
for HAAP design.
TABLE 7.6 - MOTOR ANDGEAR-BOX TECHNOLOGY
FOR HAAP DESIGN
Motor
Type Samariumcobalt d-c brushless
Specificpower, W/Ib 746
Efficiency 0.95
Gear
Type Reduction
Specificpower, W/Ib 2461
Efficiency 0.99
System
Specificpower, W/Ib 573
Efficiency 0.94
The values presentedin Table 7.6 representcurrentlyavailable
technology. Significantnear-termimprovementsin motor and gear-box
technologyappear unlikely.
7.3 POWER PROCESSING
Power conditioning,controlling,and processingare all synonymous
terms which are used to categorizethe overallelectronicsneeded to '
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support and integrate the various systems (i.e., solar array, batteries)
required for the flight vehicle. Power processing includes devices such
as fuses, switches, circuit breakers, inverters, and transformers which
are used in managing the vehicle power system. Although a detailed
system design is required for precise weight values for the power con-
ditioning system, it is customary to estimate this weight based on the
total amount of power to be managed. In reference 86 Slifer and
Billenbeck provide a detailed discussion on space qualitY power process-
ing technology. They assess current (1978) power conditioning technology
at about 23 W/lb. However, a group of energy conversion experts conclude
in reference 61 (page 80) that current (1980) power processing technology
is " . . on the order of . " 45 W/lb. In 1977, Goldsmith and Reppucci
(ref. 87) projected 1980 power control technology to be about 49 W/lb.
In 1976, a demonstration by Schwarz (ref. 88) indicated that advanced
power processing techniques using available technology could give values
of about 55 W/lb. The efficiency of the power processing system is
nominally about 0.90.
In this study, the weight for power processing equipment is not only
applied to the payload, but to other power needs. Theweight for such
items as wiring and regulators for propulsion power has been determined
by using non-referenceable information characteristic of power distri-
bution equipment for advanced military aircraft. Table 7.7 summarizes
power processing technology thought to be applicable for this study.
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TABLE 7.7 - SUMMARYOF POWERPROCESSINGTECHNOLOGY
FORHAAPDESIGN
Current 1985-86
Payload specific power, W/Ib 45 54
Propulsion specific pQwer, W/Ib 225 250
Efficiency 0.90 0.92
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CHAPTER8
AERODYNAMICONSIDERATIONS
8.1 BLIMP
Conventional blimps develop their lift in accordance with
equation (8.1)
L = V Pa - m g + Ld (8.1)
where
L total lift (Ib)
V blimp volume displacement (ft 3)
Pa ambient density (siugs/ft 3)
m molecular weight of lifting gas (gm/mole)
Pa ambient pressure (Ib/ft 2)
R universal gas constant (ft-lb/°K-mole)
Ta ambient temperature (OK)
g gravitational acceleration (ft/s 2)
c conversion constant (gm/slug)
Ld dynamic lift (Ib)
In this study_ the blimp is assumed to be a sealed, constant volume,
- "superpressured" vehicle. The blimp becomes fully inflated during ascent
and reaches its equilibrium altitude having a superpressured envelope.
• The superpressure varies with the internal gas temperature of the blimp.
There is no gas bleed-off or replenishment during the day-night tempera-
ture cycle. The minimum superpressure, APmin, normally occurs at night
when the blimp temperature is approximately equal to the ambient. The
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magnitude of APmin must be sufficient to prevent structural buckling
of the blimp envelope (ref. 89, page 65). The maximumsuperpressure,
APmax' depends on the ratio of maximumtemperature to minimum tempera-
ture. This superpressure relationship is expressed in equation (8.2).
Pa + APmin Pa + APmax
-- (8.2)
Tmin Tmax
where
APmin minimum superpressure
APmax maximumsuperpressure
Tmin minimum blimp temperature
Tmax maximumblimp temperature
But Tmin = Ta, and equation (8.1) becomes equation (8.3) for a super-
pressured blimp.
p Pa + APmiL = V a - m RTa-C }g + Ld (8.3)
The mass of the displaced air is Vpa, and the mass of the lifting gas
P + APmiis Vm a n Since the volume is constant, only pressure changes
RTac
with T; thus, L = Constant. In reference 90, Lagerquist and Kean
discuss the structural design of a superpressured HAAP. According to
reference 90 (page 5) the value of APmin is about 5.2 Ib/ft 2 and the
value of APmax is about 31.3 Ib/ft 2.
If heat were added to the lifting gas by channelling heat from the
operation of equipment such as a fuel cell, a superheat term, AT, would
be incorporated in equation (8.3) to yield equation (8.4).
8O
Pa + gPminL = V a - m R(Ta _]g + Ld (8.4)
where AT = superheat.
Dynamiclift, Ld, is developedby the blimp moving at angles of
attack and is used to counteracttemperature-inducedlift changes
associatedwith conventional(non-superpressured)blimps. A detailed
mathematicalformulationis providedby Azuma for both superheat
(ref. 91, page 467) and dynamic lift (ref.91, page 469) effects. Layton
(ref. 92) providessome dynamiclift and drag coefficientrelationships
empiricallydeterminedfrom conventionalblimp concepts. Theoretically,
the superpressuredblimp operatesat a constantaltitude using only its
staticlift. In practice,it tends to seek a region of constantambient
densitywhich has some altitudevariationwith time. Becausethe super-
pressuredblimp consideredhereinwould use little, if any, dynamiclift
during normal operations,dynamiclift will be neglectedin the present
s_udj.
The drag coefficientassociatedwith blimps is expressedas
SCLd2
CD : CD,S + (8.5)
_AV2/3
vlhere
CD total drag coefficient
CD,S static lift drag coefficient
S blimp planformarea (ft2)
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CLd dynamic lift coefficient (based on planform area)
A aspect ratio
V volume (ft 3)
Since the superpressured blimp in this study does not use dynamic lift,
CLd = 0 and equation (8.5) reduces to CD = CD,S. For a blimp, the
drag coefficient is generally expressed in terms of V2/3; thus, the
drag is
D = ½ CDPaV2V2/3 (8.6)
where v = airspeed (ft/s). The value of the blimp drag coefficient is
of particular concern since estimated values for HAAPblimp concepts
vary considerably. Table 8.1 summarizes some of the blimp character-
istics from other HAAPstudies.
The HAAPblimp vehicles characterized in Table 8.1 are of different
propulsion classes. The Sinko (ref. 2) and Kuhn (ref. 93) studies were
based on a criteria for long-duration (continuous) flight. Sinko assumed
microwave power to meet all propulsion needs and a battery to power the
payload. Kuhn assumed a solar-voltaic/regenerative fuel cell system to
meet all power requirements. Beemer, et al. (ref. 89), provided for a
high-altitude mission, but for short durations. They considered a fuel
cell for all power requirements which limited the flight duration to
only 7 days. Petrone and Wessel (ref. 94) considered a solar-voltaic and
fuel-cell system to provide up to 30 days of flight operation.
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TABLE8.1 - SU>i_.IARYOF CHARACTERISTICSFROMVARIOUS
HAAPBLIMP CONCEPTSTUDIES
Sinko Sinko Kuhn Kuhn Beemer, Petrone,et al. et al.
Study (ref. 2) (ref. 2) (ref. 93) (ref. 93) (ref. 89) (ref. 94)
Primary propulsion Microwave Microwave Solar-fuel Solar-fuel Solar-fue Solar-fuel
cell cell cell cell
CD (operating) 0.050 0,060 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.036
Airspeed, ft/s - - 65.6 98.4 26.9 33.8
Altitude, ft 70,_00 70,000 69:000 69,000 69,000 70,000
Payload, Ib 1587 287 220 220 220 -
Structural weight fraction 0.33 0.36 0.41 0.28 - 0.33
Total weight, Ib 4801 1857 2311 19,472 4081
Volume x 10-3 , ft 3 1300 500 491 4142 1034 800
Length, ft - - 289 589 371 333
Fineness ratio 5 5 5 5
Kinematic viscosity x 104 ,
ft2/sec 21.56 21.56 20.39 20.39 20.39 21.56
Table 8.1 shows that the values for CD are at least 0.050 with
the exception of the Petrone and Wessel study (ref. 94). Although ref-
erence 94 uses a CD of 0.036, concern was expressed that CD might be
as much as 50 percent higher (ref. 94, page 2). Goldschmied (ref. 95)
discusses an optimal high-altitude blimp hull design with extensive
regions of laminal flow. Reference 95 concludes that a CD of 0.018 for
a fineness ratio 3 concept is obtainable. Warner and Haigh (ref. 96)
also discuss applying laminar flow control by body shaping the blimp.
Reference 96 (page 21) indicates that at altitudes of 55,000 ft and an
airspeed of 135 ft/s, CD can be as low as 0.008 to as high as 0.022,
depending on the relative lengths of laminar and turbulent flows.
After reviewing many publications on blimp and body drag, for this
study, a drag coefficient of 0.035 was chosen as representative of
1985 technology in blimp aerodynamics. A body fineness ratio of 5 is
also assumed. Helium will be considered as the lifting gas. Although
hydrogen can provide more lift, it is not considered because of its
extreme flammability. The gas composition is 95 percent pure helium and
5 percent air. No superheat, AT in equation (8.4), is considered for
the baseline concept.
8.2 AIRPLANE
The airplane develops its lift dynamically, by air flowing over the
wing. The relationship for the lift is expressed in equation (8.7).
1
L = _ CLPaV2Sref (8.7)
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where
[ lift (Ib)
i CL wing lift coefficient
v airspeed (ft/s)
Pa ambient density (slugs/ft 3)
Sref wing reference (planform) area (ft 2)
Equations (8.8) and (8.9) define the relationships for drag and drag
coefficient.
D =½ CDPaV2Sref (8.8)
CL2
CD = CD,O+ _e---A (8.9)
where
D drag (Ib)
CD total drag. coefficient
CD,0 profile drag coefficient
A wing aspect ratio
e Oswald airplane efficiency factor
Table 8.2 summarizes some of the characteristics of HAAPairplane
concepts from various other studies. The solar-powered concept study by
• Phillips (ref. 7) considered airplanes with aspect ratios of 35 and 20
which operated at L/D's of 37.5 and 19.7, respectively. The higher
aspect ratio aircraft takes advantage of the correspondingly lower
induced drag coefficient indicated by equation (8.9). The Parry study
(ref. 6) of a solar-powered HAAPwas performed for flight at an altitude
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TABLE8.2 - SUMMARYOF CHARACTERISTICSFROMVARIOUS
HAAPAIRPLANECONCEPTSTUDIES
Solar-powered Microwave-powered
Phillips Phillips Parry Sinko Sinko Heyson
(ref. 7) (ref. 7) (ref. 6) (ref. 2) (ref. 2) (ref. 8)
CL (operating) I..50 1.50 1.50 0.93 1.00 0.90
CD (operating) 0.040 0.076 0.058 0,058 0.065 0.020
L/D (operating) 37.5 19.7 26.1 16.0 15.4 45
Airspeed, ftls 59-112 59-112 I00 131 197 216
Altitude, ft 65,600 65,600 I00,000 70,000 70,000 Varies
Kinematic viscosity x 104, ft2/s 17.212 17.212 95.490 21.561 21.561 Varies
Payload, Ib - - I00 287 1587 II00
Wing loading, Ib/ft 2 0.42 0.42 0.25 0.90 2 78 2.92
Aspect ratio 35 20 20 6 6 30
Wing span, ft 159.4 91.9 280 98 98 190
Wing chord, ft 4.56 4.54 14 16.3 16.3 6.3
Wing chord Reynolds number x 10-6 0.16-0.30 0.16-0.30 0.15 1.00 1.50 0.78
somewhat higher than currently considered. However, the aspect ratio 20
concept with an operating lift coefficient of 1.5 used by Parry was the
same as that used by Phillips.
The microwave-powered concept study performed by Sinko (ref. 2) con-
sidered airplanes with different payloads. His operational lift coeffi-
cients are comparable With that used by Heyson (ref. 8) in his study, but
the aspect ratios of the aircraft in the two studies varyconsiderably.
It should be noted that the Heyson study was based on a linear flight
profile which used powered and glide phases between a series of micro-
wave power transmittingstations. However, the characteristics pre-
sented in Table 8.2 for that study are thought to be representative of
those for the aircraft in powered level or circling flight.
Table 8.2 indicates that the lift coefficient of 1.5 needed by the
solar-powered aircraft must be achieved at a Reynolds number between 0. I
and 0.3 million. The Reynolds number is of concern because it has a
major influence on airfoil lift and drag characteristics. The influence
of Reynolds number becomes increasingly critical as it decreases to or
less than about 0.5 million. At these low values, the airflow often
separates and reattaches to the airfoil; a phenomenonsometimes called a
"separation bubble." In reference 97, Mueller and Batill discuss this
aerodynamic behavior and present some photographs which vividly show the
"bubble" as it occurred during wind-tunnel tests. Figure 8.1 (from
i_ ref. 97) _llustrates the "laminar separation bubble."
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TS - laminarseparation
• _ T - transition
R - turbulentreattachment
7
. Figure 8.1 -lllustration of airflow separation and
reattachment on an airfoil.
An extreme, but not uncommon, example of airfoil separation and
reattachment on the airfoil lift and drag coefficient characteristics
is shown in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2 - Comparison of theoretical and experimental results on
an airfoil at 0. I million Reynolds number. '
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Figure 8.2 compares theoretical and experimental data on the
Eppler 387 airfoil at a Reynolds number of 0.I million. The theoretical
predictions were obtained using the computer code of Eppler and Somers
(ref. 98). As shown in the figure, there are significant differences
between the experimental and theoretical behavior for the airfoil. A
possible explanation for the experimental behavior is given by the fol-
lowing sequence of airflow characteristics identifiable with Figure 8.2:
I. Separation on lower surface
2. "Bubble" on lower surface
3. "Bubble" on upper and lower surfaces
4. Lower surface reattachment
5. Attached flow on upper and lower surfaces
6. Upper surface separation
The Eppler design and prediction code, which is thought to be repre-
sentative of the state of the art. for low-speed airfoils, contains only
an attached boundary-layer code. It can estimate the start of separa-
tio n , but it cannot predict reattachment to form a bubble. Regardless
of whether or not the flow reattaches to form a bubble, the code is
inadequate to compute the performance accurately onceseparation has
occurred. Although the specific comparison presented in Figure 8.2 is
not in a referenceable report, Patrick (ref. 99) reports similar
behavior of the same airfoil with experimental data obtained from both
Delft (Netherlands) and Cranfield (United Kingdom) Universities.
It is because of the degradation in airfoil performance generally
associated with the low Reynolds numbers at which the solar-powered
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HAAPairplane, in particular, would operate (see Table 8.2) that airfoil
selection is of concern. A review of airfoil characteristics in refer-
ence I00 (Abbott and von Doenhoff), reference I01 (Riegels), and refer-
ence 102 (Althaus and Wortmann) indicates only a few airfoils with the
Potential for obtaining a C1 of 1.5 in the 0.I to 0.3 million Reynolds
number regime apparently needed for a solar-powered HAAP. One older
airfoil that exhibits unusually high Cl'S at low Reynolds numbers is
the G_ttingen 227 (ref. I01, page 239).
Efforts to develop high lift, low drag airfoils at low Reynolds
numbers of interest to HAAPhave been pursued by Dr. Robert Liebeck at
the McDonnell-Douglas Corporation. The Liebeck airfoil design method
attempts to avoid flow separation on the airfoil along the entire pres-
sure recovery region. The airfoil is designed for extensive regions of
laminar flow on the upper surface. Immediately prior to laminar separa-
tion, airfoil contouring is used to deliberately trip the laminar
boundary layer to turbulent. An attempt is made to maintain attached
flow to the trailing edge by designing the turbulent boundary layer to
flow against the maximumpressure gradient it can tolerate without
separation (a Stratford recovery (ref. 103)). Liebeck discusses his
design philosophy in detail in reference 104, and also presents some
experimental results.
Figure 8.3 compares the characteristics of the G_ttingen 227 and
two Liebeck airfoils, the LA 2566 and the L IO03M. These airfoils were
tested at Reynolds numbers (Rn) of 0. I, 0.25 (design condition), and
1.0 (design condition) million, respectively.
9O
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Figure 8.3 - Comparison of three airfoils having high lift
at low Reynolds number.
The three airfoils have significantlydifferent camber:lines and
thickness forms. The general character of the data is similar for all
three airfoils; however, the actual Cd and C1 levels differ con-
siderably. (Tests performed on the L IO03M airfoil with a negative flap
deflection extended the low-drag range to C1 = 0.) A portion of these
differences may be due to the Rn Of the tests, but insufficient data
exist to separate the effects due to Rn and those due to shape. Fig-
ure 8.3 shows clearly that it is possible in the Rn range of interest
herein, to obtain high values of C1 simultaneously with low values of
Cd that are almost independent of angle of attack. Most likely the
indication of improved performance for the Liebeck airfoil sections over
the G_ttingen section results from the use of modern computational
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techniques. This gives some confidencethat additionalefforts,both
experimentaland computational,will provideairfoil sectionssuitable
for HAAP vehicles.
Personalconversationswith Dr. Liebeckindicatethat his LA 5055
airfoilis the most promisingto date in obtaininghigh lift and low
drag at low Reynoldsnumbers. Experimentaldata on this airfoilat con-
ditionsof interestto HAAP are not readilyavailable. However, since
an earlierLiebeckairfoil,the LA 2566 demonstrateda Cl > 1.4 and
Cd,0 = O.Ol at Rn = 0.25 million (ref.96, page 551), it is assumed
that future airfoilsof this class will have even better performance
(seeTable 8.3).
Becausethe Liebeckairfoilscharacteristicallydevelop lift coeffi-
cients over a wide range withouta significantchange in drag coefficient
(see Fig. 8.3), it is assumedthat thistype of airfoilcould contribute
to an aircraft havinga reasonablyhigh Oswald airplaneefficiency
factQr. An efficiencyfactorof 0.85 is assumedfor this study.
Table 8.3 summarizesthe status of currentand near-termairfoil
technologysuitablefor HAAP design application.
TABLE8.3 - STATUSIN AIRFOILTECHNOLOGYFORHAAPDESIGN
Current 1985-86
Type LiebeckLA 2566 Future
Cl, max 1.4 1.8
Cd,0 O.OlO 0.008
Rn, million i 0.25-0.50 O.l-l.5
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In concludingthis section,a few additionalthoughtsmerit dis-
cussion. In general, low-speedexperimentalmeasurementson airfoils
at Rn less than 0.3 millionare unsatisfactory. Differentwind tunnels
give differentanswersfor the same airfoil. This is due, in part, to
airflow separationalong the wind-tunnelwalls. At the NASA Langley
ResearchCenter, a wind tunnel is currentlyundergoingextensivemodifi-
cation to facilitatethis type of testing. In addition,NASA Langley is
initiatinga low-leveleffort to develophigh lift, low drag airfoilsat
low Rn (i.e., Cl = 1.5 at Rn = 0.3 million).
8.3 PROPELLERS
The design and successfuldemonstrationof lightly loaded propellers
which use new lightweightmaterialssuch as the graphitefabric used on
the Solar Challengerairplane is discussedby MacCready,et al. (ref. 2,
page 9). Personalconversationswith Mr. Ray Morgan, the Solar
Challengerprojectmanager, indicatedthat the propellerweight-to-thrust
ratio was the primarydesign criterionfor the Challenger'spropeller.
A weight-to-thrustratio of about 0.06 Ib/Ibwas used in that design,
and is assumedfor this study. The Challenger'spropellerefficiency
was estimatedat about 0.86.
In the HAAP aircraft studies,Heyson (ref.8, page 4) providesair-
plane propellerdesign information,and Petroneand Wessel (ref. 94,
page 3) providedetailsof a propellerdesigned to power a HAAP blimp.
-" Table 8.4 summarizes some propeller design data determined from refer-
ences 8 and 94.
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TABLE 8.4 - SUMMARYOF CHARACTERISTICSFORPROPELLERS
DESIGNEDFORHAAPAIRCRAFT
Study Petrone and Wessel Heyson (ref. 8)
(ref. 94)
m
HAAPaircraft Blimp Airplane
Number of blades 3 3
Diameter, ft 25 24
RPM 90-144 450
Altitude, ft 70,000 65,500
Kinematic viscosity x 104, ft2/s 21.56 17.21
Airspeed, ft/s 34.3 and 57.2 216
Characteristic Rn: million 0. I 0.I
Efficiency 0.79 0.87-0.92
Table 8.4 indicates that the propellers will operate at a nominal
Reynolds number of about 0.I million. The propeller lift coefficient
would be considerably less than that for an airfoil, reducing slightly
the performance demands on the propeller relative to the airfoil for
solar-pewered flight. In this study, a propeller efficiency of 0.85 is
assumed.
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CHAPTER9
- MATERIALS, STRUCTURES,AND PAYLOADS
9.1 MATERIALSAND STRUCTURES
Lightweight materials such as Kevlar, graphite, and plastic
derivatives are being incorporated into the construction of blimps
(ref. 105, page 4) and of airplanes (ref. 2, pages 8-9). The advantage
of using these materials is lighter structural weight. For this study,
a constant structural weight fraction is assumed. Based on the summary
data presented in Table 8.3, a structural weight fraction of 0.33 is
assumed for the HAAPblimp. In using this value, note that the weight
of the lifting gas is not included in the total vehicle loads.
A minimum structural weight fraction assumed for the HAAPairplane
isthat for the Minisniffer If, a high-altitude remotely piloted vehicle
discussed by Reed in reference 106. The minimum structural weight
fraction assumed for the HAAPairplane is 0.17 (determined from ref. 106,
page 36). An additional structural constraint must also be considered,
the ratio of structural weight to wing planform area. The Solar
Challenger airplane is thought to be representative of current ultra-
light aircraft technology. Its value for the structural weight to wing
planform area ratio was about 0.5 Ib/ft 2. The minimum value for that
ratio selected for this study is 0.40 Ib/ft 2.
The degradation of these lightweight materials Whenexposed to the
expected low radiation levels in the case of a nuclear-powered HAAPis
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not known. However, the same structural weight ratio will be used for
the nuclear aircraft as for the solar- and microwave-powered aircraft.
9.2 PAYLOADS
Payload type, weight, volume, and power requirements will vary with
the many possible uses discussed in Chapter 2. A study of these many
types of payload instrumentation is beyond the scope of this project.
As an alternative, a simple weight allowance is used herein. However,
the payload selected is thought to be representative of the small pay-
loads and power levels that might be used on the advanced communications
satellites anticipated for the mid-1980's (ref. 107, page 76). A pay-
load weight of I00 Ib with a continuous power requirement of I000 watts
is assumed for this study.
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-, CHAPTERI0
- ANALYSISCONSIDERATIONS
I0.I HAAPDESIGNPHILOSOPHY
I0.I.I Solar-Powered Concepts
Of major concern in the practical operation of a solar-powered HAAP
is its orientation to the Sun. Figure I0. I ••illustrates positions for
relatively highand low exposure of the solar cells to the Sun':s rays
for a HAAPblimp.
'
" HAAPblimp
High exposure Low exposure
Figure I0.I -lllustration of Sun angle effect onenergy
to a solar-powered HAAPblimp.
The solar-powered blimp must operate throughout the entire day;
thus, many additional solar cells may be required so,that an adequate
number are illuminated at all hours of the day. The direction of flight
will be determined by the directinn of the winds aloft. Under certain
combinations of wind direction and solar aspect, the majority of the
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cells may receivelight only at grazingangles with a consequentreduc-
tion in power output. These considerationswill not be addressedfurther
herein since the objectiveof the currentstudy is primarilya gross
assessmentof the technicalfeasibilityof the HAAP.
Figure I0.2 illustratesthe importanceof Sun orientationfor a
solar-poweredHAAP airplane.
HAAP airplane
High exposure Low exposure
Figure I0.2 - Illustrationof Sun angle effect on energy
to a solar-poweredHAAP airplane.
The presentstudy assumesthat the solar cells are mountedon the
essentiallyhorizontalupper surfaceof the wing. As indicatedby fig-
ure I0.2, when the Sun is low on the horizon,either becauseof the
hour of day or becauseof very high latitude,the cells receiveonly
grazingenergy from the Sun. Operationunder such conditionsindicates
a requirementfor Cells on verticalas well as horizontalsurfaces.
Some possibleconfigurationshave been suggestedto accommodatethis
need in non-referenceabledocuments. The presentstudy is intendedonly ...
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as a first order feasibilitystudy and will not addressthis aspect ef
- the problem.
lO.l.2 Microwave-PoweredConcepts
Of importancein the design of a microwaveHAAP system is the align-
ment of the energy transmittingand energy receiving(rectenna)antenna.
(It should be noted that the directionof a HAAP blimp is chosen by the
directionof the wind, and that a HAAP airplanemust circle to maintain
station.) If both transmitterand rectennause linear polarization,the
energy transferreddiminishessignificantlywith misalignment;approxi-
mately with the phase angle betweenthe two units. If the antenna
transmitswith circularpolarization,the linear polarizationof the
rectennaproducesa sinusoidalvariationin apparentamplitudeof each
wave form at the rectenna. As a result,the averageenergy level at the
rectenna is only half that for linear polarizedalignment. In this
study,the detailsassociatedwith linear or circular polarizationof
the transmittedmicrowavesare neglected;thus, circular polarization
of both antennae is implicitlyassumed. Linear polarizationwould
impact the resultsto someextent; however,the presenttreatmentshould
sufficefor a first-orderfeasibilitystudy.
lO.l.3 Blimps
The HAAP blimp design philosophyis relativelystraightforward
since there is no concernfor dynamic lift. After defining the flight
system characteristics(Chapters4 through7), aerodynamiccharacter-
istics (Chapter8), and structuralweight relationships(Chapter9), the
winds which will be encountered(Chapter3) determinethe power,and
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eventually the blimp size. The design maximumairspeed assumed for this
study is 140 ft/S, which permits some degree of maneuverability in the
severe winter wind environment.
For the solar-powered HAAPblimp, energy must be stored to provide
power for nighttime operation. During this nighttime operation, it is
assumed that the average airspeed will not exceed 50 ft/s; this highest
seasonally averaged airspeed at HAAPaltitudes occurs during the winter.
10.1.4 Airplanes
For maintaining station, the airplane would, ideally, fly into the
headwind at equal airspeed, as in the blimp case. Since the wind speed
is variable, and sometimes zero, for simplicity, the HAAPairplane is
designed for circling flight at a constant 140 ft/s, the maximumrequired
airspeed. In addition, the HAAPairplane is designed to operate at
minimum power. The relationship for operating at minimum power is
derived by Loftin in reference 108 (page 343). Equation (I0.I)
expresses that relationship.
CL,op t = _3CD,o_Ae (I0.I)
where
CL,op t lift coefficient at minimum power
CD,0 profile drag coefficient
A aspect ratio
e Oswald airplane efficiency factor
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Then the relationship defining lift coefficient in cruise:
W
CL - Z (10.2)
2 pv2S
can be used to define the required wing area as
W
S = _2pV2CL,opt (10.3)
when operating at minimum power, where
S wing planform area (ft 2)
W airplane total weight (Ib)
p ambient density (slugs/ft 3)
v airspeed (ft/s)
The relationship for wing area is based on aerodynamic loads, and does
not account for the solar-cell or rectenna area required to meet the
airplane power demands.
An aspect ratio 20 wing is selected for the baseline configuration
in this study. The operating cruise CL is defined by equation (I0.I)
with a maximumoperating cruise lift coefficient (CL,max op) of 1.50.
10.2 COMPUTERCODES
To facilitate the technical evaluation of the various HAAPcon-
cepts, two interactive FORTRANcomputer codes were developed to aid in
the analysis. One computer Program is designed to analyze blimp con-
cepts; another program to analyze airplanes. Each program can represent
solar-, microwave-, or nuclear-propulsion systems as desired.
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The computer codes contain appropriate modeling of the atmosphere,
developed from the data contained in reference 18 (the U.S. Standard
Atmosphere). Temperature, density, and pressure profiles of the atmo-
sphere are modeled to an altitude of 260,000 ft. A 15-term Chebychev
approximation method is used to determine density and pressure for a
specified altitude. The airplane analysis code uses only the atmospheric
density model.
The computer codes are interactive, which permits the user to con-
veniently select values for many parameters such as altitude, airspeed,
or drag coefficient. Should the user choose not to provide a value for
a specific parameter, a default value is provided in the program. The
default values are generally representative of the near-term technologies
applicable for a microwave-powered HAAPconcept. The default values and
the input dimensional units for all major system components (i.e.,
battery efficiency) are displayed on the screen of the interactive
terminal. Should the user input "0" for the amount of energy (power)
that is incident to the aircraft, the analysis is conducted on the
assumption that the aircraft is nuclear-powered.
The effect of varying any one parameter on the size of the HAAP
concept can be evaluated readily. The user may select any parameter,
such as propeller efficiency, and then select different values for
efficiency. The effect of propeller efficiency is shown on the plotted
data output. Blimp size is measured by volume and airplane size by wing
span.
I02
The methodology used to find a solution for the aircraft size is
based on excess_lift-fraction, which is expressed as
Excess-lift-fraction - Lift I. (10.4)
Weight
The logic of the computer code is to increment blimp volume or to wing
area, both of which produce lift. Whenblimp volume or wing area is too
small, a negative value is calculated for excess-lift-fraction. Con-
versely, if blimp volume or wing area is too large, a positive value is
calculated for excess-lift-fraction. The blimp volume or wing area
(expressed in terms of wing span), for which the excess-lift-fraction
equals zero, is the design Size. Figure 10.3 illustrates this method
of logic for determining blimp size.
The computer analysis codes do not contain any graphics capability.
The codes use an output data format compatible with complex graphics
codes at the NASALangley Research Center that plot the generated data
on the computer terminal screen. Figure 10.4 is a flow chart which
illustrates the logic used in the analysis programs. Appendix A pro-
rides a listing of the two codes.
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Figure 10.3 - Illustration of sizing methodology for a
HAAPconcept solution.
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10.3 HAAPPOWERSYSTEMSCHEMATIC
Figure 10,5 illustrates the generalized propulsion and power system
arrangement for a HAAP.
Powersource
(solarcells,rectenna,or nuclearsystem)
i Power tracker/splitter
Energy
Payload storage
--_ Motor and gearing I
,!
Propeller
Figure 10.5 - HAAPpower system schematic diagram.
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10.4 HAAPCONCEPTENERGYREQUIREMENTS
Conventional relationships are used to determine power and energy
requirements. The following fundamental relationships are used for
thrust, motor power, and system energy in the calculations. Aerodynamic
relationships were discussed in Chapter 8.
1 CDPaV2Sref (10.5)
Tv (10.6)
Pm-np
E = _ + P - Poff + nes / (10.7)
npp
where
CD drag coefficient
E daily (24-hour) energy delivered by power source (W-h)
(see Fig. 10.2)
Pm power delivered by motor (W)
Pm payload power (W)
Poff number of hours energy storage device is operated (h)
Sref wing reference area for airplane (ft 2)
(volume) 2/3 for blimp (ft 2)
T required thrust (Ib) _
v characteristic airspeed (ft/s)
• Pa ambient density (slugs/ft 3)
nes energy storage efficiency
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nm motor efficiency
np propeller efficiency
npp power processing efficiency
10.5 SUMMARYOF SYSTEMPARAMETERS
Chapters 3 through 9 discussed the technology status of various
systems for application to a High-Altitude Aircraft Platform (HAAP).
Tables I0.I to 10.3 summarize the technology statuses of the components
used in this study, most of which are near-term (1985-86). Details
associated with any system can be found in the prior chapters.
Table I0.I summarizes various baseline values of the system parameters
used herein to evaluate the HAAPconcepts.
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TABLEI0.I - SUMMARYOF GENERALSYSTEMPARAMETERS
FORHAAPDESIGN
SYSTEM
Energy Storage
Batteries
Usable energy-weight ratio, W-h/Ib • . . . 15.3
Efficiency .............. ........... 0.85
Fuel Cell
Usable energy-weight ratio, W-h/Ib:
4-hour storage ................... . 48.3
8-hour storage ........ ............ 92.7
12-hour storage 133.7
16-hour storage ............... ...... 171.6
Efficiency ......................... 0.50
Motor and Gearing
Power-weight ratio, W/Ib ................. 573
Efficiency .... ..................... 0.94
Power Processing
Power-weight ratio (payload), W/Ib ............. 54
Power-weight ratio (propulsion), W/Ib ........... 250
Efficiency ......................... 0.92
Structure
Blimp weight-total load ratio ............... 0.33
Minimum airplane airframe weight-total weight ratio .... 0.17
Minimum airplane airframe weight-wing area ratio, Ib/ft 2 . 0.40
Aerodynamic Characteristics
Propeller
Weight-thrust ratio, Ib/Ib 0.06
Efficiency . ......................... 0.85
_ Airplane maximumoperating lift coefficient, CL,max op 1.50
Airplane profile drag coefficient, CD,0 ........... 0.010
Airplane (Oswald) efficiency factor ............. 0.85
Airplane aspect ratio .................. . 20 or 30
Blimp drag coefficient, CD . ............... 0.035
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Due to the technological uncertainty of energy-weight ratios for
regenerative fuel cells, particularly for a small number of storage
capability hours, the battery system is used for energy storage require-
ments less than 4 hours.
Table 10.2 summarizes the system parameters uniquely associated with
each propulsion system under consideration in this study.
TABLE 10.2 - SUMMARYOF SPECIFIC PROPULSIONSYSTEM
PARAMETERSFORHAAPDESIGN
Solar Power System
Solar cell array
Weight-area ratio, Ib/ft 2 ........... 0.07
Efficiency .................. 0.16
Sun energy flux, W/ft 2 ............. III
Microwave Power System
Rectenna
Weight-area ratio (blimp), W/Ib ........ 0.08
Weight-area ratio (airplane), W/Ib ...... 0.04
Efficiency .................. 0.80
Microwave energy flux, W/ft 2 .......... 37
Nuclear Propulsion System
Power-weight ratio, W/Ib ........... I0 to 30
II0
Table 10.3 summarizes payload and operating parameters for the
HAAPaircraft.
TABLE 10,3 - SUMMARYOF PAYLOADANDOPERATING
PARAMETERSFORHAAPDESIGN
Pay]oad
Weight,Ib ..................... lO0
Power,W .................... ... lO00
Operatingconditions
Altitude,ft ..... , ............... 70,000
Blimp:
Maximum airspeed,ft/s ..... '........... 140
Averageairspeed,ft/s _ .............. 50
Minimum superpressure,Ib/ft2 .......... : . 5.2
Superheat,OF .............. ........ 0
Helium-gasfraction ................. 0.95
Airplane:
Airspeed,ft/s ................... 140
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CHAPTERII
HAAPBLIMP FEASIBILITY ANDANALYSIS
The current analysis compares the relative feasibilities of solar-
voltaic- and microwave-powered HAAPblimps using near-term technologies
appropriately commonto each propulsion concept. A solar-powered con-
cept designed to operate over the United States is significantly
influenced by the long nights in the winter and the long days in the
summer. In addition, the energy flux incident on the solar cells is
physically limited by the maximumenergy available from the Sun, about
127 W/ft 2.
A microwave-powered concept is more heavily influenced by tech-
nological progress. Energy available with this concept is influenced by
the magnitude of the incident microwave flux that can be rectified
reliably. Near-term technology estimates for this. flux are about
37 W/ft 2. Solar-voltaic and microwave power technologies are discussed
in detail in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. Other near-term tech-
nologies essential to this study were discussed in previous chapters,
and summarized in Tables I0.I, 10.2, and 10.3.
There is a high degree of uncertainty about the propulsion system
weight for a nuclear-powered system; therefore HAAPblimps using nuclear
power are only analyzed parametrically. o
Figure II.I illustrates the required sizes of a solar-voltaic and
a microwave-powered HAAPblimp as determined from a weight balance
analysis. .
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Figure II.I - HAAPblimp sizes.
II.I SOLAR-POWEREDCONCEPT
Figure II.I indicates, from a weight analysis viewpoint, that a
solar-powered HAAPblimp would be about 4 million cubic feet in size.
The concept is sized to operate on days with 8 hours of sunlight, which
is, on the average, about the smallest number of daylight hours
encountered in the United States each year. During the daylight hours,
the blimp is powered by solar cells mounted on its surface. During the
hours of darkness, the blimp is powered by a regenerative fuel cell
system. Table II.I summarizes some of the specific characteristics of
this solar-powered HAAPblimp concept.
Table II.I shows that the solar-powered HAAPblimp would be about
678 feet in length. Particular note should be given to the required
solar cell area and reference area. The required solar cell area pro-
vides all power needs and includes a lO-percent redundancy. The refer-
ence area is simply the blimp projected planform area, and is the maximum
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TABLE II.I - SOLAR-VOLTAICPOWEREDHAAP BLIMP SUMMARYCHARACTERISTICS
Design conditions:
Altitude, ft .70,000
Cruise airspeed, ft/s 50
Maximumairspeed, ft/s 140 -
Incident energy flux, W/ft 2 III
Solar cell efficiency 0.16
Stored energy, h 16
Payload power, W 1,000
Payload weight, Ib I00
Structural weight fraction 0.33
Cruise drag coefficient, CD 0.035
Motor size, hp 373
Weights, Ib
Propeller 74
Motor-gear 485
Payload I00
Solar cell array 6988
Fuel cell system 1349
Power processing system 1130
Structure 4987
Total weight 15,114
Gas mass, Ib 3567
Blimp dimensions:
Volume x 10-6 , ft 3 4.2
Maximumdiameter, ft 136
Length, ft 678
Reference planform area, ft 2 59,800
Solar cell area, ft 2 99,800
Cruise Reynolds number 15,800,000
Daily incident energy required, kW-h 630
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effective area subjected to the rays of the Sun for obtaining power.
The required solar cell area is about 1.7 times the planform area. This
means that there is insufficient area on a conventionally shaped blimp
to locate the necessary solar cells. Figure 11.2 illustrates a twin-
bodied blimp which conceptually can provide the necessary area by carry-
ing the solar cell arrays between the bodies. If aerodynamic forces on
the solar panel were neglected, each hull of the twin body configuration
would be about 4 million ft 3 in volume and about 670 ft in length.
Solar cell Propeller
array panel
I
1
Figure 11.2 - A possible solar-powered HAAPblimp concept.
If drag due to the solar panel is considered, the drag coefficient for
the blimp concept is modified as shown in equation (II.I)
Sref (11 1)
CD = CD,h + CD,0 V2/3
where
_J
CD concept total drag coeffici6nt
CD,h blimp hull drag coefficient (based on V2/3)(formerly CD in eq. (8.5))
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CD,0 solar panel profile drag coefficient
Sref solar panel area (ft 2)
V blimp hull volume (ft 2)
A value of 0.005 was selected as representative of CD,O, and is based
on flat plate drag estimates. Temporary modifications were made to the
computer program of Appendix A.I, to examine the hull sizes required for
the twin hull configuration. The results of this brief study are shown
in Figure 11.3 for several assumed values of wing weight.
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Figure 11.3 - Effect of wing weight on twin-body
solar-powered HAAPblimp size.
The drag penalty due to the wing (wing weight = 0.07) changes the
hull volume from 4.2 million ft 3 (see Fig. II.I) to about I0 million ft 3,
and results in a 1900-ft vehicle length. Small increments in wing weight
to provide structural integrity have a remarkable effect on hull volume.
A wing weight of 0.2 Ib/ft 2, for example, results in a 90 million ft 3
volume for each hull. In practice, however, the wing could be used to
house some of the lifting gas, which in turn reduces hull size. In any
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event, with practical values for wing weight, solar blimps of this con-
figuration appear to be so immense as to be impractical. This configura-
tion will not be considered further in this report.
II.I.I Parametric Variations
Considerable effort was involved in determining the near-term tech-
nology capabilities which were assumed in this study. Because the
feasibility of a solar-powered HAAPblimp is subject to change with level
of technology, a sensitivity analysis was conducted. The results of this
analysis will be presented in the next several sections of this paper.
The following analysis illustrates the size of a single hull carrying
the design payload, and neglects aerodynamic forces that may be on a
connecting solar panel.
II.I.I.I MaximumAirspeed
The 140 ft/s design maximumairspeed selected for this study is
based on available high-altitude windspeed data (Table 3.1, page 15),
and permits a small degree of maneuverability in the most severe wind-
speeds anticipated. Figure 11.4 illustrates the dramatic effect maximum
airspeed has on the size of a solar-powered HAAPblimp.
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Figure 11.4 - Effect of maximumairspeed on
solar-powered HAAPblimp size.
Figure 11.4 vividly exemplifies that power required, and the corre-
sponding system weights, varies with airspeed cubed (v3). A design
maximumairspeed of I00 ft/s results in a blimp size of about
0.6 million ft 3, based on a weight balance analysis. Whenadditional
solar cells are provided for a practical concept which would permit the
capture of energy from either a left- or right-side facing Sun, the
size increases to about 3.2 million ft 3. This concept would be exten-
sively covered with solar cells and about 620 ft in length. This
I00 ft!s maximumairspeed design represents about the maximumdesign
airspeed for which a conventional single-body concept is feasible, using
near-term technology. It shouldbe noted that concept feasibility is
achieved at significant sacrifice to station keeping capability during
the winter season.
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11.1.1.2 Drag Coefficient, CD
One of the major inconsistenciesin the literatureon HAAP blimps
is the operationaldragcoefficient. Some studies have assumed a drag
_ coefficientof 0.050 while others have assumedvalues of about 0.020.
The drag coefficient(0.035)assumed in this study is thought to be
representativeof a flight configurationconstructedwithin 5 to 6 years.
In determiningthe 0.035 dragvalue, many experimentaland theoretical
documentson blimp drag were reviewedand the sensitivityof size to drag
coefficientwas investigated.
The resultsof the parametricstudy of drag coefficientare shown in
Figure ll.5. A solar-poweredHAAP blimp with a relativelyhigh drag
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Figure 11.5 - Effect of drag coefficient on
solar-powered HAAPblimp size.
coefficient of 0.050 would have a volume of about 12 million ft3and a
length of 960 feet. A more aerodynamically refined configuration having •
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a CD of 0.020 would have a volume of about 1 million ft 3 and a length
of 420 feet. The most important impact of the variation in CD is not
the change in size, but the relative areas required for solar cells.
The concept with CD = 0.050 needs more than twice the available plan-
form area for installing the solar cells, while the CD = 0.020 vehicle
needs about 97 percent of the planform area for cells.
If a conventionally shaped HAAPblimp could be designed with a CD
of 0.020, each body of a twin-body configuration (similar to the baseline
concept shown in Fig. 11.2) would have a volume of about 1 million ft 3.
Although the lower CD (0.020) makes a single-body concept more feasible,
it would need to be almost entirely covered with solar cells. Slightly
less than half of the cells would be on the dark side of the blimp and
provide no contribution to propulsion power. The excessive amount of
solar cell weight would result in a concept considerably larger than
1 million ft 3 - about 12 million ft 3.
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11.1.1.3 Propeller Efficiency
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Figure 11.6 - Effect of propeller efficiency on solar-powered
HAAPblimp size.
A propeller efficiency of 0.85 was assumed for this study. A
change in propeller efficiency of 5 percent (Fig. 11.6) changes the
volumetric size of the blimp by about 15 percent. The effect of pro-
peller efficiency is relatively minor.
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11.1.1.4 Solar Cell Efficienc_
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Figure 11.7 - Effect of solar cell efficiency on solar-powered
HAAPblimp size.
Solar cell array efficiency can significantly affect the solar-
powered HAAPblimp size (Fig. 11.7). If the arrays operated at
12 percent efficiency, the blimp would require almost double the volume
of a blimp with the 16-percent efficient array. A 20-percent efficient
solar cell array system could decrease blimp size by about 1 million ft 3,
hut would still require 30 percent more cell area than available on the
conventional blimp planform.
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1,1.1.5 Incident Solar Power
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Figure 11.8 - Effect of incident solar power on
solar-powered HAAPblimp size.
An incident solar energy flux of III W/ft 2 was assumed in this
study. It is anaverage value for each hour of the day that sunlight is
incident on the vehicle. Values less than III W/ft 2 result in larger
blimps (Fig. 11.8). If 127 W/ft 2 is assumed, which represents about the
maximumpossible energy flux, the blimp size is reduced, but 25 percent
more solar cell area is still required than available on the planform.
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11.1.1.6 Fuel Cell Weight
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Figure 11.9- Effect of fuel cell weight on
solar-powered HAAPblimp size.
In this study, the weight of a regenerative fuel cell system
designed for an 8-hour charge--16-hour discharge cycle is characterized
by a value of 171.6 W-h/lb. This value is thought to be representative
of regenerative fuel cell energy storage technology when the system is
introduced and becomes available for use. Higher characteristic values
for an introductory system have been estimated. Figure 11.9 indicates
the effect of fuel cell system weight on the resultant HAAPblimp size.
The fuel cell weight has negligible effect on the relative area
required for solar cell arrays.
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11.1.1.7 Structural Weight Fraction
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Figure II.I0 - Effect of structural weight fraction on
solar-powered HAAPblimp size.
The superpressure blimp represents a considerably different con-
struction technology than the conventional blimps associated with the
"Goodyear" television commercials. The structural weight fraction
assumed for this study of 0.33 is based primarily on results from
in-depth studies on the structural design of superpressure HAAPtype
blimps. The structural weight fraction value does not include the
weight of the lifting gas. Fig.re II.I0 demonstrates the major impact
of structural weight fraction on the blimp size. The effect on relative
solar cell area is negligible.
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11.1.1.8 Payload Weight
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Figure II.II - Effect of payload weight on
solar-powered HAAPblimp size.
Larger payload weights can be accommodated readily without com-
promising the HAAPblimp concept feasibility. Increasing the payload
by a factor of I0 (Fig. II.II) results in only a relatively small
increase in volume. This result should be anticipated since the pay-
load represents only a small fraction of the total weight.
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11.1.1.9 Helium Gas Fraction
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Figure 11.12 - Effect of helium gas fraction on
solar-powered HAAPblimp size.
A helium gas fraction of 0.95 was used in this study. This means
that the lifting gas is 95 percent pure helium with the remaining 5 per-
cent being air. The literature on blimp operational gases generally
reflect a 94-percent pure helium gas content. Figure 11.12 indicates
that about a 15-percent change in blimp volumetric size results from a
5-percent change in the purity of helium.
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II.I.I.I0 Superpressure
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Figure 11.13 - Effect of superpressure on
solar-powered HAAPblimp size.
Figure 11.13 shows that small changes in blimp design superpressure
would have an almost insignificant effect on the blimp concept size and
feasibility for the HAAPmissions considered in this study.
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II.I.I.II Advanced Technology Solar-Powered HAAPBlimp
Figure 11.14 illustrates the size of a single-body solar-powered
HAAPblimp concept representative of far-term technology.
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Figure 11.14 - Solar-powered HAAPblimp size using
far-term technology.
Table 11.2 indicates the technology advances (far-term) required
for the advanced vehicle design (Fig. 11,14) in comparison to those used
in this study (near-term). The advanced vehicle concept would be a
single-body about 500 ft in length_ and extensively covered with solar
cells. Observe that success of this venture requires the development
of all the technologies in Table 11.2 to the "far-term" levels
indicated.
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TABLE 11.2 - SOMETECHNOLOGYADVANCESFORA SINGLE-BODY
SOLAR-POWEREDHAAPBLIMP CONCEPT
Near-Term Far-Term
Solar cell array operating efficiency 0.16 0.20
Structural weight fraction 0.33 0.20
Cruise drag coefficient, CD 0.035 0.020
Propeller efficiency 0.85 0.90
Fuel cell energy-weight ratio, W-h/Ib 171.6 300.0
Helium purity fraction 0.95 1.00
Superpressure, Ib/ft 2 5.2 2.5
11.1.2 General Remarks
A primary concern in the design of a solar-powered HAAPblimp is
the excessive area needed for the solar arrays. A twin-bodied design
illustrated in Figure II.2 is one configuration which could resolve that
concern, but it would be an impractically large Vehicle Whendesigned for
maximumstation keeping capability (140 ft/s). Detailed analysis indi-
cated that a single-body solar-powered blimp to perform the HAAPmission
becomes more feasible as the design changed to operation with increasing
number of daylight hours. For example, HAAPblimp designed to operate
with up to 16 hours of daylight would be a single body, about 7million
ft 3 in volume and about 800 ft in length. This concept would be suffi-
ciently covered with solar cells to provide power without regard to
whether its left or right side were facing the Sun. The minimum number
of daylight hours for which a single-body solar-powered HAAPappears
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#feasible with near-term technology is about i3 hours. Such a concept
would be on the order of 15 million ft 3 in volume and I000 ft in length.
The full development of all pertinent technologies reduces the size of
the solar-powered HAAPblimp to manageable proportions. A substantial
degree of success in these developments would be required before starting
the blimp development in order to reduce the risk to a reasonable level.
A conventional single-body solar-powered HAAPblimp with reduced
station keeping capability (I00 ft/s maximumairspeed) appears tobe
feasible in the near-term. The Concept would be about 3.2 million ft 3
in volume and about 620 ft in length.
The solar-powered, superpressured, HAAPblimp concepts derived from
this study can be compared with that derived by Kuhn (ref. 93) for a
similar solar-cell/regenerative fuel cell system. Kuhn's study con-
sidered hydrogen as the lifting gas and a drag coefficient of 0.050
for several payload sizes and design airspeeds. For a 220-Ib payload
design capable of an airspeed of about 115 ft/s at 70,000 ft altitude,
Kuhn determined that a single-bodied blimp slightly over 16 million ft 3
in volume and about 930 ft in length is required. Kuhn does not discuss
the incompatibility between the blimp surface area and the required
solar cell area that occurs with increase in design airspeed.
11.2 MICROWAVE-POWEREDCONCEPT
Figure II.I indicates that a microwave-powered HAAPblimp would
be about 0.2 million ft 3 in volume, which is almost identical to the
volume of the "Goodyear blimp." The HAAPblimp concept is sized to
operate continuously, converting incident microwave power which is
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beamed from a nearby ground-transmission station. There is no energy
storage requirement for this concept. Table 11.3 summarizes the blimp
characteristics.
Table 11.3 describes a microwave-powered HAAPblimp as having a
length of 242 ft and requiring a 48-hp motor. The area required for the
rectenna is about 20 percent of the available planform. The rectenna
area includes I0 percent redundancy. Because the microwaves readily
transmit through blimp surface materials, the rectenna arrays can be
housed within the blimp envelope without significantly compromising the
design or size.
The concept described in Table 11.3 is less than half the volume
of the microwave-powered HAAPblimp proposed by Sinko in reference 2.
This current study considered a superpressure blimp whereas Sinko's
study was based on the conventional blimp that houses the lifting gas
in ballonets (gas bags) carried inside the hull. Sinko's 0.50 million
ft 3 concept had 50 Ib of batteries to power the 287-Ib payload; however,
his assumption of a drag coefficient of 0.060 is the probable reason for
the greater volume of his proposed blimp.
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TABLE 11.3 - MICROWAVE-POWEREDHAAP'BLIMP SUMMARYCHARACTERISTICS
Design conditions:
Altitude, ft 70,000
Cruise airspeed, ft/s 50
._ Maximumairspeed, ft/s _ 140
Incident energy flux, W/ft L 37
Rectenna efficiency 0.80
Stored energy, h 0
Payload power, W 1,000
Payload weight, Ib I00
Structural weight fraction 0.33
Cruise drag coefficient, CD .0.035
Motor size, hp 48
Weights, Ib
Propeller 9
Motor-gear 61
Payload I00
Rectenna 124
Battery system 0
Power processing system 160
Structure 224
Total weight 679
Gas mass, Ib 161
Blimp dimensions:
Volume x I0-6, ft 3 0.19
Maximumdiameter, ft 48
Length, ft 242
Reference (planform) area, ft 2 7600
Rectenna area, ft 2 1555
Cruise Reynolds number 5,800,000
Daily incident energy required, kW-h 71
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A microwave-powered HAAPwould resemble the conventionally con-
figured blimp illustrated (not to scale) in Figure 11.15.
Figure 11.15 - A feasible microwave-powered HAAPblimp concept.
11.2.1 Parametric Variations
The sensitivity of a microwave-powered HAAPblimp concept to
changes in the level of technology is presented in the same manner as
for the solar-powered HAAPblimp.
11.2.1.1 Drag Coefficient, CD
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Figure 11.16 - Effect of drag coefficient on
microwave-powered HAAPblimp size.
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Figure 11.16 shows that the drag coefficientassumedfor the
microwave-poweredHAAP blimp can significantlyaffect its size. The
representativehigh (CD = 0.50) and low (CD = O.20)_valuesfor blimp
drag coefficientwhich appear in the literaturecan double or halve the
volume of the baselineconceptfor which a CD of 0.035 was assumed.
The CD values shown in Figure ll.13 have no significanteffect on
overallconceptfeasibility.
ii.2.1.2 PropellerEfficiency
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Figure II 17 - Effectof propellerefficiencyon
microwave-poweredHAAP blimp size.
Figure ll.17 shows that reasonablevariationsin propellereffi-
ciency have littleeffect on the microwave-poweredHAAP blimp size or
feasibility.
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11.2.1.3 RectennaEfficiency
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Figure ll.18 - Effectof rectennaefficiencyon
microwave-poweredHAAP blimp size.
Figure ll.18 shows that reasonablevariationsin the efficiencyof
the rectenna system have littleeffect on the blimp size or feasibility.
The 80-percentefficientsystem assumedin this study needs 0.20 of the
availableplanformarea for rectenna;a systemwith a rectennaeffi-
ciency of 70 percentneeds about 0.23 of the availablearea.
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11.2.1.4 Incident Microwave Power
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Figure 11.19 - Effect of incident microwave power on
microwave-powered HAAPblimp size.
Microwave power incident to the blimp surface was assumed to be
37 W/ft 2. As shown in Figure 11.19, doubling the amount of incident
power reduces the volume by about 20 percent. If the inCident power
was reduced by about 50 percent, the volume would need to be increased
by about 80 percent. For the beam power levels shown in the figure,
the conventional blimp planform provides more than twice the area
needed for rectenna.
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11.2.1.5 Structural Weight Fraction
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Figure 11.20 - Effect of structural weight fraction on
microwave-powered HAAPblimp size.
The structural weight fraction of 0.33 determined to be repre-
sentative of near-term superpressure blimp construction, and used in this
study, was applied to all blimp concepts regardless of their propulsion
system. Because the microwave-powered HAAPblimp is relatively small,
a more conservative weight fraction might be appropriate. Figure 11.20
indicates that if 50 percent of the total weight (excluding the weight
of the lifting gas) were structural, the HAAPwould increase in volume
by about 80 percent. However, it would still be a relatively small
vehicle less than 300 ft in length.
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11.2.1.6 Payload Weight
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Figure 11.21 - Effect of payload weight on
microwave-powered HAAPblimp size.
Unlike the solar cell powered blimp, the payload is a significant
fraction of the total weight of the microwave-powered blimp; therefore,
the volume of the microwave-powered HAAPblimp is very sensitive to
payload weight. Figure 11..21 shows that increasing payload weight from
I00 Ib to I000 Ib requires a blimp with about four times the volume of
the baseline blimp.
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11.2.1.7 Helium Gas Fraction
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Figure 11.22 - Effect of helium gas fraction on
microwave-powered HAAPblimp size.
Figure II.22 shows that reasonable variations in the purity of the
helium used as a lifting gas result only in small changes in blimp size.
11.2.1.8 S__u_uperpressure
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Figure 11.23 - Effect of design superpressure on
microwave-powered'HAAP blimp size.
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Figure 11.23 shows that reasonable changes in HAAPblimp super-
pressure have an insignificant effect on size and feasibility.
11.2.2 General Remarks
A microwave-powered HAAPblimp can be relatively small in size,
about the same size as a Goodyear blimp. There appears to be ample area
in or on a conventionally configured blimp to house the required
rectenna. With the exceptions of drag coefficient and payload weight,
reasonable parametric variations had little effect oh concept size or
feasibility. Larger values for both drag coefficient and payload weight
would result in a larger blimp, but the increase in size would not sig-
nificantly compromise the feasibility of the concept.
11.3 NUCLEAR-POWEREDCONCEPT
The technology status of radioisotope thermonuclear generators and
of nuclear reactor propulsion systems was discussed in detail in
Chapter 6. Because of the uncertainty of the weights and power of these
systems, especially with crashworthy shielding designed to provide
environmental protection, the nuclear-powered HAAPblimp was analyzed
Parametrically.
Figure 11.24 illustrates the effect of propulsion system weight on
the size of a nuclear-powered HAAPblimp. This figure indicates that
theoretically, for a given nuclear propulsion system weight (character-
ized in terms of specific power, i.e., I0 W/Ib) there is a blimp size
- that will accommodate that system. There is, of course, a practical
limit to the construction size of such a vehicle. If a 20-W/Ib nuclear
system could be achieved, including radiator and shielding weights,
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Figure 11.24 - Effect of propulsion system weight on
nuclear-powered HAAPblimp size.
Figure 11.24 shows the HAAPblimp would have a volume of about
23 million ft 3. Table 11.4 summarizes the characteristics of a nuclear-
powered HAAPblimp with a 20-W/Ib propulsion system.
If the weights shown in Table 11.4 could be achieved safely, and
without regulatory restraints, the nuclear-powered blimp would be the
most flexible of the blimp concepts considered for performin_ the HAAP
missions. Like the microwave powered blimp, the nuclear-powered vehicle
could have a conventional single-body design; however, it could operate
anywhere without the necessity of being close to a ground transmitter.
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TABLE 11.4 - SUMMARYCHARACTERISTICSOF A 20-WATT PERPOUND
NUCLEAR-POWEREDHAAPBLIMP
Design conditions:
Altitude, ft 70,000
Cruise airspeed, ft/s 50
Maximumairspeed, ft/s 140
Stored energy, h 0
Payload power, W 1,000
Payload weight, Ib I00
Structural weight fraction 0.33
Cruise drag coefficient, CD 0.035
Motor size, hp 1,158
Weights_ Ib
Propeller 232
Motor-gear 1,507
Payload I00
Nuclear system 49,989
Battery system 0
Power processing system 3,473
Structure 27,238
Total weight 82,539
Gas mass, Ib 19,536
Blimp dimensions:
Volume x 10-6 , ft 3 23
Maximumdiameter, ft 239
Length_ ft 1,195
Reference (planform) area, ft 2 185,500
Cruise Reynolds number 27,900,000
Daily energy required, kW-h 1,118
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CHAPTER 12"
HAAP AIRPLANE FEASIBILITYAND ANALYSIS
The idea of using a remotelypilotedairplaneto performa variety
Of long-durationmissionsat very high altitudeshas been discussedin
the technicalliterature. Propulsionsystemsproposedfor this High-
AltitudeAircraft Platform (HAAP)have been based on the use of solar or
microwavepower. Some feasibilitystudieshave been conductedon the
use of each of these propulsionsystemsin a HAAP airplane,but a
detailedcomparisonhas not previouslybeen published. The present
analysiscompares the relativefeasibilitiesof solar-voltaicand
microwave-poweredHAAP airplaneconceptsusing technologiesappropriate
to each conceptthat should be availablewithin the next 5 to 7 years.
In addition,a nuclear-poweredHAAP vehiclehas also been analyzed,but
in less detail.
The HAAP airplaneis to operatecontinuouslyover the United States
at an altitudeof 70,000 ft, and it must withstandenvironmentalvaria-
tions in the weather due to seasonalchanges. The operationalenviron-
ment, as well as the technologiesessentialto a HAAP airplane,have been
discussedin previouschapters. ChapterlO includesa summaryof the
technologyassumptionsand a brief discussionof the airplanedesign
philosophyof flying as close as possibleto minimum power conditions.
The sizes of HAAP airplanespoweredby solar-voltaicand by micro-
wave power that might be technicallyfeasiblewith a lO0-1b payloadare
illustratedin Figure 12.1.
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Figure 12.1 - HAAPairplane sizes.
12.1 SOLAR-POWEREDCONCEPT
Figure 12.1 indicates that, from a weight analysis viewpoint, a
solar-powered HAAPairplane would haveoa span of about 240 ft. The con-
cept is sized to operate on days with only 8 hours of Sunlight, which is
about the smallest average number of daylight hours that would be
encountered over the United States each year, and which constitutes the
most severe operational case. During the daylight hours, the airplane
is powered by solar cells mounted on its surfaces. During the 16 hours
of darkness, the airplane is powered by a regenerative fuel cell system
which is "charged" during the day. Table 12.1 summarizes some of the
- specific characteristics of this solar-powered HAAPairplane concept.
Note in Table 12.1 that it was necessary to increase the wing aspect
ratio to 30 in order to obtain a feasible weight solution. A feasible
design which performed the HAAPmission and used near-term technologies
could not be obtained using an aspect ratio 20 wing. The structural
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TABLE 12.1 - SOLAR-VOLTAICPOWEREDHAAPAIRPLANE
SUMMARYCHARACTERISTICS
Design conditions:
Altitude, ft 70,000
Cruise airspeed, ft/s 140
Design airspeed, ft/s" 140
Incident energy flux, W/ft 2 III
Solar cell efficiency 0.16
Stored energy, h 16
Payload power, W I000
Payload weight, Ib I00
Structural weight fraction 0.20
Airplane performance parameters:
Cruise lift coefficient, CL 1.5.0
Cruise drag coefficient, CD 0.038
Motor size, hp 30
Weights,Ib
Propeller 6
Motor-gear 39
Payload l O0
Solar cell 580
Fuel cell system 2294
Power processing system I07
Structure 781
Total weight 3907
Airplane geometry:
Aspect ratio 30
Span, ft 240
Wing planform are_, ft 2 1920Solar cell area, _-t2 8281
Wing loading, Ib/ft 2 2.0
Cruise Reynolds number 500,000
Daily incident energy required, kW-h I070
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weight fraction was increased to 0.20 from the 0.17 baseline value in
Table.lO.l to meet the structural weight-wing area ratio requirement of
0.4 Ib/ft 2. The concept operates at a constant airspeed of 140 ft/s.
A significant result is that this specific HAAPconcept needs an area of
solar cells which is more than four times the wing planform area. (This
area includes a lO-percent redundancy factor for the cells:) Although
this is not an optimized concept, it is sufficiently close to one to
recognize that this important solar cell area characteristic cannot be
readily overcome. Figure 12.2 illustrates what a solar-voltaic HAAP
might resemble conceptually. The solar-panel shown in the figure is
analogous to a flat plate, and is not intended to provide lift, although
there would be obvious weight and drag penalties.
Figure 12.2 - An unconventionally configured solar-powered
HAAPairplane concept.
This analysis can be comparedwith that performed by Phillips
(ref. 7) for solar-powered aircraft which must operate in up to 16 hours
of darkness. Phillips' study considered flight at 70,000 ft for air-
planes of aspect ratio 20 and 30, but confined the location of the solar
cells to the wing planform. In limiting the solar cells to the wing
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planform area, the resultant wing loading was about 0.83 Ib/ft 2.
Phillips assumes that the solar cells are kept normal to the rays of the
Sun, which can be accomplished by the concept inFigure 12.3 by tilting
the solar panel. A solar-powered airplane concept proposed by Phillips
is presented in Figure 12.3.
Figure 12.3 - A cruciform wing solar-powered airplane concept.
Phillips' cruciform wing concept permits banking the aircraft to
maintain the solar cells perpendicular to the Sun line (the dashed lines
in Fig. 12.3 indicate wire bracing). The true airspeed of this concept
at 70,O00-ft altitude is, at best, about 80 ft/s which is about 60 per-
cent of the airspeed required to maintain station in performing the
year-around HAAPmission.
12.1.1 Parametric Variations
The feasibility of a solar-powered HAAPairplane concept is subject
to change with changing technology assumptions. The following discussion
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is presented to indicate the sensitivity of that feasibility with a few
of the more important assumptions.
12.1.I.i Design Airspeed•
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Figure 12.4 - Effect of design airspeed on solar-powered
HAAPairplane size.
The effect of design airspeed on the size of a solar-powered HAAP
airplane is shown in Figure 12.4. Lower design airspeeds result in
larger aircraft with little beneficial change in the ratio of solar cell
area required to wing area available.
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12.1.1.2 MaximumOperatin 9 Lift Coefficient
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Figure 12.5 - Effect of maximumoperating lift coefficient
on solar-powered HAAPairplane size.
Figure 12.5 indicates that, if airfoil development was to provide
an airfoil capable of operating up to a CL of 2.0, there would be
negligible change in the span from the airfoil with CL,max op = 1.50.
This is because the baseline aspect ratio 30 airplane wants to fly at
CL = 1.55 for minimum power flight. Limiting the 1.55 value of CL
to 1.50 has little impact; however, limiting CL,max op to 1.00 changes
the span to about 340 ft, a 40-percent increase in span. A HAAP
designed to operate at CL = 1.00 as compared to 1.50 reduces the
solar cell area required to about 2.5 times from about 4.3 times the
wing area; however, the airplane weight increases from 3900 to about
5200 lb.
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12.1.1.3 Profile Drag Coefficient, CD,0
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Figure 12.6 - Effect of drag coefficient on
solar-powered HAAPairplane size.
If the baseline profile drag coefficient assumed for this study
(CD,0 = 0.010) could be reduced to 0.005, the resultant HAAPairplane
span (Fig. 12.6) Would be reduced about 33 percent and the airplane
would weigh about 65 percent less, The smaller airplane would still
need more than twice the wing planform area for solar cells A CD,0
of 0.015 results in an exceptionally large vehicle. •
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12.1.1.4 Propeller Efficiency
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Figure 12.7 - Effect of propeller efficiency on
solar-powered HAAPairplane size.
Figure 12.7 shows that relatively small changes in the propeller
efficiency can significantly affect the design of a solar-powered HAAP
airplane. A propeller efficiency of 0.90 (where the baseline efficiency
was 0.85) can reduce the span from 240 ft to 185 ft and vehicle weight
from 3900 to 2300 lb. A propeller efficiency of 0.80 results in a
400-ft span, ll,O00-1b vehicle. The propeller efficiency has little
effect on the ratio of solar cell area to wing planform area,
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12.1.1 5 Solar Cell Efficienc_
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Figure 12.8 - Effect of solar cell efficiency on
solar-powered HAAPairplane size.
The operating efficiency of the solar cell array can significantly
affect the HAAPairplane size. Sixteen-percent efficient cells were
assumed in this study. Figure 12.8 shows that 20-percent efficient
solar cells would result in a 2600-Ib vehicle with a 195-ft wing span.
The relative solar cell area needed is still quite large, 3.5 times the
wing planform.
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12.1.1.6 Incident Solar Power
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Figure 12.9 - Effect of incident solar power on
solar-powered HAAPairplane size.
One assumption in this study is that the energy from the Sun inci-
dent to the solar cells would average about III W/ft 2. This value
includes the Sun declination angle, which varies considerably over the
year as well as misalignment due to maneuvering while in flight. As
shown in Figure 12.9 if a value of I00 w/ft 2 were assumed, the span
would increase to about 280 ft and the weight to about 5300 Ib which
may be compared to the baseline value of III W/ft 2 and the resultant
240-ft span, 3900-Ib aircraft. The value of 127 W/ft 2 represents about
the maximumpossible incident energy and results in a 2900-Ib aircraft
with a 205-ft span. With 127 W/ft 2 incident on the airplane_ 3.8 times
theavailable wing area is required for solar cells.
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12.1.1.7 Fuel Cell Weight
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Figure 12.10 - Effect of fuel cell weight on
solar-powered HAAPairplane size.
Current estimates of regenerative fuel cell system weights vary
widely since these systems are in an early stage of development. The
171.6 W-h/Ib system used in this study is thought to be representative
of this device when introduced into operation for an 8-hour charge,
16-hour discharge cycle. Figure 12.10 shows that a 300 W-h/Ib system
would reduce the HAAPairplane substantially, to a lO0-ft span, 700-1b
aircraft. The weight of the fuel cell system is reduced from about
2300 Ib in the baseline configuration to about 300 lb. The solar cell
area needed on the smaller aircraft is about 5 times that available on
the wing planform.
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12.1.1.8 Structural Weight-Wing Area Ratio
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Figure 12.11 - Effect of structural weight-wing area ratio
solar-powered HAAPairplane size.
The ratio of the structural weight to wing area is an important
constraint on the design of the HAAPvehicle. In sizing the vehicle,
weight is added to the structure until the ratio requirement is met or
slightly exceeded. The 0.4 Ib/ft 2 value used in this study is thought
to be reasonable with the use of advanced construction techniques and
high-strength ultra-lightweight materials. If unforeseen technological
advances permit a 0.2 Ib/ft 2 flight vehicle (Fig. 12.11), it could be
as small as 195 ft span and weigh about 2600 lb. If a more detailed
structural analysis led to greater structural weight (i.e., 0.60 Ib/ft2),
the size would increase considerably.
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12.1.1.9 Payload Weight
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Figure•12.12 - Effect of payload weight on
solar-powered HAAPairplane size.
If a heavier payload was required, the HAAPwould increase in size.
Figure 12.12 shows that a 500-1b payload requirement would result in a
400-ft span vehicle weighing about II,000 lb.
12.1.1.10 Aspect Ratio
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•Figure 12.13 - Effect of aspect ratio on
solar-powered HAAPairplane size.
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Figure 12.13 shows the effect of wing aspect ratio on the HAAP
airplane size with the Oswald's airplane efficiency factor held at a
constant value of 0.85. In practice, increasing aspect ratio, on an
otherwise fixed configuration, decreases the Oswald efficiency. A
solar-powered HAAPof reasonable wing span would need a wing aspect
ratio near 30. If it were possible to build an aspect ratio 40 aircraft
using the technology assumptions of this study, Figure 12.13 shows that
the wing span could be reduced to about 153 ft and vehicle weight to
about 1200 lb. However, the concern about excessive solar cells would
not be reduced; 4 times the wing planform area would be required.
12.1.1.11 Oswald's Airplane Efficiency Factor
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Figure 12.14 - Effect of Oswald's airplane efficiency factor
on solar-powered HAAPairplane size.
An Oswald's airplane efficiency factor (e) of 0.85 was assumed for
an aerodynamically refined flight concept with a wing aspect ratio (A)
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of 30. The product of aspect ratio and e may be considered as an
effective aspect ratio in the following equation:
CL2
CD = CD,0 + _e_ (8.9)
where
CD total drag coefficient
CD,0 profile drag coefficient
A wing aspect ratio
e Oswald's airplane efficiency factor
It is readily seen in the equation that as the eA term increases, the
total drag coefficient decreases. With A held constant at 30
(Fig. 12.14), the airplane size varies from about a 195-ft span tO a
370-ft span vehicle as the Oswald's efficiency factor changes from 0.90
to 0.80, respectively. The relative solar cell area required is essen-
tially unchanged.
12.1.2 General Remarks
A primary concern in the design of a solar-powered HAAPairplane is
the excessive area needed for the solar cell arrays. The general design
philosophy used in this study is to design the aircraft to fly at minimum
power. This design philosophy provides a smaller vehicle, but does not
provide for minimizing the amount of excess solar cells. The minimal
amount of excess solar cells, that is, minimizing the required cell area
to wing area ratio, is obtained when this HAAPis designed to operate at
a lift coefficient of approximately I; however, the resulting airplane
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concept is quite large, with a span of about 340 ft and weight of about
5200 lb. The associated cell area-wing area ratio is about 2.5.
The solar-powered aircraft could meet the requirements of housing
all the needed solar cells on the wing (with I0 percent redundancy) if
it would fly with 24 hours of sunlight. Its airspeed would beabout a
constant 120 ft/s, which is slightly less than that required for the
HAAPmission scenarios. The corresponding span would be about 65 ft,
and without any need for energy storage, it would weigh about 200 lb.
An important footnote to the analysis of solar-powered HAAPair-
planes is that when attempting to confine the required solar cell area
to that of the combined wing and tail planform, decreasing the number
of daylight hours must be generally compensated by reducing the
airspeed.
12.2 MICROWAVE-POWEREDCONCEPT
Figure 12.1 indicates that a microwave-powered HAAPairplane would
have a wing span of about 50 ft. The concept is sized to operate
entirely on rectified microwave power that is continuously beamed to the
aircraft_ and requires no stored energy in its operation. Table 12.2
summarizes some of the HAAPmicrowave-powered airplane characteristics.
,,
The microwave-powered HAAPoperates at a constant 140 ft/s and
needs about 90 percent of the wing planform for rectenna installationD
(including I0 percent redundancy). Note in Table 12.2 that a structural
weight fraction of 0.24 was needed to meet the structure weight-wing
area requirement of 0.4 Ib/ft 2. A microwave-powered HAAPmight resemble
a conventional sailplane as illustrated in Figure 12.15.
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TABLE 12.2 - MICROWAVE-POWEREDHAAPAIRPLANE
SUMMARYCHARACTERISTICS
Design conditions:
Altitude, ft 70,000
Cruise airspeed, ft/s 140
Design airspeed, ft/s 140
Incident energy flux, W/ft 2 37
Rectenna efficiency 0.80
Stored energy, h 0
Payload power, W I000
Payload weight, Ib I00
Structural weight fraction 24
Airplane operating parameters:
Cruise lift coefficient, C, 1.27
Cruise drag coefficient, CB 0.040
Motor size, hp 2
Weights, Ib
Propeller 2
Motor-gear 4
Payload I00
Rectenna 4
Battery system 0
Power processing system 24
Structure 41
Total weight 17---3
Airplane geometry:
Aspectratio ..... 20
Span, ft 45
Wing planform area, ft 2 I01
Rectenna area, •ft 2 93
Wing loading, Ib/ft 2 1.7
Cruise Reynolds number 150,000
Daily incident energy required, kW-h 60
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Figure 12.15 - A microwave-powered HAAPairplane concept.
This concept resembles that proposed by Heyson (ref. 8) for a
microwave sailplane which operated in a powered-unpowered flight mode in
performing selected HAAPmissions. Heyson employed an aspect ratio 30
wing and had a heavier payload (II00 Ib), resulting in a 190-ft span,
3500-Ib vehicle.
!2.2.1 Parametric Variations
The feasibility of a microwave-powered HAAPairplane concept is
subject to change with changing technology assumptions. The following
discussion is presented to indicate the sensitivity of that feasibility
to a few of the more significant assumptions.
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Figure 12.16 - Effect of maximumoperating lift coefficient
on microwave-powered HAAPairplane size.
An aspect ratio 20 airplane with a CD,0 of 0.010 if designed for
minimum power flight, wants to fly at a CL of 1.27. The maximum
operating lift coefficient of 1.50 assumed for this study permits a
minimum power design concept. As shown in Figure 12.16, if maximum
operating lift coefficient is limited to a value less than 1.27, the
HAAPairplane span and weight increases. A CL,max op of 1.00 results
in a 55-ft span, 200-1b vehicle. A CL,max op of 0.75 results in a
70-ft span, 240-Ib HAAPairplane.
t
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12.2.1.2 Profile Drag Coefficient, CD,0
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Figure i2.17 - Effect of profile drag coefficient on
microwave-powered HAAPairplane size.
Changes in profile drag coefficient indicate that as this drag
value increases, the wing span decreases. Equation (I0.I) (page I00),
which governs minimum-power flight, explains the behavior.
CL = _/3 AeCD,0 (I0.I)
where
A wing aspect ratio
e Oswald's airplane efficiency factor
CD,0 profile drag coefficient
Profile drag coefficients of 0.005, 0.010, and 0.020 lead to CL
values of 0.90, 1.27, and 1.50 (CL,max), respectively, for the aspect
ratio 20 concept.. For the same lifting capability, the lower CL
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value requires more wing area, and correspondingly, more span. The
span increases shown in Figure 12.17 (with decreases in CD,O) are
associated with increases in vehicle weight from about 170 Ib to about
195 lb. The effect of CD,0 on the required rectenna area is far more
important. The ratio of rectenna area-wing planform area is about 0.5
for CD,0 = 0.005, 0.9 for CD,0 = 0.010, and 1.3 for CD,0 = 0.020.
The lO-percent rectenna redundancy factor is included in this analysis.
Thus, for CD,0 values much greater than 0.010, area in addition to the
wing planform must be used to locate the rectenna.
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Figure 12.18 - Effect of propeller efficiency on
, microwave-powered HAAPairplane size.
As shown in Figure 12.18, reasonable changes in propeller efficiency
have negligible impact on the concept span or weight. The decrease in
efficiency requires a larger percentage of the wing for very lightweight
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rectenna. A propeller efficiency of 0.90 requires about 89 percent of
the wing planform for rectenna, whereas an efficiency of 0.80 requires
about 95 percent.
12.2.1.4 Rectenna Efficiency
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Figure 12.19 - Effect of rectenna efficiency on
microwave-powered HAAPairplane size.
Figure 12.19 shows that reasonable changes in rectenna efficiency
have negligible effect on the HAAPairplane span or weight. Reductions
in rectenna efficiency increase the rectenna area required. A rectenna
conversion efficiency of 0.80, for example, leads to using about 92 per-
cent of the wing planform for rectenna. An efficiency of 0.70 requires
about 5 percent more area for rectenna than is available on the wing.
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12.2.1.5 Incident Microwave Power
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Figure 12.20 - E_fect of incident microwave power on
microwave-powered HAAPairplane size.
Figure 12.20 shows that if the microwave energy incident to the
HAAPairplane were doubled (74.0 W/ft 2) or about halved (18.0 W/ft 2)
from the 37.0 W/ft 2 baseline value used in this study, the impact on
vehicle span and weight would be small. For example, an 18.0 W/ft 2 beam
increases vehicle weight by about I0 Ib to a 180-1b vehicle. The effect
incident power has on required rectenna area is more dramatic. A'
74 W/ft 2 beamneeds less than half of the wing planform for rectenna,
whereas an 18 W/ft2 beamrequires about 85 percent more area for
rectenna than is available on the wing.
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12.2.1.6 Structural Weight-Wing Area Ratio
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Figure 12.21 - Effect of structural weight-wing area ratio
on microwave-powered HAAPairplane size.
Figure 12.21 shows that the structural weight-wing area requirement
has relatively little impact on the HAAPairplane feasibility. If cur-
rent construction technology, which requires about 0.6 Ib/ft 2 was used,
the HAAPairplane would be about 50 ft in span and weigh about 210 lb.
12.2.1.7 Payload Weight
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Figure 12.22 - Effect of payload weight on
microwave-powered HAAPairplane size.
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A microwave-powered HAAPairplane designed for a heavier payload
would, of course, be larger. Figure 12.22 shows that designing for a
500-1b payload would result in a 95-ft span, 750-Ib vehicle. A lO00-1b
payload design would result in a 130-ft span HAAPweighing about
1450 lb. Because of the relatively small size of the vehicle, payload
weight has a major impact on gross weight.
12.2.1.8 Aspect Ratio
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Figure 12.23 - Effect of aspect ratio on
microwave-powered HAAPairplane size.
Figure 12.23 shows the effect of wing aspect ratio on the microwave-
powered HAA_airplane span while holding the Oswald efficiency constant
at 0.85. Increasing aspect ratio from 20 to 30 results in slightly
greater wing span (4 ft), and somewhat less weight (9 Ib) and planform
area (21 ft2). The reduction in wing area due to improved aerodynamic
performance also reduces the area available for rectenna. Thus, the
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aspect ratio 30 configuration requires I00 percent of the planform for
rectenna. In contrast, the aspect ratio I0 concept is about 30 Ib
heavier than the baseline (aspect ratio = 20) concept with about 67 ft 2
more planform. This results in more than ample area for rectenna; only
76 percent of the planform is required for the rectenna.
12.2.1.9 Oswald's Airplane Efficiency Factor
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Figure 12.24 - Effect of Oswald's airplane efficiency factor
on microwave-powered HAAPairplane size.
As shown in Figure 12.24, reasonable variation in Oswald's airplane
efficiency has little effect on the microwave-powered HAAPairplane.
Span remains the same, within a few feet. Weight remains the same
within a few pounds. The rectenna and wing planform area vary somewhat,
but the wing planform always provides at least 5 percent more area than
required to house the rectenna.
12.2.2 General Remarks
The feasibility of a microwave-powered HAAPis relatively insensi-
tive to reasonable variations in parameters, with the obvious exception
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of payload weight. The primary design concern with varying some param-
eters is that the area required for housing the rectenna may exceed the
wing area For the few conditions when excessive rectenna area would
be required, the excess appears sufficiently reasonable that the addi-
tional rectenna could be located on the fuselage and tail surfaces with-
out unduly compromising the design.
Design of a microwave-powered HAAPairplane for heavier, but still
reasonable, payloads also appears feasible with no special concerns
associated with the heavier payloads.
12.3 NUCLEAR-POWEREDCONCEPT
The technology status in nuclear power systems possibly suitable
for HAAPpropulsion was discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Somelitera-
ture surveyed on this subject indicated_ but did not specify, that per-
haps the technology in radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG)
systems might be more advanced than the published (unclassified) litera-
ture indicates. Because of this uncertainty and because the unclassified
literature indicated near-term technologies incapable of providing a
feasible aircraft, the nuclear-powered HAAPconcept was analyzed
parametrically.
Figure 12.25 indicates that an aspect ratio 20 airplane capable of
performing the HAAPmission must have a nuclear system specific power
approaching 15 W/lb. The value for system specific power contains all
-
components of the nuclear system, including radiator and shielding.
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Figure 12.25 - Effect of propulsion system weight on the
feasibility of a nuclear-powered HAAPairplane.
Table 12.3 summarizes the characteristics of a nuclear-powered HAAP
airplane contingent on a 15 W/Ib nuclear propulsion system.
Theoretically, an aspect ratio 30 airplane could perform the HAAP
mission with a nuclear system specific power of I0 W/lb. This airplane
would have a wing span of about 180 ft and would weigh about 2200 lb.
In performing HAAPmissions, the nuclear-powered concept would be
the most flexible of the propulsion systems discussed. It would share
the advantage of the microwave system in that it would not require
batteries. In addition, its operation would not require proximity to a
ground station. If the systems weights could be achieved, and if it
could be done safely and without regulatory restraints, this would be
the optimum system.
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TABLE 12.3 - SUMMARYCHARACTERISTICSFORA 15-WATTPERPOUND
NUCLEAR-POWEREDHAAPAIRPLANECONCEPT
Design conditions:
Altitude, ft 70,000
Cruise airspeed, ft/s 140
Design airspeed, ft/s 140
Stored energy, h 0
Payload power, W I000
Payload weight, Ib I00
Structural weight fraction 0.24
Airplane operating parameters:
Cruise lift coefficient, CL 1.27
Cruise drag coefficient, CD 0.038
Motor size, hp 12
Weights, Ib
Propeller 2
Motor-gear 15
Payload I00
Nuclear porpulsion system 746
Power processing system 54
Structure 290
Total weight 1207
Airplane geometry:
Aspect ratio 20
Span, ft 120
Wing planform area 720
Wing loading, Ib/ft 2 1.7
Cruise Reynolds number 390,000
Daily energy required, kW-h 269 ,
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CHAPTER13
LAUNCHCONSIDERATIONS
The current study has placed considerable emphasis on the feasi-
bility of operating a remotely piloted, high-altitude aircraft platform
(HAAP) in a year-around, 70,O00-ft altitude environment. Primary
emphasis has been on operation at the design altitude; however, there are
constraints in low-altitude operation which affect the launch and climb
to design altitude. A brief discussion of methods for launching the HAAP
to operating altitude is now provided.
13.1 BLIMPS
At launch, the blimp envelope is almost empty; yet, at operational
altitude it is fully inflated and pressurized. Methods proposed in the
literature to accomplish this transition are similar in technique. The
fundamental procedures commonto the launch of a superpressure blimp are
discussed by Eney in reference 109 (which also includes some photographs
of blimp model deployment tests). Figure 13.1 simplistically illustrates
in five steps this deployment technique.
In step 1 (Fig. 13.1) the amount of helium needed for full, super-
pressured inflation at 70,000 ft is encapsulated in a bubble in the
stern end, and contained by a reefing collar. The whole HAAPblimp
system slowly lifts until at an appropriate point (step 2) the reefing
collar is jettisoned, and the entire unit is allowed to rise freely. As
it rises in altitude, the helium expands (step 3) to fill the entire
shape (step 4) and reach equilibrium at 70,000 ft (step 5). At
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(1) (2) (3)
!,._- 40,000 ft altitude
ExpandingheliumJ inflateshull
Tethered Releasetether U
60,000 ft altitude
70,000 ft altitude
Figure 13.1 - A superpressure blimp launch sequence.
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70,000 ft the fins would unfurl and mission operations would
begin.
It should be noted that Figure 13.1 illustrates a fundamental
launch process for superpressure blimps, and that some modifications
(with considerable thought in its detailed design) may be required to
facilitate a specific propulsion system. A microwave-powered concept,
for example, might employ a collapsible rectenna system that is verti-
cally mounted and extends the entire length within the blimpenvelope.
It might begin its launch sequence with a modified version of step (2)
in Figure 13.1. The rectenna would unfold as the envelope expanded with
increasing altitude. Another suggestion for the launch of a microwave-
powered blimp is to attach the rectenna to pressurized splines extended
inside the envelope, so that collapsing the rectenna becomes unnecessary.
In launching a solar-powered HAAPblimp, the specific techniques used
would be chosen to minimize possible damage to the solar cells. A
nuclear-powered concept might be launched in accordance with Figure 13.1,
since the propulsion unit would be housed in a rigid container either
internal or external to the envelope.
Variations of the fundamental launch scheme illustrated in Fig-
ure II.I have also been proposed. Excess initial-helium inflation has
been suggested to decrease ascent time (with no excess gas, ascent would
take about 1 hour). Helium gas bleed-off would occur with altitude
gain. To decrease ascent time, the no-excess-gas blimp concept could
also be towed to higher altitudes by an airplane.
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Rapid launch addresses the concern for the blimp drifting into the
flight paths of other aircraft. Tethering could be used during the
ascent phase at lower altitudes to prevent drift; however, because of
its weight, the tethering line would have to be severed at some reason-
able distance from the ground. The concern for excessive drift could be
alleviated by using an airborne control station to guide the blimp into
range of the ground control station. Excessive drift by a microwave-
powered HAAPposes an additional concern since the power source, which
is also ground-based, would also be out-of-range. The microwave-powered
concept might necessitate an energy storage system, entailing additional
weight for the batteries, to provide sufficient power to get within
transmission range. This battery system could be expendable; that is,
used only during critical launch phases and then ejected, but the asso-
ciated ground hazard would appear to limit launch regions. It has also
been suggested that weather balloons might be released prior to HAAP
blimp launch to either indicate its launch path or to determine a
desirable launch site.
It appears that the successful launch of a HAAPsuperpressure blimp
concept will require considerable design detail, and special packaging
techniques depending on the propulsion system. Even if modifications to
facilitate launch enlarges the baseline concept, its technical feasi-
bility should not be jeopardized.
13.2 Airplanes
The launch of a HAAPairplane poses different concerns than those
for a HAAPblimp. The HAAPis designed to operate efficiently and per-
form its missions at 70,O00-ft altitude, but may be launched and
required to climb near sea level, where the atmospheric density is
I0 times that at the design condition. The following text discusses
some concerns associated with the launch of HAAPairplanes with various
propulsion systems.
13.2.1 Solar-Powered
• The launch of a solar-powered HAAPairplane was not discussed in
detail in the available literature. Parry (ref. 6, page 6) implies a
conventional take-off, and for his design concept, sea level airspeed
is limited to less than 12 ft/s.
The current study indicates that airspeeds of about 80 ft/s can be
achieved at sea level at a CL of about 0.3, if the design propeller
efficiency of 0.85 is assumed. This assumption is _uestionable, however,
since propeller efficiency is known to be a function of airspeed; that
is, the propeller designed to operate at the HAAPoperational airspeed
of 140 ft/s could suffer substantial reduction in propeller efficiency
when operating at lower airspeeds, such as 80 ft/s. The loss in pro-
peller efficiency during launch could be a major factor in establishing
launch methods since climb rates would also be reduced. Propeller
efficiency relationships are discussed by Perkins and Hage (ref. II0,
pages 147 to 150). Propeller efficiency, rip, is a function of advance
ratio, J, and the relationship is illustrated in Figure 13.2.
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Figure 13.2 - Illustrationpropellerefficiencyvariation.
Figure 13.2 illustratesan approximatepropellerefficiency
relationshipwhere
np propeller efficiency
J advance ratio, j = vnd
v airspeed (ft/s)
n propeller rotational speed (revolutions/s)
d propeller diameter (ft)
Figure 13.2 indicates that maximumpropeller efficiency occurs at
the peak of the curve, the design condition. A reduction in airspeed,
v, reduces advance ratio, J, and results in a corresponding decrease
in propeller efficiency, rip. Propeller rotational speed, n, could
theoretically be adjusted to produce a J value to maintain high effi-
ciency by using a variable speed gearbox; however, variable speed gear-
a
boxes are complex and have found limited application.
Since the airplane may be susceptible to windspeeds of 50 ft/s or
higher at low altitudes (see Fig. 3.2, page 13), which would probably
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exceed the HAAPstation keeping capability during climb, an appropriate
launch day may need to be chosen to reduce this problem. If the air-
plane drifts off-station during launch, an airborne control station
could be used to guide the HAAPairplane to within ground-based signals
after it has reached operational altitude. A method of towing the HAAP
airplane to higher altitudes with, for example, an agricultural aircraft
as suggested by Heyson (ref. 8, page 6) might be utilized even though
Heyson specifically suggests this method for a microwave-powered HAAP
airplane. It has also been suggested that an expendable, lightweight,
non-rechargeable, battery system might be used for added power only dur-
ing the launch phase and then jettisoned, but this method poses a ground
hazard which would restrict launch near populated areas.
Another concern during launch would be the aerodynamic loads on the
panels which carry much of the required solar cell area (see Fig. 12.2,
page 134). In addressing this concern, perhaps collapsible panels might
be used that are folded during launch. A fully charged regenerative
fuel cell system could provide the power for a nighttime launch. Upon
reaching operational altitude, the solar panels would unfold, collecting
the solar energy during the day to provide energy for flight and to
recharge the fuel cell system.
13.2.2 Microwave-Powered
Because the operational design of the microwave-powered HAAPair-
plane receives its energy from a power beamand includes no stored
energy, conventional take-off methods are not readily suitable. Heyson
(ref. 8, page 6) suggests a microwave-powered HAAPmight be towed by an
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agricultural-type aircraft to altitudes near I0,000 ft where it would
be released. The airplane would climb, using transmitted microwave
power, until operational altitude is reached. The launch method pro-
posed by Heyson is suitable for the current concept. The current con-
cept would, however, be limited to a maximumairspeed of about 90 ft/s
at lO,O00-ft altitude at a CL of 0.23 and a propeller efficiency
of O.85.
Station-keeping during launch can be of primary importance for the
current microwave HAAPconcept design since power for flight is entirely
dependent on the transmitted beam of microwave power. Additional power
can be made available for the launch environment by modifying the
current concept somewhat. The current design uses about 0.92 of the
wing planform area for rectenna, and includes lO-percent redundancy.
The remaining wing planform area, fuselage bottom surface, and hori-
zontal tail surfaces could be used to house additional rectenna area.
The minor increase in rectenna weight and a slightly heavier and more
powerful motor add small increments to aircraft weight and span while
providing a substantial increase in power (perhaps as much as
40 percent).
The use of an expendable, lightweight, non-rechargeable battery
system for use only during launch and subsequently jettisoned also
appears feasible, but the associated ground hazard would restrict
launch near populated areas.
,.j
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13.2.3 Nuclear-Powered
Although a nuclear-powered HAAPairplane could take off conven-
tionally, this current design is confronted with marginal power to
simultaneously climb and combat low-altitude winds. This marginal
power becomes a particularly critical concern when the prospect of
reduced propeller efficiency, previously discussed for HAAPairplanes,
is confronted. An oversized nuclear power system could be employed
in the basic design which would be adequate to facilitate the launch
environment, but would result in a larger aircraft. Perhaps an
expendable lightweight, battery system, previously discussed, could be
used only during the launch phase to provide the additional power
required. In either case, the technical feasibility of a nuclear-
powered HAAPairplane (which is contingent on a 15-W/Ib propulsion
system) does not appear to be jeopardized by launch considerations.
13._.4 General Remarks
Commonto the launch of any HAAPairplane concept is the apparent
marginal climb performance in the low-altitude wind environment. The
performance is attributed, in part, to an anticipated reduction in
propeller efficiency associated with lowering the flight airspeed. The
marginal climb performance is also attributed to the large change in
atmospheric density between the high (70,000 ft) altitude used for
concept design, and the low (0 to I0,000 ft) altitudes associated with
launch. Somemethods discussed to facilitate launch include providing
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additional power, which in turn, would mean a larger motor and greater
airplane size. Those increases appear to be relatively small with
little, if any, impact on the overall technical feasibility of the
concept.
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CHAPTER14
SOCIETALCONSTRAINTS
The current study was initiated on the premise that a High-Altitude
Aircraft Platform (HAAP) would perform a variety of missions (see
Chapter 2, page I0), and, correspondingly, provide a service to society.
At the same time, society constrains all activities, including those
proposed in this study, to conform to norms which provide an acceptable
level of safety. It is society's perception of danger, not necessarily
the real (as defined by technological experts) danger that governs.
Because permissiveness in society is an ever-changing whim, the follow-
ing discussion briefly addresses some current societal issues that might
constrain or prevent HAAPdevelopment.
14.1 HAAPAIRSPACE
Although the proposed operational altitude of 70,000 ft is well
above any civil air traffic anticipated for the reasonably near future
(except, perhaps, supersonic transports), the HAAPwould still be subject
to societal regulation. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regu-
lates the use of this nation's (United States) airways. Any anticipated
i
ruling by the FAA on the operation of an unmanned HAAPvehicle would,
at this time, be speculative; however, it does not seem unreasonable
that a HAAPmight be allotted restricted or controlled airspace in which
to operate. This type of airspace is currently allotted to military
airports and to other selected sites, such as flight test ranges.
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14.2 HAAPPROPULSIONMETHODS
14.2.1 Solar Power
The current public perception of solar power is that it is a cost-
free source of energy without environmental problems, and that it should
be exploited. The discussion in Chapter 4 indicates the global prospect
of finding more practical uses for solar power. Solar-thermal systems
are being used to heat andcool many homes and offices, but they were
found unsuitable for a HAAP. Solar-voltaic devices are being used in
toys, watches, and to provide power for an increasing number of devices
in society. Solar-voltaic systems have also been used to provide power
for several manned experimental aircraft. Perhaps the most notable was
the 294-Ib (with pilot)"Solar Challenger" airplane which performed day-
time flights in both the United States and Europe during 1980 and 1981.
At this time, there appears to be a favorable reaction toward the
use of solar power for any purpose, including flight.
14.2.2 Microwave Power
Radio frequencies are routinely used in our society to transmit
radio and television signals to the homeand office. The higher radio
frequencies, called microwaves, include UHF-television, radar, and
satellite communication transmission frequencies. Although the afore-
mentioned uses of microwave energy, as well as the use of microwave
ovens, are generally acceptable in today's society, the effects of these
" transmissions on mankind and the surrounding environment is becoming
an increasingly controversial issue.
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14.2.2.1 Controversial Issues
The singular most significant source of controversy over the use of
microwave energy stems from the large discrepancies in the acceptable
levels of humanexposure as adopted by the United States and by Russia.
Additional concern about microwave utilization eminates from books,
published research studies, and news media releases which highlight
reported biological effects of microwave radiation.
14.2.2.1.1 Safety standards
Using references III, 112, and 113 as data sources, Table 14.1 is
presented to illustrate the large discrepancies in the United States and
Russian views on microwave safety.
The United States bases its environmentally safe level for microwave
exposure on thethermal effects of microwave radiation on the human body;
primarily, rises in body temperature due to microwave absorption. Russia
bases its safe levels on the non-thermal effects of microwave radiation,
typified by headache, dizziness, and loss of memory attributed to
microwave absorption. Canada, which had previously accepted the U.S.
guidelines as its standards, has recently adopted more stringent safety
standards.
For persons periodically exposed to microwave radiation, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) standard uses the formula
6000t -
p2
where
t permitted exposure time, in minutes, during any l-hr period
P power density in mW/cm2
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TABLE14.1 - SUMMARYOF STANDARDSFORHUMANEXPOSURETO MICROWAVERADIATION
Environment Country Frequencies, Average exposure,
GH W/ft 2 (mW/cm2) Duration, per day
General public U.S. 0.01-300 9.3 (I0) 24 hr
(& Western Europe)
Canada 0.01-300 0.9 (I) 24 hr
Russia 0.3-300 0.0009 (0.001) ! 24 hr
Occupational U.S. 0.01-300 9.3 (I0) 8 hr
(& Western Europe)
Canada 0.01 < 1 0.9 (I) 8 hr
1-300 4.6 (5) 8 hr
Russia 0.05-0.3 0.009 (0.01) Work day-stationary antennas
0.3-300 0.09 (0.I0) Work day-rotating antennas
According to Lindsay (ref. III), the formula has a practical limitation
of 50 mW/cm2 (46 W/ft2).
It should be noted that according to references III (page 8) and
113 (page 2-5), that the U.S. "standard" for human exposure to microwave
radiation is actually a guideline since no specific enforcement or
punitive actions are provided for violations. This guideline, as it
applies to the popular microwave oven requires no more than 0.93 W/ft 2
(I mW/cm2) leakage at the time of manufacture, and no more than
4.65 W/ft 2 (5 mW/cm2) leakage thereafter (ref. III, page 5)i This
requirement is based on measurements about 2 in. (5 cm) from the oven
surface; therefore, the whole-body humanexposure due to leakage would
be significantly less.
The standards and guidelines shown in Table 14.1 gener_lly reflect
the scientific literature, which indicates that the environmental effects
of microwaves are strong functions of both frequency and exposure time.
The frequency generally considered for a HAAPpower transmission System
is 2.45 gigahertz (GH).
14.2.2.1.2 Environmental effects
There are many ongoing research activities to determine the bio-
logical effects of microwave radiation. Reference 114 is a publication
which summarizes these research activities, as well as highlights
appropriate news items and meetings on the subject. Reference 115 pre-
sents the results of a comprehensive review of papers on the biological
effects of microwave radiation to determine the potential impact of a
Solar Power Satellite (SPS) on biological and ecological systems. This
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reference discusses specific biological studies ranging from cataracts
to nervous system response to microwaves. Greenstone performed a
similar study on environmental uncertainties relating to a HAAPwhich
is reported in reference 116. The results of these studies are perhaps
best characterized by a quotation from reference 117, another microwave
biological effects study. ". . The results of all experiments purport-
ing to demonstrate a significant non-thermal biological effect have been
disputed; in fact, very few experiments in the entire field have ever
been replicated, a situation which should be rectified "
The study of Broduer (ref. 118) is in marked contrast to the
opinions reported in references 115 to 117 which argue that there is
little technical evidence to substantiate any claims of the detrimental
effects of low level microwave radiation on the human body. Brodeur's
book (ref. 118) created a media and public sensation in this country in
1977, partly because it discussed and documented events surrounding the
low level microwave bombardment of the American Embassy in Moscow,
Russia. The Russians had been directing radiation at the Embassy to jam
sophisticated American listening devices. The effects of the daily
exposure of American Embassy personnel to these microwaves has resulted
in a statistically high number of reported cases of dizziness, headaches,
eye damage, and cancer (ref. III, page 8).
The Embassy radiation had been monitored by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA)which reported that the highest level
was " 18 microwatts . ." per square centimeter (0.016 W/ft2).
This DARPAreported value was contradicted by one member of the
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investigative team who recalled that the maximumradiation in the
Embassy was much higher, about 3.7 W/ft (4 mw/cm2). Regardless of which
value is moreaccurate, they are both substantially lower than the
current U.S. guideline of 9.3 W/ft (I0 mW/cm2) for continuous public
exposure. (See ref. 118, pages 116-118.)
The exposure time of occupants of an airplane that might fly
through a microwave beam would be limited to a few seconds (ref. 116,
page I-7). In addition, the metal surface of the airplane would shield
the occupants from most of the radiation. The microwave transmission
system could also be turned off before an aircraft traversed the
beam.
Greenstone's report, which summarizes a number of studies on the
environmental concerns about microwave power transmission, indicates
that HAAPmicrowave transmitters might interfere with communication
transmissions (ref. 1i6, pages I-6, 2-8, and 3-14). The microwave
generators would produce some noise power outside the proposed 2.45
(±0.05) GH transmission band; however, this should be a minor problem
if the antenna systems are designed with particular attention to sup-
Dression of beam sidelobes.
14.2.2.2 Public Perception
The public perception of microwave radiation appears mixed. A
negative connotation is often associated with the word "radiation."
This is perhaps an association with memories of the World War II atomic
bomb blast over Hiroshima, Japan, and the subsequent humandevastation
due to Gamma-and X-radiation. Gamma-and X-frequencies are highly
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energized and are termed "ienizing radiation." Ionizing radiation
behaves, in effect, like highly energized particles and excessive expo-
sure is known to cause many adverse biological effects to humans, such as
skin burns, genetic mutation, and cancer. Microwaves and the other radio
frequencies contain far less energy, are termed "non-ionizing radiation,"
and characteristically behave like waves. Excessive exposure to radio
frequencies (microwaves) can result in human body overheating, resulting
in cell damage, and cataracts if the eye is exposed. The non-thermal
effects of microwave radiation on the human body are controversial in
Western society. Microwave radiation exposure standards have been
previously discussed in the section on "Safety Standards."
In contrast to the negative connotation of "microwave radiation,"
the current sales of microwave ovens indicate public acceptance of this
device, even though they are sources of microwaves in the home. The
microwave oven has become a relatively commonhousehold device even
though "Consumer Reports" (refs. 119 and 120), a popular consumer
magazine had "not recommended" any microwave oven due to " the lack
of knowledge about the possibly hazardous effect of long-term low-level
microwave radiation ."
The microwave oven saga illustrates that society weighs risks
• CAagaln.,_ benefits, and conditinns itself to accept risk, or to negate
the belief of risk, depending on the benefit which it perceives in
return. The perceived benefit frnm the microwave oven, for example, is
energv conservatien and less conking time (less time in the kitchen)
relative to conve_tional cnn!<ing.
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14.2.2.3 Microwave Transmission Station
The microwave power transmissinn station would need a restricted
zone around the transmitting antenna. Since some of the missions
proposed for a HAAPwould be performed near populated areas, the size
of the required station might influence its societal acceptance.
Table 14.2 illustrates some relative ground-based transmitting
antenna characteristics compatible with the baseline microwave-powered
HAAPconcept_ resulting from this study.
TABLE 14.2 - SOMECOMPARATIVEMICROWAVETRANSMITTING
ANTENNACHARACTERISTICS
HAAP Transmission Antenna Average power_ Total transmitted
concept efficiency size, ft 2 density, W/ft _ power, W
Blimp 0.80 R87,000 0.081 71,900
(airplane) (14,Sn4,0no) (0.0003) (4,300)
0.60 489,200 0.196 95,900
(8,160,000) (0.0007) (5,800)
0.40 278,900 0.515 143,800
(4,653,0n0) (0.002) (8,600)
0.20 I07,800 2.668 287,600
(l ,798,000) (O.OlO) (17,200)
O.lO 45,800 12.55 575,200
(764,700) (0.045) (34,500)
0.05 l_,4no 62.56 1,150,000
(306,700) (0.225) (68,000) _
0.016 4,100 871 3,595,000
(68,800) (3.13) (215,500)
Table 14.2 is presented to provide a trade-off comparison between
antenna size and total transmitted microwave power for this study's
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baseline HAAPblimp and airplane concepts. The antenna sizes greatly
determine the construction costs, whereas the total transmitted power
influences the yearly operational costs. An additional parameter,
average power density:at the transmitter, can influence the perception
of environmental safety. The baseline HAAPblimp and airplane have
rectenna areas of 1554 ft 2 and 93 ft 2, respectively. Thirty-seven (37)
W/ft 2 of power is incident at the rectenna surface. As can be seen in
Table 14.2, h_gh transmission efficiencies mean low transmitted power,
but large antenna areas. Low transmission efficiencies yield smaller
antenna, but the transmitted and average power increase. Therelation-
ship between transmission efficiency, antenna size, and rectenna size
is discussed in Chapter 5 (see Fig. 5.5, page 35).
Table 14.3 (ref. III, page 40) is presented to provide a comparison
of a HAAPtransmission station power characteristic to transmitters
which already exist in society.
TABLE 14.3 - CHARACTERISTICSOF MICROWAVESOURCESBY CATEGORIES
Maximumpower Near-field Distance,_ to
Source density, distance, 9.3 W/Tt2
W/ft 2 ft guideline,ft
Satellite communication
Earth terminals 2 to 90 300 to.20,O00 -
Radars
Search and tracking II to 744 21 to 72 32 to 364
Air traffic control 2 to 14 61 to 102 Out to 158
Aircraft weather 27 to 76 2 to 6 7 to 16
UHF-TV 0.03 to 0.23 - -
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The "near-fielddistance"in Table 14.3 is the distancefrom the
transmitterto where "maximumpower density"was measured. The "distance
to guideline"is the distancefrom the transmitterto where 9.3 W/ft2 was
measured. By comparingthe power densitylevels shown in Table 14.3
with those in Table 14.2, it appearsthat a well designedHAAP microwave
transmissionstationwould pose no more a radiationsafety concern than
some facilitiesthat alreadyexist in society.
This study will not attemptto determinethe specificeconomicsof
the microwave-poweredHAAP conceptsdevelopedor of the associated
transmissionstations,but some other studieshave. Sinko (ref. 2) has
consideredthese costs, which are summarizedin Table 14.4.
TABLE14.4- SINKO'SMICROWAVEHAAPCOST ESTIMATES
Costs Blimp ($M) Airplane ($M)
Vehicle 0.21 0.20
Antenna/transmitter 1.60 2.40
Annual 0.47 0.42
(electricity) (0.06) (0.09)
Sinko'sHAAP blimp is 0.5 millionft3 in size. His HAAP airplane
has a 98-ft span, wing area of 1614 ft2, and weighs 1788 lb. Sinko
states that due to the uncertaintyassociatedwith his cost estimates,
they should be used with caution. He does not specificallydiscuss
antenna size, operatingpower, or operatingefficiencyfor his microwave-
poweredHAAP system.
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In contrast to Sinko's somewhat cursory approach to microwave HAAP
system costs, Brown (ref. 44, pages 2-I to 2-11) provides a rather
detailed analysis of HAAPmicrowave power transmission System costs.
Brown derives cost relationship equations, and illustrates some selected
antenna-rectenna systems sizes for minimum power transmission system
costs. Estimates for some cost parameters, such as unit antenna con-
struction costs, must be made. Brown indicates that minimum overall
transmission costs occur when the transmission antenna costs and power
costs are approximately equal. Brown also indicates that these minimum
costs occur at very low transmission efficiencies.
14.2.3 Nuclear Power
The current public perception of nuclear power is generally very
negative, that is, that it poses a threat to our society and to the
safety of mankind. This is a widespread belief, in spite of a lack of
statistical evidence to substantiate the belief. The current belief
perhaps stems, in part, from war-time uses of nuclear power, and the
devastating effect of the atomic bomb blast over Hiroshima, Japan,
during World War II. The resultant "ionizing radiation" caused severe
skin burns, genetic defects, and a high incident of cancer among the
people exposed. •
Althoughnuclear power serves the military (nuclear-powered
aircraftcarriersand submarines),it also has non-militaryroles.
Nuclearreactors have been used to provideelectricpower for public
utilizationsince about 1955. Nuclearpower in the form of radioisotopes
has been used to provideoperationalpower for satellites. In medicine,
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minute quantitiesof selectedradioisotopesare injectedinto the human
body, and serve as "tracers"to aid in the diagnosisof diseases.
Essentiallyall forms of nuclearpower or radioactivematerials in
this country,whether its in the production,handling,or utilization
phase, are subjectedto some, and often many, forms of governmental
regulations.The regulationsare intendedto reducethe probabilityof
human exposure to ionizingradiation. Just as there are standardsfor
human exposureto microwave (non-ionizing)radiation,there are also
standardsfor human exposureto ionizingradiation. A basic unit of
measurementfor any kind of ionizingradiationabsorptionis the "rad."
One rad is definedas lO0 ergs/gr (I.26 x lO-6 W-h/Ib). The "rem" is
a unit used to expressthe estimatedequivalentof any type of radiation
that would producethe same biologicaleffect as l rad deliveredby X or
gamma radiation. The IonizingRadiationsectionof the LangleySafety
Manual (ref. 121, pages 22-23) reflectscurrentguides for exposureto
this radiation. These are summarizedin Table 14.5. The current
generalphilosophyfor ionizingradiationsafety is to maintain levels
" . as low as reasonablyachieveable. ."
The standardsand safety precautionsassociatedwith ionizing
radiationdo not •appearto be well understoodby the generalpublic.
The generalpublic is influencedby sensationalevents, such as the
incidentat the "Three Mile Island,"Pennsylvanianuclearpower reactor
on March 28, 1979. The resultantthreat of radioactivegas being
releasedinto the atmospherecreatednear-paniclocally,and was head-
line material for newspapersand televisionfor weeks. Since the
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TABLE 14.5 - SUMMARYOF IONIZING RADIATIONSTANDARDS
Environment Maximum exposure
Controlledareas (radiationworkers)
Whole body, head and trunk;
active blood formingorgans;
lens of eyes; or gonads 1.25 rem/calendarquarter
Hands and forearms;feet and
ankles 18.75 rem/calendarquarter
Skin of whole body 7.50 rem/calendarquarter
Uncontrolledareas (generalpublic)
Whole body 0.5 rem/calendaryear
Dose for minors lO percentof that for
controlledareas
"Three Mile Island" accident, all aspects of radiation safety have under-
gone scrutiny in the news media. The use of radioactive materials,
including nuclear wastes, remains a subject of attention and controversy.
As part of this study, the views of Dr. Donald Po Hearth, Director
and chief executive officer of the Langley Research Center, on the use
of nuclear power in a flight vehicle were solicited. Dr. Hearth had a
key administrative role in NASA's Voyager, Viking, and Pioneer space
programs which all used RTG's (radioisotope thermonuclear generators) as
power sources. Dr. Hearth points out that to get regulatory approval to
launch these systems was a ". very, very, format process . ." that
involved " . lots of paperwork . ", and included the participation
of subgroups of the National Security Council. He also points out that
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this very time-consuming process (conducted in the early 1970's) was in
an environment when nuclear power was more acceptable than it is today.
In the current societal environment, the use of nuclear power in a HAAP
aircraft is, perhaps, best summarized by another quote from Dr. Hearth,
"The need isn't high enough to justify the risk."
14.3 GENERALREMARKS
The attitude of society towards a High-Altitude Aircraft Platform
(HAAP), and the benefits derived from it, will undoubtedly influence its
development and operation. The current method of regulating this
nation's airspace by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) does not
appear to prohibit HAAPoperation, especially since precedence for con-
trolled or restricted airspace has been set. In terms of HAAPpropulsion
methods, solar energy appears to be readily acceptable, whereas nuclear
energy appears to be unacceptable. The societal acceptance of microwave
energy for a HAAPsystem is not easily evaluated. Although microwave
transmitters which emit power densities comparable to those anticipated
for a HAAPsystem already exist in our society, they provide a valued
service. Ground transmitters for satellite communications systems have
relatively high power density levels, but provide a service to society
which currently outweighs the environmental risks. In the "selling" of
a microwave-powered HAAP, whether the perceived benefits outweigh the
perceived risks, remains to be seen.
°r
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JCHAPTER15
CONCLUSIONS
The current study has identified and integrated near-term tech-
nologies anticipated to be available within the next 5 to 7 years in
determining the feasibility of remotely powered aircraft to perform
year-around missions at 70,O00-ft altitudes over the United States.
Solar-, microwave-, and nuclear-powered blimp and airplane concepts
have been analyzed. In addition, societal issues which might influence
the development or operation of this High-Altitude AircraftPlatform
(HAAP) have been evaluated. A lO0-1b payload requiring I000 watts of
continuous power was used for analysis purposes throughout this study.
15.1 SOLAR-POWEREDHAAPCONCEPTS
Solar-powered HAAPsystems are extremely large, and conventionally
shaped vehicles do not provide adequate surface area to accommodate the
required solar cells. The long nights of the winter season place a
severe demand on this propulsion mode, since all energy must be col-
lected during the daylight for both day- and nighttime operation. The
short days of the winter are accompanied by the greatest windspeeds (up
to 140 ft/s) and, thus, the greatest power requirement. As a result,
the critical nature of winter operation leads to very large vehicles.
An unconventional, twin-bodied concept that carries a solar panel
between the hulls could provide sufficient area for the cells, but
appears prohibitive becauseof its immense size - about 90 million ft 3
per hull. Increased levels of technological advancement in the areas
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of solar-cell efficiency, fuel-cell weight, aerodynamics, and structures,
when used collectively could provide a conventional single-body HAAP
blimp less than 2 million ft 3 in volume.
A solar-powered HAAPblimp designed for reduced station keeping
capability (maximumairspeed of I00 ft/s) appears feasible with near-
term technology. This concept could be a single-body, conventionally
shaped aircraft about 3.2 million ft 3 in volume, and about 620 ft in
length.
A solar-powered HAAPairplane would have much too little area on
the wing, fuselageand tail surfacesto house the requiredsolar cells.
No viable configurationto overcomethis problemwas found.
In terms of societalacceptance,solar propulsionappearsto be the
most readilyacceptableof the conceptsstudied.
15.2 MICROWAVE-POWEREDHAAPCONCEPTS
• Microwave-powered HAAPsystems do not require nighttime energy
storage and should result in relatively small, conventionally shaped
vehicles that can satisfy all of the mission requirements. A super-
pressure blimp concept would be about the size of a "Goodyear blimp"
(0.2 million ft 3 in volume and 240 ft in length). The airplane concept,
with an aspect ratio 20 wing, would have about a 45-ft span and weigh
aboq_ 175 lb. These concepts, however, would be restricted to operation
near a ground power transmission station. ,.
Microwave-powered HAAPsystems appear to be a potentially contro-
versial issue; however, gro_md stations compatible with the microwave
2OO
conceptsthat can performthe mission of this study would not require
transmittedpower levels greaterthan that for existing satellite
communicationsground stations.•
15.3 NUCLEAR-POWEREDHAAP CONCEPTS
Nuclear-poweredHAAP systemsappear to be feasibledependingon the
specificpower of the nuclear propulsionsystem;however,with society's
currentattitudetowardsnuclearpower, it seems unlikelythat such a
vehiclewould beacceptable.
o.
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_U_K&CEePIeDtAHeDC*VLOeOtAM O_CI 38Z
€ 00C1 383
€ PNnDeO |S _OTnR POWER PROVIO_O ST AVERS_E AIRSPEEOIW) 00C1 384
PmflDcO.CCltCOeOENS*(ASPEEDee3.)e(VqLee.66?)I(Z.tEFRROP) OOCt 385
C DOe1 386
PMOP_01 IS MOTOR PO_ER PROVInEO IT q&XTqUH AIRSPEEd(M) " OOC1 387
PmORP31eCCl*CDeDENS*((VHAX)**3*)t(VQL*eobST)/(2etEFPROP) OOCI 388
C _0C1 389
C TNQII¶T ZS THRIIST AT AVERAGE AIR_PEEO(LRI 00C1 390
TM_UST°COtO_NSt(ASPEEO*eZe)e(V_LO*e66711(Z,) OOC_ 3ql
C 00C1 3_2
" C THOt_ST1 Z$ THROST AT _AXIHU_ AZRSP_EOfL_) D_C1 393
T_RU_TZeC_e_ENSe(fVNAX)**2.IeiVOL*e.66YIl(_.I POCZ 3QA
C OOCl 395
C r_y IS ENERGY RROVTDED BY RECTEN_A iT AVERAGE AIRSPEEOIW-H) OOCl 3q6
Tq¢R_Y_K(PNORFQIEF_OTOR)ePPYLO)*((Z_o-PgFF)e(POFFiEFBAT)|IFFPP 00C1 397
OflCl 398
C ENERGY1 IS ENERGY PROVIOEO BY _SCTEMNA sT _AXXqoq AXRSPEED(_-H) DOe1 3_9
_qcP_YIoI(P_OREOIIEFNOTO_)_P_YLO)eI(2_.-POF_)_(POPFIEFBAT))IEFPP DO_I 600
one1 SO1
C PC_LL XS POvER _OV_OEO 8Y RECTENNA(W) OOCZ 602
PCOLLtENERGYII(Z_,-PO_F) O_Cl 603
0oCl _04
C eteelettetoeet*seeteeeet, 00_I _0_
€ one1 406
C LTFT 00¢1 _07
C 00Cl _0_
C *ttttt##tOtttttttte*tttt* 0_CI _09
C 00C1 _10
C €1o TS FRACTIO_ OF A[R IN RL_HP E_V_LO_F OOC1 611
rAR-I,-K_E DOCX 412
rL_TSR-KAR*_qOLATR*(PRE$5+O_LP_N)I(RtTeC81) 00C1 413
PLTrTHEeFHEeG_OLE"Ee(P_ESS*D_L_IN)I(ReTeCBlJ OOC1 _1_
DOe1 _15
• ,C CLTFT [S TOTAL RLZNP L_FT(LRS) 00C1 41h
FLIrTuVOLeDENS_G .' 0_¢1 417
©L]KTerLIFT*(I.O_-Ob) OOC1 418
C OOCI 4_9
C tete*ttteot,ttetttttttettetttteettetttttttettttttet**t,ttt D_C1 420
C OOC1 421
C _;IGHYS {L_S) D0¢1 _22
C DgCl _3
DOCI A25
C C1 _qVZ_ES FOR O_SIRED WEIGHT FRACTION • 00C1 626
CIoVT_PACSI(1.-WTFRACS) DOC1 427 -
one1 428
C uTPP TS UETGHT FOR ROdE • PROCESS%NG OOC1 6?9
UTPPt(PPYLDIPWTPP)_(P_OREQ_ICPP) OqCl A_O
C 00C1 _31
C UTPR3P [S WEIGHT OF pRoLRELLFq OOC1 432
WTP_qnmVPROPTeTHRUST1 OOCI 433
C : Doe1 . ._434
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C WTMnT_P I_ WEIGHT OF _nTOR AND GEAQ qOX DOE1 435
WTwnX_g-PMngEOIIPWMOT_R DOE1 43b
C DOE1 637
€ UTnI_DC 15 WEIGHT fc¢ DISPLACED AIP nOC1 438
-' NThT_PG_VOL*O_NSefi DOC1 439
IF(FcLUX.LT,t,)G_ TO 51 nnCt 440
C OqC1 441
C MT_OLL [$ _ECTE_A WEIghT OQC1 44Z
WT_nLL-fI**SC1)*PCOLL$WACOLLI(EFLUXeEFC_LL) DOE1 443
51 YrIF©LUX,LT,1,)QT_OLL-O, DOE1 444
00C1 445
C VTqAT IS VFIGqT OF BATTEP¥ NR _UEL CELL 0_C1 446
UTqATe(I**SR1)e((PMQREOIEFMOTOR).P=VLO|tPOFFIEWBAT OqC1 447
C 00C1 648 ,
C WTGA_ IS 8LiCe ENVELOPE GAS NEIGHT ODE1 _49
WTGAS=VOL*_eIFLIFTAR*FLIFTHE) OOC1 kSO
C DOE1 451
• C WTNI!_€ [S WEIGHT _F NULCEAQ PR_eULSION SYSTEM 00C1 45Z
MTNU<_ePCOLLIPMNUKE 0_CI 4_3
TFI_CLIJX.GT,2*)WTNUKF_O, DOE1 4_4
IrITcLUX.GT, I*)PWqUK¢'O, OOCt 455
C O_Cl 456
WFTfiqT2_VTPP*MTM_TOP.MICOLL*MTRAT_UTNIIK_*WTPROP.WTPYLD OOC1 457
C onE1 45q
C VT_T_T I_ _TRUCTtlRAL WEIGHT 00C1 65g
UT_TOT_wEIGNT2*C1 00_1 6_0
C OOCl 461
C WFT_T IS TOTAL _LIMP WEIGHT OO_l 462
V_TeWETG_T_eWTSTRT.UTGAS DOe1 663
C O_Cl 464
€ oncI 465.
C *****************$*************$peee*ee**e*e*$eee***ee*$* DOCI 666
C OOCl 467
C &_qLL IS APE6 OF _ECTENNA(FT X CT) OOrI 46B
A_OLL=WTCOLLIWaC_LL DOCI k6g
C 00C1 470
C *e*eeew$e*e,eee$$e$*$$$e* O_Cl 671
C _A_a_rTE_S FOg PLOTTING OOCl 472
C 00_1 673
YPL_IJm_N_PGYI(FL_KTelO00.) DOCI 474
VPLnT|I)*&COLLI_F DOe1 _T_
VOL.nT(Z)_{WT_OT_*_TG_S*_TPP.WTPR_tlFLIFT 00Cl 476
YPLOT(3)e(WTSTnT.gTPYLO)IFLIFT DOCl 677
]rt_cI.UX,LT, I,)YPLOT(4)_gTNU_EI(FLtFT) DOCl 478
VOLnT(5)*WTRATI(FLIrT) O_C1 680
YPL_Tfb)*{FLIFTIW_I_HT)-I, OqC1 681
C 0_Cl 682
€ OOCl 483
QQ W_TTC(5,560)[INENO,EVOLeYPLOT(|R| OnCl 684
C . 0_C1 4_5
C *,***e,eee,$_e¢_,ee,,,e,eeeee,eeeepe_eeeeeee**$$,$ O_C_ 4_b
eeeeeee,eeeeeeeee*ee*eeee*_eepeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeete$ 0_C1 487
C 0_Cl 488
C OItTP')T DOe1 48_
POE1 4_0
ITTeYTT_I DOE1 _91
VPIT_(Se151)ggQoq OOC1 6_2
OOCl 4q3
Ir{IrLE_T,EO,10)_O-E(4) OqC1 494
I¢(I_LECT.EO.11|_LT-F(_| _gCl 4g_
TrtI_LECT,FO,1Z)_SPFE_-_(4) D_Cl 496
IF(I_LfCT.EO.13)PW_OT_D-E(4) DOe1 697
ICflFLFCT.EO.14)EWRAT=EI6) 00C1 4gR
IrfY:LECTe_O.15)EFRaT-E(4) OOC1 _g9
YFfIFLECT,EO.16)_FCOLL-E(4) DOCl _00
IrfTCLECT,FO,17)w_COLL-E(4) OOCZ 501
T_II=L¢CT.FO.lq)EFLLIX-E(_) 0_C1 502
Ir'(IELECT.EO.19)EFPROP-E(4) OqCZ 503
IFtT:LECT*EO,ZOIOOFF=E(_) 00C1 504
IFflCLFCT.EO.Z1)r_E=r(4) 00C1 505
Ir(TcL_CT,EO.2Z|O_LPNINuE(4| OqC1 506
IFtlrLECT,EO.Z3)TSHIFT=E(6) OOC1 507
• TrfI¢LECT,FO,ZS)WTFRACS=_(4) OOC1 508
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C PL_T nUTPUT nocz 51o
C DOC1 51l
_n 4_ IT-6,_ nOC1 512
W°TTr(5'lS2|4"1'l'l'l"O'l DOCI 513 _
WDIT¢|5'I56|qgqq_eKA._eKAb_eKA_Z nnC1 51_
<ao_^_3 DOCX 5),5
_°TT_(5'155)D,O,O Doe1 51_
UOITr(Sp155)?e7e7 00Ci 517
WRTTE{Se15_)l,2,_ DDCI 51_
C OOCl 51_
C =LnT LABEL SPECIFICATION flOC1 520
C DOC1 571
IFtIT.FOol; WPITF(5;800) DOC1 S_
Tr(Tt°FOoZ) WRITF(5tSul) DNCI 523
IF(IToEO.31WRIT_(5.fi02) OqC1 526
Tr(IToEO.6.ANDoFFLUX-LT.I.) WRITE(_.B03) DOCI 525
IG(TT.EOe6.AND°FFLUXoGToI.) WRIT_(Sp_O_| oqc1 526
T_rTToEQ.5) W_IT_(5,_J&) DOCI 527
IP(TT°EOo6) WRIT_(5,OOS) OOCl 52n
C DqCE 52g
C DOCl 530
W°IT_(SPlq2)CD_ASPE_O,POFF_ALT DOC_ 531
W_ITEISelO4)EGPR_P,EWqAT_FFBATtPWM_TOP DOCI 532
UPITrIS,lg_)PUNU_E_WAC_LL_EFCDLL_FPLUX DqCE 533
C DOC1 53_
C Y-AXI_ G_IO SCALE FACTq_ DOCI 535
C DDC1 53_
TF(IT_EO.I) WRITF(5,5OO)I.,O..6.,I...ZO DOCI 537
IF;TT°EOo21 WRITff(5,500).l,0.,l.,.l..05 DOCl 530
I_(IT.EO.3) WPITE(5.500).I,O.,I.,.1,.O5 DOCI 530
IciIT.EO.¢} WRITE(5,5_O).I_O.el.,.1..O5 DDCl 5€0
IF(TT.FO.5) W_ITC(5,500).l_O.,I.,.1..05 DOCI 5_1
Tr(IToEO°6) W_ITF(5,5OO;.4_-.B,.n_._,.2 DOC1 5_2
C DQC1 5_3
C X-exI_ GRID SCALE FACTOR OOCl 54_
C D_C1 5_5
_PlT_(5,5001.4.0.,°B,._',.Z DDCI 5_5
OqCl 5_7.
C Y-_YT_ LABEL OOC1 5_n
C OnCl 5_g
W_IT_(5,515)33.° _ D3C1 550
one1 551
T_(TV._0.1) WRIT_(5.203) OqC1 55_
TF(IT.EO._) WRITF(5_202) DOCI 553
IP(TT.EO°_) HRIT_IS_201) D_C1 55_
ICfIToEO,_^tI_EFLIIX.LT,1.) WRIT_(_,200) DOe1 5_5
IP{TToEOo_°AND.EFLUX.GT.I.} WRITF(5,20_) D_C1 556
IG(IToEQ. 5) tIRIT_(5_20_) ODe1 557
T¢(IVo_Oo6) HRITF(5,2_5) D0_I 55_
DOCI 55g
C w-awt_ LaBel DOCl 560
DOCI 561
WOlTr(5,S15)31.° _ DDC1 562
_°ITC(5_5_) O_Cl 563
C DOe1 5_
C opFPA_E FI_UR_ LFDGFN_ D_CZ 5fl5
DOe1 566
TF(TrLECToFO,IOI_IT_(_,_O0) DOC1 567
TF(ICLFCT.FO.II)WQITF|5_O2) OOCZ 560
Ir(TELECToFO°IZ)WRITE[5,_03) DQC1 56q
I_(IrLFCT.EO.13)WRITE(5,_O_) " D_CI 570 -
IFfIFLECToEQ.I_IWPITF(5_bO5) DOC1 571
I¢(ICLFCToEOolS)WPlTF(5,6O_) nncl 572
IFII_LECToEO.I_)WPITE(5.6O7) DqC1 573
IFIICLECT.EO.I7)WRITF 5_60B) D_CI 57_
Ir(IFLECT,PO.1B)wRITE 5_60_) OqC1 575
IFfIcLECT.EO.tq)uRITE 5,610) DQCI 576
Ir(I_LECT._O.20)WPITE 5,_iI) DOCl 577
ICIIFLFCT°fO.2I)WQITE 5,613) DOC1 570
IF/T_LECT.EO.22)WRITE 5,_1_) O_C1 570
IrtIFLFCToEOo23)WOITE(5,615) OOCl 580
IP(ICLECT.EO.24)WRITE(5_Zb) DOCZ 581
I¢(ICLECT._O.ZS)wRITE(5._17) DDCZ 582
TFfIPLECT°EO.26}WRITE(5,61B) O_Cl 5B3
IF(IFLFCToFO°ZT)WRITE(5,61q) DOC1 58_
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IF(IELECT.EO.ZS|WRITE(_,6ZO| OOCl 581
Yr(I_LECT.EO.Zq)uRITE(5,621) OOCl 586
Ir(IcLECT.EO,30)WPITE(_,6ZS) OqCl 587
TrfT_LECT.EO.50)URITE(5,622) OOCl 588
_PTT_(SPbO1)E(1) OqCl 5Bq
WeTT=tS,601)E(2) POCl 5€0
W_TT_f_601)_(t) D_Cl 591
_ CnNTT_UE 00C1 5q2
_OTn _01 D_Cl 5q3
DOCl 594
C _OMATS OnC1 597
C n0¢1 5q8
ee**ee*eeeeeee_eee**ee_ee OnCZ 5_9
_P F_RU_T{I_) 00C1 600
t_ CnOMAT(45(1H-)) 00CI 601
)! rnOMAT(45(]H-)/ oncl 6oZ
13_,_3N_LL _TA _L_TT_O VERSLIS V_LUM_ nRC1 603
Zl6X(tq-)) DOe1 60&
q?_ _PPW_T(*COLLECTOR R_DUNDANCY F_ACTTqN (O.lle) DOCZ 605
q_3 =N_&T(*RATTEgY PEDUN_AH_Y FRACTION (O.O)e) DOCl _06
q_G FRPM&T($MA_IMUH AIRSPEEO_ FTIS (_60,)_) _0C1 607
5_ rnou&T(*I AM PROGRAM GPAV_S_ D_VELO_D _yel _0C1 608
_eFDNIr G_&VES AN_ STUDENTS Tq _T_ IN TH_*I DOe1 60q
_*PA_ETRIC ANALYSIS _F SqLAR-_ _T_ROWAV_-_*I DOCl 610
_*n_ _IICLEAP-POW_ED BLIMPS*) 0_C1 611
_0 r_aTtIS,Srlo,5) D_I 617
151 =nQw^T(I_) DOe1 613
1_ P_DW&T(SX_]5) OOC1 615
116 _n_T(SIS) DOe1 6_6
1q2 CP_T(q_StC$OOSq-_FS,3_zx_eAsPEFO-e_P_,Zm2X_*POFF-*eF_.ZeZX_ 00C1 617
l*_LT-*_5,Z,2Xl OOC1 616
lq_ _T(*ECP_OPm*eF_oZt2X_eEY_AT=e_F6o2_Xe*EFBAT=*_F_,2_2X_ DOC1 61q
l*og"qT-!_¢_,Z,ZXt 00C1 6ZO
lq_ €_M&TftPWNUKFm*,F4,1,_X_tW_COLL=_,PS,2_PX_EFCOLL'_F_eZ_2X_ DOe1 621
leFrLHXu*_FS,0,ZX_ZH$_| O_C_ _22
_00 FPgMAT(eWNUCLFAPlTLI_T*) _0C1 623
' ?Or _M_T(e$(_STRUCT-P_YL_IITLIFTel 0_C1 62_
?_2 €_,_T(*W_ISCITLIrTe) OOC1 _25
Z03 c_T(e&COLL/4RFCe) 0_CI 626
206 rnP_&T(*W_ATTERYITL[FT*) _C_ 6Z?
_0_ _nOMAT(eE(xCFSS LIFT FRACTION)e *(Llgt)-le) NQCI 628
_0_ cOo,_TI*WCflLLITLIPT_) nOCl 62q
500 _n_M_T(6FIb.4) O_Cl 630
_1_ PORMaTfIZ_FT,6) OOC1 6_1
515 FnPNAT(*V(NLtIME), V X IO*U-6_N, (FT)_U3*) ODe1 632
5_ CO_M_T(SHCARDS) DOCl &33
600 ¢nPM6T(e33H*_eO(R_G Cq_FFICIffNT)e KSDOSN*t 00Cl 636
6_1PO_M4T(*IOHe_FIO.3) OOC1 635
_0_ FPPMAT(*?3H+j*A(LTITUOE), IO*U3¢N(FT)e) OqC1 636
_33 €_QM^T(*ITM_*A(IRSPEED_ FTIS)e) . 00C1 637
60_ PPQM_T(*?SH*,*M(nT_R _EIGHT), WI(L_)*) 00C1 638
60¢ pqDMaT(O26He,e_tATT_RY WEIGHT), W-(HILBI*) _OC1 63q
6_ F_°M^T(*2OH*,_q(ATTERY EFFI_IENC Y|*) DOC1 660
_07 POQM^Tf#ZIHt,*P(ECTEN_;A FFFICIrNCY) *) OOC] b_1
_on FnRM^T(e_q_e,*R(ECTENNA _EICHTe LAIPTI*UZ*N*) DOCI 642
6qq cnQM^T(e3q_*_*I(_CIDENT f_ICRgw_VE P_ER), W/(FT)$UZ*N_) D_CI 6_3
610 cOQMAT(*22F_*eeP(PDP_LLER EFFICIFNCY)e) OOCZ 64_
kll _p_M_T(e_3He_*_(NE_GY STG_GE_ H_U_S)*i DqC1 6_f
_13 FnQPAT(*21HeeeH(fLItlM GAS FRACTION)*) ODCl 6&6
F14 _nOWAT{e27_*_S|UPEQPR@SSURE, LRICT)$US*N_) OOCI 6&?
_1_ €_DM6T(el3HeeeS(U p_pHEAT)_ Ke) &OC_ _8
_1_ _no_&T(e_He_eS(TPUCTUoAL WRIGHT FO_CTI_NI*| 00C1 649
6_7 FPQMAT(e33*eeP(OWEg PQDCESSING WFIGHT)e WI(LB)*) DOCl 650
_I" rnoMAT(e_BHe_*P(AYLOAD POWFRt_ _*| _QC1 651
610 =nQ_^T(*ZOH*_*P(_YL_A_ WEIGHT, LR)*) OOCl 652
670 F_Q_aT(*3_*,eP(°q=FLLER wEIGHTm LnlL_-THPUST)*) OOC1 653
6_I cOPM&T(e3OH*_*PIECTENNA PEOLIND4NCY FP&CTT_N)*) _0Cl 6_4
6_ ¢n°M^t(*31H*,*N(UCLEA _ SYSTE_ WEI_T!, WI(LR)*) OOCl 655
A_= POOM^T(*2_H*_eM(AXIMUM AIPSP_ED, FT/S)e) OqCl 656
701 cnQWAT(elOH*_FIO.3) DOC1 657-
760 ¢O_M4TI24HOPTT_N PACKagE? (Y _R N)) DOCl 658
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?_0 Fq_NAT(611 noel 65g
780 Fn_M_T(eVEHICLE LEHGTH-TD-DIA_rTEP RATZ9 (5,Ole) One1 660
765 =npMAT(_TTEPY PHE_GY-Tn-HFIGHT PATINp WHILB (15,3)*) DOCE 6_1
77_ €OO_&TI33H_hTT_nY nVEnALL EFFI_TEN_Y |,ns)) DnC$ b6Z
773 _n_M_T(eCNLLFCTNP H_IGHT-TN-ARF^ _ATTnt L_IFTIFTI(.O8|¢) One1 661
77_ rnPMAT(¢NIICLEAR SYSTE_ PnWEP-T_-WFTGHT _ATIO_ WIL_ (20o0)_) DOC1 6&6
777 FnP_&TI_POFF,HqURS (0,0)_) DOC1 665
?ql ¢PP_&T(*_TRLICTIJP_ _IGHT F_ACTT_N_ (._31el 0_ _67
7_ CnP_TI*^VF_AGE FNFRGY FLUX_ W/FTIFT (37o)_) DOe1 660
?qfl Fn_M_T(_C_LLECT_P FFF[CIENCY (,_O)e) DOC1 6_q
?n? F_O_T(eF_CTI_N NF H_LIUM 1.95)_) D_C1 &TO
?qA ¢nO"_T{eMINIMU_ StlPEO PQESSUgE, LBICT/FT (SoZI*| Oqcz 671
?_0 ¢_PMAT(_UP_PHFAT_ K (O,)_) _0Ci 67Z
7Oh cnpM_T(ePqW_e PPOCES_ING PNWER-T_-WEIAHT _ATIO_ WILB (_3,&)O) D_C] 673
7_I _nOW_TI_PAYLN_ DOW_De H fiG)Do)e) DOC1 bT_
?_? CnPu_T(_PAYLOAD W_IGHT. L_ (LO0.)_I _0{1 _T5
,703 CpOM_T(_pp_p WT-Tq-STATIC THR!JST RATIO_ (,O&)_) OOC1 _T&
?o= ¢OOMAT(_5(1.-)) One1 677
_01 ¢noMAT(3_¢_tI_CELLAHE_US SYSTEMS WEIGHTe) COCI 678
floe CnOM_TflIX_¢C_LLFCT_R AeEA_| 0_Cl &Tg
BOZ ¢_PMaTIIOX,_ST_UETURE-PAYLOAD HEIGHTe) 00CI 68C
B03 cnPM^T(@_e_NUCLEAP SYSTEM _EIGHT_) COC1 601
f106 _oPW_T(I2X_#_ATTKRY w_IGHT_) OOC1 _82
.nO _ _OPMATI12X_VE_t]CLE t_EIGHT_) OQCl 6B3
_O_ _nP"^T(IOX_C_LLFCTNR WEIGHT_) O_C1 68_
R_? ¢OPW_T(OENTE_ 3 VALUES _F PAeAM_TCRe) OOCZ &85
I0 n €0¢MET(PlG._I DOCI 608
10_ Fn_MAT(_F20.St DOll 687
110 Fo_UAT(_ALTTTLIDFe THD'JSAH_S OF FT (70.00)_) _OCl _88
111CD_T(_AI_SPEED, FT/S (50.)_) D_C_ 8_n
]I_ F_O_T(nqRAG COFFFICIE_T(._39)_) 00C1 &gO
110 _OMAT(¢PAOAM6TEO ?_} 03CI 6Q1
11 • FPOMATfCP_DPELLFQ EFFICIFNCY(_RS)_) 00_1 &q2
I_P =n_Tf_!O=CD_/_II.ALT_I_I2.ASDEPD_I_I3=_WMBTD_¢I DOC1 _03
lel_FU_AT_I_I_=EFRAT_I_I_rF_OLL_I¢IT._K_LL*I¢I_EFLUX_I C3CI _9_
_IO-FcPROO¢ICZO_P_FF_f_3Z.FH_I_2=D_LP_IN_I DOC1 &95
30_oTSHI;T¢I_24_WTF_ACS_I_5.Pt4TPP_I*_8.PPYLD_IO27o_TPYLO_I OOCl 6q&
6O_oW_OOT_I¢2OnqcDIP;(SC1)eI_30.VPAX_I$5OnpHNUKE¢I) 00C1 &g7
129 rpOMaT(¢VALUE NUrl_E_ *,11,_ =O_ PA_&M_T_) OqCl 6qq
qOO _OQNAT(IOPLOT(F_AqE) HlUtBE_ O_Cl 700
ItI_I-_nLLECTOR AREA_I OOCI 701
_2-_T_CELI__tIEOIIS %Y_TEttS HEI_HTe/ Oq_ ?02
3e_-STOUCTUP_-PAYLDAD HEIGHT_/ _OC_ 703
6e6-C_LLFCTORfHtI_LE^_ _YSTE_) wETGHT_I DOC_ _06
5oS-nATTERY HEIGHToI_@-VEHICLE UEIGHT_I) OOCZ 705
2000 FOOUATfSFl_61 OQ¢I TO_
301 Ergo 00Cl TO7
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A.2 AIRPLANE
PROGRAM HEYSON (INPUT;OUTPUTpTAPEZ=INPUTpTAPEStTAPE6=DUTPUTI OOC I
C one 2
C $$$_$$¢eee$$e$$$$ee$_$_$$$$$$$_ee$$_$$¢e$$e$$$_$$$eseee$$e DOC 3
C OOC
C PROGRAM HE¥SDN AIDS IN THE FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF OOC 5
C SOLAR-, MICRDWAVE-_ AND NUCLEAR-POWERED AIRPLANES DOC 6
C DOC 7
C TAPE1 IS INPUT FROM INTERACTIVE TERMINAL" D_C 8
C TAPE5 IS A PLOTTING PROGRAM INPUT TAPE DOC 9
C TAPE6 IS OUTPUT TO TERMINAL DOC ZO
C DOC 11
C e$$$$$ese$$$$_$$esee_$_ece_$e$$$$$$$$$e$$$$$e$$$$$$ee$$e$ OOC 12
C DGC 13
DIMENSION B(6)PA[15),C(15)_YPLOT(6) D_C 16
REWIND _ DOC 15
C OOC 16
C RHO IS SEA LEVEL DENSITY(SLUGSIFTIFT) DOC 17
RHO=eOOZ37bq DOC 18
C OOC 19
C CCI CONVERTS [FT-LBIS) TO W 00C ZO
CCI=1,355818 00C Z1
C DOC 2Z
C CPP IS PROPULSION POWER PROCESSING SPECIFIC POWER(WILB) OOC 23
CPP=ZSO. DOC Z%
C DOC Z5
C CHEBYSHEV A() VALUES--USED IN CALCULATING AMBIENT DENSITY OOC Z6
C OOC Z7
A(1)--,IO950532E.OZ DEC 28
A(Z)--,S5717132E+Ol OOC 29
A(3)=,gqII6555ElOl DOC 30
A(%)-,OlO%_8%TE-O1 OCC 31
A(5}=-,1%30_157 DOC 3Z
A(b)=,zq%q2088E-02 DOC 33
A(7)a,SBTBg604E-02 DOC 3%
A(8)=,Z'O_ZI324E-02 DOC 35
A(9)-,?lO33206E-OZ DOC 36
AflO)--.IO31_OB6E-OZ DOC 37
A|II)=,3_IOO?3?E-O2 DOC 38
A(1Z)=oTl?6_3_SE-02 DOC 39
A(13)=-,39151_SqE-OZ OOC 40
A(I_)=.llZZ?OZBE-OZ OOC %1
A(15)--,15751053E-O2 DOC 62
C ODC 63
C DO= %4
WRITE(6,830) DOC 65
WRITE(6,93) 0_ %6
_RITE(6_5_) DOC 67
WRITE(be53) OOC 68
, WRITE(5_550) ..... OO_ 69
c ooc _o
N=O '" OOC 51
C(1)=1, OOC 5Z
CAI-262._67 DOC 53
8(_)=100000.1Z3%5678 OOC 56
C DOt 56
C *$*_*e* DEFAULT VALUES ***_*** DOC 57
C DEFAULT VALUES ARE TttOSE FOR A MICROWAVE-POWERED AIRPLANE DO_ 58
C OOC 59
C OO_ 60
C CLMAX IS MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT OOC 6Z
CLMAX-I,_ 00_ 63
C OOC 6%
C CD_ IS AIRPLANE PROFILE DRAG COEFFICIENT OOC 65
CDO=.OlO DOC 66
223
C DOC b7
C ASPEED IS AVERAGE AIRSPEEO(FTIS) OOC 6B
ASPEEO-I¢O,O DOC b9
C DOC 70
C VMAX IS MAXIMUM AIRSPEED(FTIS) DOC 71
VHAX=1%0,O0 DOC TZ
C' OOC 73
C EFPROP IS PROPELLER EFFICIENCY DOC 76
EFPROP-,8§ DOC 75
C DO_ 76
C POFF IS NUMBER OF HOURS THAT FLIGHT OPERATIONS ARE OO_ 77
C MAINTAINED BY THE STORED ENERGY OOC 7D
POFF=Oo OO_ 79
C OOC BO
C wTFRACS IS STRUCTURE-TO-WEIGHT RATIO DOC 81
WTFRACS=,17 DOG BZ
C DOG 83
C EW_AT IS BATTERY(ENERGY STORAGE DEVICE) DQC 86 ._
C ENERGY-TO-WEIGHT RATIO(W-H/LB) DOC 85
EwBAT=15.3 DOC Bb
C DOC B7
C EFBAT IS BATTERY(ENERGY STORAGE DEVICE) EFFICIENCY DOC 8B
EFBAT-,.B5 DOC B9
C' OOC 90
C WACOLL IS RECTENNAtOR SOLAR CELL) WEIGHT-TO-AREA RATIO|LBIFTIFT) DOC 91
WACOLL=,04 DOC 9Z
C OOC 93
C PWMOTOR IS MOTOR-GEAR-BOX SYSTEM POWER-TO-WEIGHT RATIO(WILD) DOC 96
PWMOTQR=573, DOC 95
C 00_ gb
C EFMOTOR IS HOTOR-GEAR-BOX SYSTEM EFFICIENCY DOG g7
EFMOTOR=o9k DOC g6
p
C D_C "99
C EFLUX IS THE POWER-TO-AREA RATIO OF THE MICROWAVE BEAM DD_ 100
C (OR SUNtS RAYS) INCIDENT ON THE AIRPLANE(W/FTIFT/) DOC 101
EFLUX-37.0 DOC 102
C DOC 103
C EFCOLL IS THE RECTENNA(OR SOLAR CELL) EFFICIENCY DOC 10_
EFCOLL-,80 DOC 105
C DOC 106
C ALT IS ALTITUDE(IN THOUSANDS OF FT) DOC 107
ALT-70,O DOe 108
C . DQC lOg
C PPYLD IS'PAYLOAD POwER(W) DOC 110
PPYLD=IO00o DDC 111
C DOC 112
C PWNUKE IS NUCLEAR SYSTEM POWER-TO-WEIGHT RATIO(WILB) DOC 113
PWNUKE=ISo DOC 11h
C DOC 115
C PI IS PI(THE MATHEM^TICAL TERM) DOC 116
P1=3.16159 DOC 117
C OOC 118
C PWTPP IS POWER PROCESSING POWER-TO-WEIGHT RATIO(WILD) DOC 119
PwTPP=53°6 DOC 120
C DOC lZl
C EFPP IS POWER PROCESSING EFFICIEtICY DOC 122
EFPP=,92 DOC 123
C OOC 12_
C WPROPT IS PROPELLER WEIGHT-TO-THRUST RATIO(LBILB-THRUST) DO_ 1Z5
wRROPT=°06 OOC 12b
C OOC 1ZT
C WTPYLD IS PAYLOAD WEIGHT(LBSt DOC 128
WTPYLD-ZOO, DOG 129
C DOC 130
C E IS OSHALD AIRPLAHE EFFICIENCY FACTOR DOC, 131
E=,85 OOC 132
C DOC 133
C AR IS AIRPLANE ASPECT RATIO DOC 13%
AR'20, OOC 135
C DOC. 136
C SCI IS RECTENNA(OR SOLAR CELL) REDUNDANCY FRACTION DOC 137
SCl=O,iO DOC" 138
C OOC 139
C SBI 1S BATTERY(EHER_ STORAGE DE,ICE) REDUHOA_CY FRACTIQH OOC l_O
SBI'O,O DOC' 141
C DOC 142
C SS1 IS STRUCTURAL WEIGHT-TO-WING AREA RATIO (LBIFTIFT) DOC 143
SSI_._ DOC 14_
2P_4
OOC 145
C _ . ............ DOC' .. 167
C INTERACTIVE PROGRAH INPUT 0_C. 148
C DOC 169
C e¢¢eee_eeCtee_et_eCee¢_eeeet_e OOC 150
I CONTINUE DOC 151
kRITE(b_700) OaC 152
READ(ZpSO)CLMAX DOC 153
C OOC 15_
C IF CLHAX INPUT GREATER THAN lO*p ALL DEFAULT VALUES ARE USE) DOC 155
C DOC 156
IF(EOF(1)) "ZtZ DOC I_7
Z IFfCL_AX.GT.IO.)GO TO Z9 DOC 158
_RIT[(6_71O) DOC. 159
READ(I_50)CO0 OOC 160
IF(EDF(1)) 3P3 DOC 161
3 WRITE(6;7ZO) DOC lbZ
READ(1;50)ASPEED DDC 163
IF(EOF(1)) _e_ DOC 166
6 _RITE(6_730) 00C 165
READ(IeSO)POFF DOC Ib6
IFf_OF(1)) 5p5 OOC 167
5 MRITE(6,7;O) DOC 168
RLAD(1,750)OPT OOC 169
IF(EOF(Z))lSpZ1 OOC. 170
21 IF(OPT.EQ.1HY) be15 OOC 171
6 w_ITE(bp531 00C 172
MRITE(b;760) OOC 173
READ(1,50|EFPROP DOC 176
IF(EnF(1) 8_8 DOC 175
8 _RITE(6_765) DOC 176
READ(I_50)E_BAT DOC 177
IF(E(IF(1) 1_14 00C 178
16 _RITE(6,770) OOC 179
REAO(Z_50)EFBAT OOC 180
IF(EOF(1) 9,9 DOC 181
9 _RITE[6,780) DOC 182
REAOfl_50)P_H_TOR DOC 183
IF(EOF(1) 10,10 OOC 18_
10 gPITE(be77_) OOC 185
READfleSO)gACOLL DOC 18b
IF(EOF(1) 11,11 DOC 187
11 gRITE(be7gO) DOC 188
READ(1,50)EFC_LL DOC 189
IF(EUF(I) IZ,12 DOC lqO
12 WRITF(6_785) DOC 191
READ(I,SO)EFLUX DOC 192
C OOC lq3
.C IF EFLUX IHPIJT IS O,_A NUCLEAR PO_ERED AIRPLANE IS REPRESENTED DOC 196
C OOC 195
IFfEOF(1)) 13_13 OOC 196
13 WRITE(beSZO) OOC 197
READ(1,50)ALT OOC 198
IF(EOF(1)) bb,bb OOC . 199
b6 WRITE(be860) DOC 200
REAO(I_50)PWTPP OqC 201
IF(EOF(1))67;_7 DOC 202
67 WRITE(6_8_Z) OOC ZU3
RE_D(I_50)PPYLD DOC ZO_
IF(E[1F(II)6B_6B OOC ZO5
: 6e WRIT_(6,8_Z) OOC 206
READ(Z_50)WTPYLO OOC ZOT
IF(E_F(1))69,69 DOC 208
69 W_ITE(be8_3) DOC ZO9
READ(1,50)PWNUKE DOE 210
IF(E_F(1))?O_70 DOC 211
70 WRITEf6,8_) DOC 212
READ(I_SO)AR OOC Z13
IF(EOF(1))81;81 DOC 116
81WRITE(6_9ZZI OOC 215
R_AD(I_50)SC1 DOC 216
IF(EDF(1))82_82 OOC 217
8Z W_ITE(6,923) DOC 218
READ(leSO)SB1 OOC Z19
IF(EOF(1))89,89 DOC ZZO
225
09 WRITEI6pQZ7) DOC 221
READ(lpSOIWTF_C$ DOC 222
IF(E_F(Z))93p93 DOC Z23
93 WRITE(6_gz8) OOC 226
READ(I,50|SSI OOC Z25
IFIEOF(Z})qlmgZ 00C ZZ_
91WRITE(6_929) DOC 227
REAO(IPSO|E D_C 22_
IF(EOFI1))BBpBB OOC ZZ9
B8 WRITE(bp8;5) OOC 230
RE&D_I_50}V_AX DOC 231
WRITE[bp53} DOC 232
IF(EOF(X))lS,15 DOC 233
c ooc z3e,
C 00C 235
C DOC 23?
C SELECTION OF A SINGLE PARAMETERTO VARY OOC 230
C OOC Z39
Z9 IF(CLMAX.GT.1C,)CLMAXnl,_ OOC Z_
15 CONTINUE 00C 262
wRITE(b,BZLI 00C 2_3
READ(Ie48)IB DOC 26_
IF(EOF(1)}159qO ..... DOC .... 2_5
90 WRITEIb,B?Z) OOC Z66
OO 69 IM=l,3 OOC ?67
w_IT_Ch_OZ3lI_ OOC 260
q2 REAO(I,SOIB(IM) DOC Z69
IF(EOFfl)|qzp_q 00C Z50
69 CONTINUE OOC 25Z
c OOC zSZ
DO _1 lOU_6e_ OOC 253
DO _1 IS=l,3 OOC 256
IFfIB,EOolO)CLMAX-B(IS} OOC Z55
IFfIBoEOoI1)COO_B(IS) DOG 25fi
IF(IBoEO,IEIASPEED-B(IS; 00C Z57
IF(IB,EO,I3)POFF"B(IS) 00C Z50
IFLIBoEOoI_|EFOROP_(IS| 00C 259
IF(IB,EQ,15)EW_AT-B(IS! 00C 260
IF(I_=EQ,IB]EF_AT=_(IS| 00C 26X
IFIIB_EQoI71PH_OT_R-B{ISI DOC 262
IF(IB,EO°IO)WACOLL-B(I$) DOC Z63
IFflB,EO,Ig)EFCOLL.B(IS) OOC Z6_
IF|IBoEQ=ZO)EFLUX-B(IS| OOC Z65
IF(IB.EO.21)^LT=D(IS) OOC 266
IF(IB°EOoZ_IP_TPP-B(IS) DOG Zb?
IF{IB_EQ_Z3)P_LD-B(XS) OQC 260
IF(IBoEO_2_)WTPVLD-B(IS) DOC 269
IF(IB,EO°ZS)AR-B{IS) OOC 270
IF(IB_EQoZ_)SCIe_{IS) OOC ZT_
IF{IB,EQ,Z7}WTFRACS-6(IS| OOC 272
IF{IB,EOoZO]_PROPT_B(IS; DOC 273
IF{IB,EQ_ZqIVt_hX_(IS| OOC 2T_
IF(IBoEO,30)SSI_6{IS} DOC 275
IF(IO,EO_31)E_B(IS) OOC 276
IF(IB:EQ_5OIP_tLUKEeB(IS) OqC ZTT
C OOC 2TO
2Z CONTINUE DOG 279
t_-N+l OOC 260
C ' DOC Z81
C CALULATION OF AMBIENT DENSITY DOC Z82
C OOC ZO3
X-Z,e({E;eALTICA_ l-I,) OOC 206
RLN.O, DOC 265
CfZIoX OOC ZB6
C{3)o(Xe_Z,l-Zo DOC 287
DO 35 IZ=6,15 DOC 28B
35 C(IZI=(X*C(IZ-ZII-C(IZ-ZI OOC Z89
00 3b IV-l,15 OOC Z90
3b RLNnRLN+IA(IV)*CIIV)I2,) DOC 291
C OOC zqz
C DENS IS AMBIENT DENSITY[SLUGSIFTIFTIFT} OOC Z93
DENS=RHOeEXP(_LN) DOC Z96
226
C DOC 295
C *****_*€**_*_***_*_***_**€e*******_***_**# OOC ZOb
C DOC 298
C AIRPLANE CONCEPT SIZING SCHENE DOC 299
C OOC 3GO
• C . CL IS DESIGN CL FOR MINIMUM POWER OPERATION OOC 30_
. CL-SORT(3,ePIeARtEeCOD) OOC 306
IF(CL,GToCLNAX)CL=CLMAX OOC 30_
C DOC 306
C CO IS CRUISE CO 00C 307
CO=COD .((CL_e_,)I(P[eAR*EI) 00C 308
C DOC _09
C SREF IS WING PLANFORM AREA(FT X FT) DOC 310
SREFoSo OOC 311
¢ DDC 312
OO _1 II-l_ZO OOC 313
WTFRACI=WTFRAC$ DOC 316
SREF=I,5_SREF DOC _5
56 CZ=WTFRACII(Z,-WTFRAC1) OOC 316
C OOC 317
C PMOREO IS MOTOR POWER AT CRUISE AIRSPEED(W) DOC 318
PM_REQ=CCleCOeOENSe(ASPEEO*_3.)eSREFI(Z,*EF_ROP| OOC _lq
C DOC 3ZO
C • THRUST IS THRUST AT CPUISE AIPSPEED(Lfi) DOC 321
THRUST=CDeDENSe(ASPEEOeeZ.)eSREFI(Z.) OOC 32Z
C D_C 3Z3
C PMOREQI IS MOTOR POWER AT MAXIMUM AIRSPEED(W) DOC 3Z_
PM_REOZ-CCI*CD_OENS*((VMAX)e*3,)eSREFI(Z,*EFPROP) DOC 325
C' OOC 326
"C THRUSTI IS THRUST AT MAXIMUM AIRSPEED(W) OOC 327
THRUSTI-COeDEflSe((VHAX)_Zo)eSREFI(Z.) OOC 3ZB
C DOC _Z9
C ELIFT IS OEVELOPE_ LIFT(LB) OOC 330
ELIFT-CLeD_NS*(ASPEEDeeZ, IeSREFIZo OOC 331
C OOC 3_Z
C ENERGY IS ENERGY NEEDED AT CRUISE AIRSPEED(W-HI OOC 333
ENERGT.I(P_OREOIEFMOTOR).PPYLD)*IZ_.-POFF.(POFFIEFBAT))IEFPP DOC 33_
C OOC 335
C ENERGY1 IS EHERGY NEEDED AT MAXIflUM AIRSPEEO(W-H) D_C _36
EHERGYI.((PMOREGIIEFMOTOR)ePPYLD)*(Z6°-POFF.(POFFIEFBAT))IEFPP DOC 337
C OOC 33B
C PCOLL IS POWER THAT RECTENNA MUST PROVIDE(W) DOC 339
PCULL=ENERGYII(_6°-POFF) DOC 360
C OOC • 3_1
, C ******************************************** DOC 36Z
C OOC 363
C WEIGHTS(LBS) DOC 3€6
C' OOC _5.
C ******************************************** OOC _6_
C OOC ,3_7
C WT_DT IS WEIGHT OF _OTOR AND GEAR BOX OOC 348
WTMOT=PMORE_ZIPWM_TOR OOC 369
C OOC 350
C WTPROP IS WEIGHT OF PROPELLER OOC 351
WTPR_P=WPROPT_THRUST1 OOC 3_Z "
IF(WTPROPoLT°Z,O)WTPROP=Z.O 00C 35_
C OOC 35_
C WTPP IS POWEP PROCESSING WEIGHT DOC 355
- ' wTPP=(PPYLDIPWTPP).(P_DREQIlCPP) OOC 3_6
IF[EFLUX°LT,I,)GO TD 55 OOC 357
C OOC 35B
'C WTCOLL IS WEIGHT _F RECTENNA OOC 359
WTCOLL={1,tSCI|e(WACOLL*PCOLL)I(EFLUX_EFcoLL) OOC 360
55 IF{EFLUX.LToL°IWTCOLL-O. O_C 361
C OOC 362
C WTBAT IS WEIGHT OP BATTERY _R FUEL CELL OOC 363
WTBAT.(I.+S_I)*((PMDREQIEFMQTOR).PPYLD)_POFFIEWBAT DOC 36_
C OOC _5
C .WTNUKE IS WEIGHT OF NULEAR PROPULSION SYSTEM OOC 366
WTNUKE=PCOLLIPWNUKE DOC 367
IF(EFLUX,GT,Z,)WTNUKE=O° DOC 368
IF(EFLUX°GT,Z,)P_NUKE=O, DOC '3b9
C DOC 370
227
WTSTRTaO. DOC 371
WTOTHE_'(WTPP+WTMOT+WTPYLD*WTSTRT)eCI.0E-03) DOC 372
WEIGHTZeWTMOT*WTCOLL.WTPP.WTBAT.WTPYLO.WTSTRT.WTNUKE OOC 373
IsWTPROP OOC 376
C OOC 375
C WTSTRT IS STRUCTURAL WEIGHT OOC 376
WTSTRT-WEIGHTZeCl DOC 377
C DOC 378
C TEST ASSURES THAT SSZ IS AT LEAST .6 OOC 379
TEST-wTSTRTISREF DO¢ 380
IF(TEST.LT.SSI)WTFRACI=WTFRACle.O05 DOC 381
IFITEST,LT,SSZ)GOTO 56 DOC 382
C OOC 383
C WEIGHT IS TOTAL AIRPLANE WEIGHT DOC 386
WEIGHT-WEIGHTZ.WTSTRT DOC 385
C DOC 386
C *****$************$*******************e,$*** DOC 387
C DOC 388
C SCOLL IS AREA OF RECTENNA(FT X FT| DOC 389
SCOLL=WTCOLLIWACOLL DOC 390
C DOC 391
C WNGLDIS WING LOADING(LBI(ET X FT)) OOC 39Z
WNGLO-WEIGHTISREF ,OOC 393
C OOC 396
C ASPAN IS WING SPAN(FT| DOC 395
ASPAN-AR*SORT(SREFIAR) DOC 396
C OOC 397
C AREF IS WING PLANFORM AREA(FT X FT| OOC 398
AREFaSCOLLISREF DOC 399
C DOC 600
C OOC 601
C *************************** OOC 60Z
C DOC 603
C PARAMETERS FOR PLOTTING OOC 606
C OOC 6C5
C OOC 406
YPLOTM-(WTMOTIELIFT).(WTPPIELIFT) DOC 607
YPLOT(II-kREF OOC 608
YPLOT(Z)e(WTPYLDIELIFT).YPLOTN DOC 609
• YPLOT(3)-WTSTRTIELIFT OOC 610
IF(EFLUX.LT.I.)YPLOT(4|=WTNUKEIELIFT DOC 611
[F(EFLUX.GT.I.)YPLOT(4)=UTCOLLIELIFT DOC 412
YPLOTIS}=WTgATIELIFT OOC 613
YPLOT(b)'(ELIFTIWEIGHT)-I. DOC 614
WRITE(5,1OO)N,ASP_N, YPLOT(IOU) DOC 615
41 CONTINUE DOC 416
WRITEISelS[lqqoq9 DOC 417
C OOC 418
•C DOC 41q
• ******************************************** OOC 420
C ********************************************* DOC 62_
C OOC 422
C PLOT OUTPUT O_C 623
C OOC 424
IF(IB.EO.IO)CL-B(4) OOC 425
IFfIB.EO°ll)CO=B(4) DOC 426
IF IB.EO.IZ)ASPEEO-B(4) DOC 427
IF IB.EQ.13)POFF-B(41 OOC 428
IF IB.EO,14)EFPRO_-B(4) OOC 429
IF IB.EO.15)EWBAT-B(4) DOC 430
IF IB.EO.Z6)EFOAT-B(41 OOC 431 " _-
IF IB°EO.17)PWMOTOR-B(6) OOC 432
IF IB.EO.1B)HACOLL-B(6) OOC 433
IF IB.EO.lq)EFCOLL-B(4) OOC 634
IF IBeEQ,ZO)EFLIJX-B(6) DOC 435
IF IB.EQ.ZI)ALT-B(6) OOC 43b
IF IB,EQ,ZZ)PWTPPaB(4) OOC 437
IF IB,EO,Z])PPYLD-B(4) DOC 638 "
IF I8,EO,Z4)WTPYLD-B(4) OOC 639
IFIIB,EQ°ZS)AR=B(4| DOC 440
IF(IB.EQ,50)PWNUKE=B(6) ............ OOC .... 641
228
C ooc 4kZ
C DQC 663
DO 6Z IT-6p6 D_C 666
"KAal OOC 665
WRITE(SjISZ)Splpl,leleOpl DOC 666
WRITEI§eZsb)gq998pKA+OpKAeZJKA+2 DOC 6_7
KA'KA_3 OOC 648
WR[TEISeI55)0_OJO OOC 469
. WRIT[(Se155)TtTe7 OQC 650
WRITE(SelS§)lpZe3 OOC 651
C 00C 452
C PLOT TITLE SPECIFICATIOH OOC 653
C OOC 656
IF(IT.EQ.1) WRITE(Se2OB) OOC 455
IF(IT.EQ.2) WRITEfSp206) DOC 456
IF(IT.EQ.3) wRITE(Sp202| DOC 657
IFI[T.EQ.6.ANn.EFLUX.GT.I.| WRITE{SP2001 00¢ 45B
IF(IT.EO.4.ANO.EFLUX.LT.l.)WRITE(59Z06) DQC 659
IF{IT°EO.5) WRITE(5_2_I| DOC 460
WRITE(5,190)CLpCDgASPEED_POFF_ALT OOC 461
IF(IT,EO,6)HRITE(5*205) DOC 462
_RITEISjIgZ|EFPROP_EWBATtEF_AT,PWHQTOR 00C 663
WRITE(5*lgk)PWNUKEIWACOLLeEFCOLL_EFLUXpAR 00C 664
C OOC 665
C Y-AXIS GRID SCALE FACTOR DOC 6&6
C DOC 667
[F(IT.EQ.L) WRITE(5_§OQ|_t_O.jb._.p.ZO- O_C 66B
IF(IT.EQ.2) WRITE(SpSOO).IeO._I.p.lp.O_ OOC 669
IFIIT.EQ.]) WRITE(SpSOO).IeO.plee.I_.05 OOC 670
IFIIT.EQ.4) WRITEISpSOO).leO. JI.s.le.05 DOC 671
IF(IT.EQ.5) WRITE(SPSOO)°I_O.eZ.e°Ip.OS DDC 672
IF(IT.EQ.6| WRITE(Ss500|°Se-°8e°Bp._p°Z OOC 673
C DOC 676
C X-AXIS GRID SCALE FACTOR DOC 675
C OOC 676
WRITE(§eSOO)ZOO°eO°p600.eZO0°e100. DOC 677
C OOC 478
C Y-AXIS LABEL DOC 479
C OOC 680
WRITEIS_515)35_.2 DOC 681
IFIIT.EQ.1) WRITE(5_BG3) DOC 682
IF(IT.tO.Z) WRITE(Sp806| DOC 683
IF(IT.EQ,3) WRITE(5_OOZ) 00C 6B6
IF(IT.EQ.6.AND.EFLUX.GT.1.) WRITE(5_800) DOC 685
IF|ITeE_.6._HD.EFLUXeLTe_.)WR_TE|§e80b) DOC 686
IF(IT.EQ.5) gRITE(5_8C1) OOC 687
IF(IT.EQ.6) HRITE(5_805) DOC 480
C DOC 609
C X-AXIS LABEL OOC 490
C DOC 491
WRITE(5_515)18_.2 OOC 492
WRITE(5.535) DOC 493
C OOC 494
C PREPARE FIGURE LEOGEND OOC 695
C OOC 696
IF(IB.EO.IO)WRITE(5_602) DOC 667
IF(IB.EO.II)WRITE(5_.6GO) OOC 498
IF{IB.EQ°LZI_RITE(5_603| OOC 699
IF(IB.EQ.13)'WRITE(5_6GS) DOC 500
IFfIB.EO.16)WRITE(5_05) DOC 501
IF(IB.EQ.lS)WRITE(9_06) DOC 502
IFIIB.EQ.16)WRITE(5_O?) OOC 503
IF(IB.EQ.LT|_RITE(5_6Qf!! OOC 504
" IF(IB,EQ.1B)WRITE(5_609) DOC 505
IF(IB.EQ.lq)WRITE(5_610) OOC _06
IF(IB,EO,EO)_RITE(5,611) OOC 507
IF(IB.EQ.Z1)WRITE{5_lZ) OOC _OO
IF(IB.EQ.Z_)WRITE[5,613| 00C 509
, , _: IFIIB.EQ.Z3)WRITE(_b16) OOC 510
-. IF(IB.E_.Z4)WRITE(5_615) DOC 511
' IFfIB.EO._SIWRITE(5_I_) DOC 512
IF(IB.EO.Zb)WRITE(5.617) DOC 513
IF(IB,EO.ZT)WRITE(5_618) OOC 514
IF(IB.EQ.281WRITE(5,619) OOC 515
IF(IB.EO.Zg)WRITE(5_621) OOC 516
IF|IB.EQ.30)WRITE(5,622} OqC 517
IF(IB.EO.31)WRITE(5_6231 DOC 518
• IFfIB.EO°50)HRITE(5,6201 OOC 519
DOC 520
229
gfllTE(Se801)8(1)
HRITE(5,601)8(2) OOC 521
tIRlTE(SeE01)O(3) DOE 52Z
42 CONTINUE DOE 529
DOE 5Z6
eeeeee,e,eee DOE 5Z5
DOE 5Z_
FORMATS OOC 527
OOC 520
_eee,_eeee,_ DOE 5Z9
OOC 530
48 FORMATfIZ) DOE 531
50 FORMAT(Flu,5) OOC 53Z
51 FORNAT(4FIO.5) OOC 533
5Z FORnAT(TFIO.5) OOC 536
53 FORMAT(45H ") 00C 535
54 FDRMAT(3Xp_ALL DATA PLOTTED VERSUS WING SPAN*) DOE 53h
100 FDRRAT(IS_ZFIO.5) DOE 537
150 _ORMAT(I1) DOE 530
151 FORMAT(IS) ............ DQC ...... 539
15Z FORMAT(TIS) DOE 540
155 FO_MAT(SXj4IS) DOC 541
15b FORMAT(SIS) DOE 54Z
lgO FORNAT(qHSlCSDLSN'PF4.Zj2XeTHCSDDSN=eF4.3PZXp2HV=jFS,lpZXe54POFFmeDOC 543
1FS°ZeZXeZHHeeFS"Z) OOC 546
lqZ FORMAT(_EFPROPe_F4. ZpZ_P*EWBAT=epFSoZpZXeeEFBAT=#PF4.ZeZXe OQC 545
I°PWMOT'°JES"I) OOC 5_6
lq_ F_RMAT(*PWNUKE-*pF4.1eZXptWACOLL-*_FS.ZezXeeEFCOLLoepF4.ZpZXe DOE 5_7
lOEFLUX-*pFSoO,ZXt*ARa*,F4.1pZHS_) DOE 54B
20J FORMATfOXp_RECTENNA WE'IGHTe) OOC 549
Zol FOR_AT(OX_BATTERY HEIG_T_) OOC 550
20Z FORMAT(7X_¢STRUCTURE HEIGHT*) DOC 551
ZO¢ FORMAT(SX,_MISCELLANEnUS SYSTEMS WEIGHTe) OOC 552
203 FURMAT(nXeORECTEHqA AREAe) OOC 553
205 FORMAT(OX_VEHICLE WEIGHT*) DOC 55_
Z06 FORffAT(SX_*NUCLEAR SYSTEM WEIGHT*) DOE 555
2ZZ FORMAT(F?O°I) DOE 55h
5UO FGRMATf_FIO._) DOE 557
515 FO_AT(I2_P7,_) DOE 558
530 FOR_AT(_C_LLITLIFT*) D_C 559
535 F_R_AT(18H_(ING SPAN_ B_ FT)) DOE 560
5_0 F:]R_AT(IZ_FIO_5) DOC 56_
55u FUR_AT(SHCAPOS) DOE 562
_O0 FORHAT(_35H_DfRAG COEFFICIENT)_ C$OD_$N_) ODE 563
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